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Abstract 

Electronic Health Record Systems play an integral role in healthcare practice, enabling health 

organisations to collect, access, and manage data consistently. These data are used to support clinical 

care ranging from better health information exchange to general improvements in clinical practice, 

efficient hospital management, and accelerating the development of medical interventions. However, 

like all information systems, they are prone to data quality problems such as incomplete records, values 

outside expected ranges and implausible relationships, which have far-reaching impacts on patient 

safety, data consumers’ confidence, decision-making, and reusability. 

This study aims to improve health data quality by exploring whether current efforts can be more 

effective if backed by appropriate technology in intelligent systems. In particular, it focuses on the 

identification of problems in health data, which studies note is often non-trivial, and it proposes a 

conceptual framework for conducting systematic assessments and evaluating the trustworthiness of data 

quality assessment programs. A robust automated tool for assessing health data quality, the Healthy-

Data Toolkit, has also been developed to evaluate the utility of the proposed framework. The tool 

includes a novel method for enabling interoperable data quality assessments based on loose coupling 

and automated schema matching. Also, a systematic method for acquiring reference measurements for 

facilitating data quality assessments in the absence of gold standards was introduced. The validity and 

reliability of this implemented tool and methods have been evaluated using real-world datasets. 

Overall, this study envisages that the framework proposed can help reduce the confusion surrounding 

health data quality and enable reproducible and credible assessments, which is essential to improving 

data quality practice, whether it be root cause investigations, documentation training or data cleansing. 

Also, this study anticipates that the implemented tool will benefit researchers and organisations that do 

not have dedicated teams or are unsure how to approach data quality assessments in preparing datasets 

for meaningful use and shedding more light on data quality problem types that need attention, which 

can help shape their improvement strategies.  
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1 Chapter 1 – Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

Information is an integral component of most endeavours in life. Even so, the increased digitisation of 

almost all aspects of human endeavour, and recent advancements and applications of big data and 

artificial intelligence techniques have made it even more critical, particularly for industries such as 

healthcare. Today, massive amounts of health information are captured from sensors, direct observation, 

and measurement instruments during routine clinical visits using Electronic Health Record Systems 

(EHRs) (Hayrinen et al., 2008). There is also a great deal of interest in aggregating and analysing these 

health data to develop models that can help improve decision making in healthcare practice, accelerate 

medical interventions, and deepen global knowledge of diseases and treatments (Wilke et al., 2011; 

Jensen et al., 2012; Austin & Kusumoto, 2016).  

Ideally, it is expected that available health data would be complete, reliable, and fit for use. However, 

health data, especially those captured or stored in EHRs, are not ready for meaningful use without 

considerable preparatory work as they are prone to data quality (DQ) problems, such as incomplete 

records, values outside normal ranges, and implausible relationships (Botsis et al., 2010; Bayley et al., 

2013; Bowman, 2013; WHO, 2016; Feldman et al., 2017). These DQ problems are expected to become 

even more prevalent as more organisations adopt EHRs, and aggregate, share and explore health data.  

Unfortunately, the cost of DQ problems is high, especially in industries like healthcare, impacting 

patient safety, the quality of practice, resource management, and the credibility of clinical studies. Many 

medical errors have data errors as their root cause. For example, in the United Kingdom, recent 

estimates put the number of medication errors in EHRs yearly to be over 237 million, which is projected 

to cost the National Health Service (NHS) about £98 million and responsible for more than 1,700 deaths 

(Elliott et al., 2021). Studies based on EHR data also spend large sums of money for data preparation 

and still risk producing misleading results (Bowman, 2013; Dixon et al., 2013; Kaplan, 2016). There is 

also the consequence of having an increasing volume of unusable health data. Therefore, given the 

critical impact of DQ problems and the high propensity for reusing EHR data, exploring ways to ensure 

available health data is fit for use is imperative. 

1.2 Data quality management 

Typically, ensuring that a given data is fit for use involves four main steps: definition, measurement, 

analysis, and improvement activities (Wang, 1998; Batini et al., 2009; Veiga et al., 2017). The first step: 

definition, broadly specifies the context of use, data elements of interest, data problem or dimensions 

to measure. Measurement is the second step, and it seeks to ascertain the DQ status of the dataset as it 
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applies to specified requirements. Usually, it involves searching for data problems in the chosen dataset 

and reporting the status of the dataset based on criteria earlier defined. The outcome of the measurement 

steps is usually a collection of records with the data problem of interest and metrics depicting the degree 

of the identified data problems in the data sample. The third step, analysis, entails assessing identified 

data problems and estimating their impact on the specified context or identifying their root causes. In 

the literature, the measurement and analysis steps have come to be generally understood to mean 

assessment. Data quality assessment (DQA) relies on the outcome of the measurement step. The final 

step comprises activities to improve or make the dataset more fit for the intended use case, such as 

preventive and corrective procedures.  

 

Figure 1.1. Typical DQ Management Framework (Derived from Wang (1998)) 

1.3 Research problems and objectives  

1.3.1 Research problems 

There is a considerable amount of literature on understanding and defining DQ within the context of 

healthcare: conceptual frameworks, dimensions, taxonomies, data error types, quality indicators and 

guidelines for conducting assessments (Kahn et al., 2012; Weiskopf & Weng, 2013; Liaw et al., 2014; 

Johnson et al., 2015; Kahn et al., 2016; Reimer et al., 2016; Terry et al., 2019). Recent studies also 

report a few notable improvement strategies to encourage the capture of accurate data in EHRs. For 

example, some studies advocate for more education or continuous training in the use of EHR software 

(Wiebe et al., 2019); enforcement of standards to curb variations in documentation practice 

(Shneiderman, 2011; Bayley et al., 2013); more focus on data elements commonly needed for reuse 

(Giganti et al., 2019); giving patients more access to their data (Mackay, 2015) and providing tangible 

incentives to encourage accurate documentation (Coleman et al., 2015; Ni et al., 2019). Other studies 

suggest providing system users with documentation support tools and conducting routine audits. 
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However, there is the fundamental challenge of quantifying data errors in EHRs or ascertaining the 

impact of these data errors on primary and secondary use, which begs for attention. For example, 

according to a clinician in a leadership role in one study: “…no one knows how bad data is in hospitals 

– on a good day it is bad, on a bad day, it is terrible...” (McCormack & Ash, 2012). Likewise, most 

reported error estimates are perceived to be lower than actual assessments for fear of litigation, other 

negative consequences, or the evaluation process’s inadequacy (Shneiderman, 2011; WHO, 2016). As 

such, it is often unclear if preventive and corrective efforts introduced are yielding positive results. In 

light of these, recommendations from several studies show a growing appeal for solutions that can help 

improve health data quality, encompassing problem identification and mechanisms for feedback and 

enhancement (Elliott et al., 2021).  

Traditionally, organisations and individuals assess EHR DQ on an ad hoc basis (Weiskopf & Weng, 

2013). The activity usually involves comparing selected EHR data elements of importance for a given 

use case, such as patient recruitment or regulatory reporting, to a set of rules or external data sources. 

Ideally, domain experts manually create these rules and other statistical measures to assess the selected 

datasets based on their experience working with the data source. The rules are then executed via manual 

chart reviews, database queries or other mechanisms, and the assessment findings are subsequently 

shared with parties responsible for corrective action. The problem with this approach is that it is largely 

manual and only efficient when working with data of a small size. They eventually become inadequate, 

laborious, and expensive to manage as more data and error types are evaluated. It is also likely that the 

focus of the DQA may differ from the requirements of actual data users, who are rarely involved in this 

process (Weng, 2020).  

Consequently, the automation of DQA is increasingly advocated for in the literature. This demand has 

been emboldened by growing calls for increased transparency in health data management as more 

institutions exchange, aggregate, and explore EHR data (Daniel et al., 2019; Elliott et al., 2021). 

Automated decision-making systems rely on curated logic derived from various knowledge source types 

to make suggestions or predictions. Compared to manual DQA approaches, they appear more suitable 

for tasks requiring repeated execution and involving large and time-constrained datasets. Also, when 

implemented well, this study reasons that they have the potential to reduce human involvement in DQA 

workflows, which is essential in ensuring trustworthy assessments. 

Nonetheless, anecdotal evidence suggests that automating DQA, particularly in health care, is non-

trivial as the knowledge required to support automated decision-making is often difficult and expensive 

to construct. In addition, despite the considerable amount of research defining DQ concepts in 

healthcare, there is no agreement on how DQ should be operationalised. As a result, many of the existing 

automated tools are task-dependent, site-specific, and not generalisable, impacting the reproducibility 

of DQA processes. 
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1.3.2 Research objectives 

Primarily, this study aims to extend existing works on making available EHR data fit to support patient 

care activities and other secondary purposes. It focuses on the DQA, which, as explained above, is non-

trivial but essential to improving any DQ practice, whether it be root cause investigations, 

documentation training or data cleansing. Specifically, it explores whether current efforts for assessing 

EHR DQ can be made more effective by introducing appropriate technology in the form of tools with 

intelligent behaviour. In other words, how can health information stored in electronic health record 

systems (EHRs) be improved using intelligent systems? 

To achieve this aim, this study is guided by the following objectives: 

1. To examine the adequacy of current approaches to identify errors in EHR data automatically 

2. To develop a conceptual framework for operationalising automated EHR DQA 

3. To examine the utility of the proposed conceptual framework to guide the development of a 

DQA tool with intelligent behaviours 

4. To explore alternative methods for acquiring logic to support automated decision making in 

EHR DQA programs in the absence of gold standards 

5. To develop and evaluate a novel method for facilitating interoperable DQAs across disparate 

settings and data sources. 

1.4 Contributions 

There are four main contributions from this study: 

1. This study synthesises current approaches for DQA and develops a conceptual framework that 

defines in a formalised format generalisable components, considerations and steps intended to 

guide the development and evaluation of DQA programs.  

2. This study introduces a novel method for facilitating interoperability in DQA programs in 

heterogeneous environments. The method is based on a loose coupling approach and automated 

schema matching. 

3. This study introduces new methods for acquiring logic to facilitate health data quality 

assessment in the absence of gold standards. 

4. This study produced an interoperable and automated tool for DQA that demonstrates the 

feasibility of the contributions above. The tool is available for download upon request and can 

be used by researchers and organisations to assess the quality of datasets from disparate sources. 
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1.5 Thesis outline 

This thesis comprises eight chapters, organised as follows. The first three chapters review current 

practice and literature, while the remaining five chapters present novel contributions to DQA. Chapter 

1 presents an overview of the study, including the motivation and the problems to be addressed. Chapter 

2 provides essential definitions and context, such as the various types of data errors, causative factors, 

and their impacts, to help the reader better understand the problems addressed and the contributions of 

this study. In Chapter 3, relevant studies that report automated approaches for DQA are examined. 

Chapter 4 outlines the development of a conceptual framework for operationalising health data quality 

assessment. In Chapter 5, this study appraises the utility of the proposed framework and reports on the 

implementation of a robust DQA tool. Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 report on developing methods for 

enabling interoperable DQA and acquiring knowledge to facilitate DQA. The thesis ends in Chapter 8 

with a summary of study findings and contributions, implications for research and practice and areas 

for future research. 
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2 Chapter 2 – Background 

2.1 Overview 

This chapter presents relevant definitions and context about the problem addressed in this study. The 

aim is to enable the reader to understand the issues addressed to better appreciate the motivation for the 

study and the significance of contributions reported in this thesis.  

2.2 Health data  

2.2.1 Routine clinical visit 

In this thesis, the term health data has been used broadly to refer to data elements that, when summed 

up, provide information concerning a patient’s health and well-being or that of a group of people. These 

can come from multiple sources not limited to observations collected for a specific research study (e.g., 

clinical trials and health surveys); observations uniformly collected to evaluate particular outcomes 

such as a particular disease, condition, or exposure to a defined population (patient and disease 

registries), individually generated observations from wearable devices, gene and sequencing data, or 

administrative and clinical data generated during routine visits in healthcare facilities (Jensen et al., 

2012; Wade, 2014).  

The focus of this study is data from routine clinical visits data, which contains retrospective, concurrent, 

and prospective clinical and administrative data (Hayrinen et al., 2008). These data are primarily 

collected to support clinical care and health administration and are understood to surpass other health 

data source types in volume and the number of observation types recorded (Hersh et al., 2013). It is also 

widely perceived as a fairer representation of actual patient conditions, treatment, and outcomes, 

making them more amenable to investigating a wide range of secondary use cases at a lower cost (Jensen 

et al., 2012; Hersh et al., 2013; Auffray et al., 2016; Goldstein et al., 2017). Secondary use (or reuse) 

generally implies using routine clinical visits data for non-direct care activities, including analysis, 

education, research, quality monitoring, public health, budgeting, and other commercial activities 

(Rumsfeld et al., 2016; Meystre et al., 2017; Safran, 2017). The reuse of routine clinical visit data also 

appears more feasible now, given the electronic formats that they mainly exist in and the available 

frameworks that help aggregate data across multiple sources, including healthcare facilities, clinical 

registries, data warehouses, and research networks (Auffray et al., 2016; Austin & Kusumoto, 2016). 

Moreover, sometimes, much of the data elements needed for clinical care and secondary use overlap 

and have similar meanings and are captured from the same patients or participants  (Liu et al., 2013).  

The decision to focus on routine clinical visit data, precisely EHR data, can thus be summarised as 

follows: massive size, widespread availability, use and impact. This study also envisages that this 
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decision would allow for a more generalised understanding and streamlined approach to tackling this 

study’s problems. The terms data and information fundamentally have different definitions, with the 

latter denoting the processing of the former. However, they have been used interchangeably in this study 

unless otherwise stated, as they share similar attributes regarding DQ (Wang, 1998; Pipino et al., 2002).  

2.2.2 Electronic Health Records 

A typical routine clinical visit in data terms involves collecting, exchanging, and storing clinical and 

other administrative data using paper-based systems, EHRs, or both. Nonetheless, more healthcare 

providers appear to be moving away from paper-based systems and adopting EHRs, which have 

arguably become the standard for modern healthcare practice (Warren et al., 2019). In contrast to paper-

based systems, EHRs enable better access to health data and capture, organise and exchange health data 

more consistently (Feldman et al., 2017; Atasoy et al., 2019; Alanazi et al., 2020). They also facilitate 

higher readability and better care coordination (Price et al., 2013). Some studies also purport that they 

can help reduce documentation errors, improve healthcare practice and patient safety and reduce cost 

(Virginio Jr et al., 2015; Bruland et al., 2018).  

Table 2.1 Examples of documentation available in EHRs 

 

As shown in Table 2.1, basic EHRs contain heterogeneous record types and data elements, including 

patient demographic information, diagnoses, laboratory test results, medication, clinical notes, and 

radiological imaging data. These data items reflect self-reported patient health information and patients’ 

healthcare path from the viewpoint of the healthcare provider (Wasserman, 2011; Abiy et al., 2018). 

Typically, healthcare providers enter data directly into EHRs using forms and templates, document 

scans and speech-to-text tools (Vuokko et al., 2015). Data may also be pulled in from other data sources, 

Patient demographics 

Admission records 

Discharge summaries 

Handover records 

Diagnosis 

Care records 

Triage sheets 

Transfer summaries 

Service transfers 

Progress notes (physician or nurses) 

Allergy information 

Consultations 

Interventions 

Pathology reports 

Laboratory test results 

Diagnostic imaging reports 

Prescription orders  

Patient histories 

Admission histories 

Nursing assessments 

Operative or perioperative reports 

Referral letters 
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including automated measuring tools, other EHRs and external data repositories. Some of these data 

may be static, occasionally updated, or frequently updated (Bae et al., 2015; Ehrlinger et al., 2018). For 

example, the definitions of clinical concepts such as medication, diagnoses, or even patient 

demographics (date of death value) may change over time. On the other hand, historical information 

such as details of patient visits, laboratory investigations, and vital signs rarely change once captured. 

Furthermore, EHRs capture data in structured, unstructured, or both formats depending on the available 

options. Structured data are organised using named fields with predefined relationships, such as numeric 

values, coded data, and values from pre-populated lists or requiring specific alphanumeric formats 

(Weiskopf & Weng, 2013; Feder, 2018). Some studies note that healthcare professionals prefer data in 

structured formats as they are easier to access and more consistent (Wasserman, 2011; Vuokko et al., 

2015). Structured data also lends itself well to analysis and research (Kim & Kim, 2019). 

Notwithstanding, contextual information is more likely to be lost when capturing information in 

structured fields (Vuokko et al., 2015). Also, finding and entering codes can be time-consuming (Bailie 

et al., 2015; Wiebe et al., 2019). Common record types captured in structured formats include patient 

demographics, vital signs, laboratory results, and medications ordered and dispensed (Austin & 

Kusumoto, 2016; Casey et al., 2016). Structured EHR data are often normalised using standardised 

vocabularies such as Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine (SNOMED), International Statistical 

Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems (ICD), Logical Observation Identifiers Names 

and Codes (LOINC) and Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) (Jensen et al., 

2012; Ward et al., 2014; Safran, 2017).  

Nevertheless, most of the data stored in EHRs are in unstructured formats such as free text and images. 

Free text fields provide more flexibility and allow more detailed observations and opinions, which some 

healthcare providers find more engaging, mainly when there is a need to provide supporting evidence 

or note a suspicion (Jensen et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2014a; Ford et al., 2016). Examples of record types 

stored in unstructured formats include patient symptoms, comorbidities, medication notes, radiology 

reports, pathology reports, discharge summaries, operative reports, and physicians’ impressions and 

plans (Jensen et al., 2012; Hanauer et al., 2019). Other factors that may influence the format used to 

collect data include the clinical domain, disease type, and the severity or complexity of the condition 

(Ford et al., 2016).  
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2.3 Understanding health data quality  

2.3.1 Problems 

EHRs hold many promises, as shown in the many reported expected benefits in studies, health policy 

recommendations, and the growing adoption of EHRs globally (Atasoy et al., 2019; Topol, 2019). 

However, its impact is reportedly below the increasing expectations and vast investments in both high 

and low resource settings due to various factors that include poor quality of available data (Botha et al., 

2015; Puttkammer et al., 2017). EHR data are generally of variable quality levels and plagued with 

numerous problems. Figure 2.1 below presents a taxonomy of error types in EHR data reported in the 

literature. The purpose is not to provide a definitive list of all errors in EHRs, but to recognise the 

breadth of the errors described in published literature. 

 

Figure 2.1 Examples of DQ problems in EHR data 

As used in this context, completeness refers to the presence of data element(s) within a group of data 

elements, a given record or dataset. It is one of the most reported DQ problems in EHR data. Many 

factors affect the completeness of EHR data, such as the system’s design, non-standardisation of 

processes, and clinician attitude towards documentation. In addition, information fragmentation and 

patient or healthcare providers’ failure to report completely also contribute to the prevalence of 

incomplete records (Botsis et al., 2010; Martin et al., 2017). In addition, given the peculiarity of 
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healthcare practice, not all records with missing data elements imply incomplete information. For 

example, the data element may not be mandatory and left empty such as optional observations. 

Likewise, some EHRs may capture the absence of target observations by leaving that data element 

empty. In any case, incomplete records reduce the power of datasets and can also lead to inconclusive 

findings (Sherman et al., 2013). 

Other common DQ problems such as plausibility, consistency, and conformance describe data entries 

that do not represent real-world events or meet quality requirements. Examples include implausible 

biological values and relationships between data elements and concepts, such as implausible patient 

biological sex and diagnoses (Smith et al., 2010; Freitas et al., 2014). Other possible forms of this 

problem include data values that are not entirely incorrect but unusable or represent uncertainty because 

of non-conformity to specified standards and values not belonging to specified value sets (Hanauer et 

al., 2019). For example, values such as “unknown”, “not applicable”, “other”, and “unspecified” may 

be legitimate categories for administrative purposes but are uninformative from a clinical perspective 

(Gray & Finch, 2016). EHR data may also contain outdated values, timestamps that do not reflect 

events’ actual time (O’Donnell et al., 2009; Bowman, 2013; Ward et al., 2015), and observations 

captured using an illogical order (Yadav et al., 2017).  

2.3.2 Causative factors 

The DQ problems described above can occur randomly or systematically and are the product of many 

social and technical factors. This section highlights common factors reported in published literature, 

grouped under five major themes: people, clinical practice, organisational, technological, and socio-

technical factors. 

2.3.2.1 People 

Data collection on EHRs is sometimes done manually by busy users (Bayley et al., 2013). As such, it 

is common to find data problems introduced unintentionally due to human mistakes and work pressures, 

especially on high-volume days (Collins et al., 2011; Sukumar et al., 2015) or intentionally through 

non-adherence to guidelines, as clinicians are known for their sloppy writing in paper-based records 

(Salomon et al., 2010; McCormack & Ash, 2012). It is also customary to find healthcare providers who 

lack basic computing and data management skills needed to work well with electronic data (Nicol et 

al., 2013; Nsubuga et al., 2018; Alanazi et al., 2020).  

Also, sometimes, healthcare providers prefer to capture observations indirectly, delaying 

documentation until after leaving the patient in favour of better clinician-patient interaction, including 

eye contact (Tipping et al., 2010). Some employ audio-supported tools to record observations and later 

transcribe them into the EHR (Skyttberg et al., 2016). However, memory overload introduced by the 
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time difference between data collection and documentation coupled with other workloads can impair 

an individual’s ability to accurately recall information, resulting in problems such as incomplete data 

or inconsistencies (Yadav et al., 2017). Also, transcribers, including speech recognition software, could 

misrepresent recorded information, such as sound-alike concepts like PENTobarbital and 

PHENobarbital (Lai et al., 2015; Peivandi et al., 2022).  

Another people-related factor is poor communication between patients and healthcare providers. 

Patients may be unsure of the information requested or, out of fear of stigmatisation and cost, withhold 

or produce inaccurate or incomplete information (Dungey et al., 2016). Equally, healthcare providers 

may misunderstand information provided because of language barriers, work pressures, or other factors 

(Coleman et al., 2015). 

2.3.2.2 Clinical practice 

Practice variation is a well-known phenomenon in healthcare practice. Patient populations, 

measurement processes, clinical workflows, and data management strategies vary across healthcare 

facilities (Kahn et al., 2012; Johnson et al., 2014). For instance, measurements like vital signs and 

laboratory investigations for which most diagnoses depend on sometimes vary due to differences in 

equipment, technique, clinical focus, and skillset of the metrologist (Weiskopf & Weng, 2013; Feldman 

et al., 2017). Although the use of automated data collection tools appears to be gaining traction with 

positive benefits that include consistency and improved timeliness of measurements (Qian et al., 2017; 

Skyttberg et al., 2018), they are still fallible and susceptible to data corruption that might emanate from 

design and operational issues (Feldman et al., 2017; Sunderland et al., 2019).  

Similarly, there are no standardised protocols for some clinical conditions that specify how to collect 

data or the amount required for each routine visit (Botsis et al., 2010). Also, some clinical conditions 

are complex and challenging to determine (Dungey et al., 2016; Ferrao et al., 2016). In these situations, 

the healthcare provider in charge might delay documentation pending reconciliation with other 

colleagues and data sources (Nouraei et al., 2016). The implication in data terms is that data elements 

recorded may not be recorded consistently. In the same way, some departments and disciplines allow 

personnel to have different levels of autonomy, which also affect how they capture data. For instance, 

departments like surgery tend to have more controlled documentation workflows than others like 

paediatrics (Zozus et al., 2019). Also, nurses and junior clinicians tend to have less autonomy and 

capture data using standardised instruments than attending physicians due to increased supervision 

(Yadav et al., 2017). 
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Figure 2.2 Factors affecting the quality of EHR data 
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2.3.2.3 Technology 

The varying levels of EHR DQ are not always because of inappropriate usage or complex processes. 

Sometimes, they are caused by poorly designed systems. Many existing EHRs are either “off-the-shelf” 

(e.g., commercial and open-source systems), in-house developed, or a hybrid (Monda et al., 2012; Yoon 

et al., 2016). Smaller practices tend to use EHRs developed in-house, like the BedView application 

developed internally by the Portsmouth Hospitals University (PHU) to manage bed space allocation. 

However, in-house developed EHRs are more likely to be weak on standardisation or run on unreliable 

hardware and software platforms (Shneiderman, 2011). Whilst commercial and open-source EHRs may 

have more extended capabilities and comply with standards, they can also be expensive and complex 

to use and maintain, sometimes requiring significant customisations that heighten the likelihood of 

software failures and impact DQ (Bowman, 2013; Muthee et al., 2018).  

Similarly, some EHR architectures comprise more than one system, which is sometimes heterogeneous 

and includes different interfaces and documentation processes (Virginio Jr et al., 2015; van der Bij et 

al., 2017). In addition, some EHRs implementations employ multiple vocabularies to record clinical 

observations and outcomes, some of which have different granularity levels and overlapping concepts  

(Sukumar et al., 2015; Feldman et al., 2017; Alwhaibi et al., 2019; Weng, 2020). Although there are 

ongoing efforts to create standards crosswalks and information exchange frameworks to help normalise 

information held in disparate systems, semantic transformations are often involved, which can be 

susceptible to faulty programming codes and mapping errors (Atasoy et al., 2019; Nordo et al., 2019; 

Weng, 2020).  

The success of an EHR implementation can also impact how faithfully healthcare providers use EHRs, 

and the quality of data stored. Healthcare practices with prolonged or unsuccessful EHR implementation 

projects tend to have more data errors (Muthee et al., 2018). Early days after EHRs implementation are 

also reportedly ridden with many data errors due to steep learning curves, system failures and delays, 

wrong workflows, new ways of capturing and representing information and unavailability of technical 

support (Virginio Jr et al., 2015; Qian et al., 2017). These problems are more evident in large EHR 

implementations and resource-limited settings (Jensen et al., 2012; Abiy et al., 2018; Muthee et al., 

2018). In such scenarios, it is also typical to see healthcare providers and institutions temporarily alter 

documentation processes, such as using both paper-based records and EHRs simultaneously (Greiver 

et al., 2012; Skyttberg et al., 2016; Abiy et al., 2018). While this could ensure business continuity, it 

also places much burden on users and promotes data inconsistencies (McCormack & Ash, 2012; Dentler 

et al., 2014; Bailie et al., 2015; Alonso et al., 2019).  
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2.3.2.4 Organisational 

In addition, healthcare organisations undergo various changes that affect people, processes, and 

technology. For instance, EHRs have changed how healthcare providers carry out their work from paper 

days, both in terms of the scope and complexity of tasks (Bowman, 2013). Consequently, health 

organisations provide training of some sort to prepare healthcare providers to use EHRs more 

effectively. However, providing the required training can be challenging as healthcare providers often 

have different skill levels and competing priorities (Rajaram et al., 2020). Also, the training provided 

may be inadequate or overkill due to resource person shortages and funding (Price et al., 2013; Isaksen 

et al., 2017). Unfortunately, inadequate training impairs users’ ability to use EHRs tools, increasing 

inefficiencies, frustration, and documentation errors. 

Other organisational changes include introducing new procedures, staff rotations and workarounds. 

Healthcare providers often move around or are called to perform tasks beyond their expertise, especially 

during emergencies, when available resources are insufficient (Bowman, 2013). New clinical 

procedures and workflows are also being introduced in response to new diseases and evidence. In any 

of these scenarios, it is possible that little time and training would be provided for affected staff to be 

adequately acquainted with the EHR documentation requirement for their respective roles (Landis-

Lewis et al., 2015; Abiy et al., 2018). It is also possible for staff to carry forward documentation 

practices from previous roles or organisations, which may conflict with their new environment. 

Likewise, EHR implementations are dynamic; they change over time to comply with new legislation, 

requirements, and clinical procedures, such as creating or modifying data elements and changes to 

terminologies, which users may not always be aware of (Ancker et al., 2011; Barkhuysen et al., 2014). 

These organisational changes can adversely affect EHRs use and the quality of data entered.  

2.3.2.5 Socio-technical 

Furthermore, EHRs also inadvertently encourage the capture of bad data. For example, some EHRs 

vendors provide data entry interfaces that are non-intuitive, inconsistent and do not provide sufficient 

flexibility to support users’ workflows, like forms requiring all fields to be populated even when the 

information requested is unavailable, causing users to omit or capture data using uncertainties such as 

“NA”, “unknown”, and “others” (Avidan & Weissman, 2012; Bowman, 2013; Landis-Lewis et al., 

2015; Virginio Jr et al., 2015).  

Similarly, some EHRs vendors provide time-saving features such as copy and paste and speech 

recognition software to help reduce the time of capturing data (O’Donnell et al., 2009; Yadav et al., 

2017; Peivandi et al., 2022). However, several studies note that they also introduce errors in EHR 

documentation. For instance, copy and paste features help to propagate redundant, inaccurate, or 

outdated information (O’Donnell et al., 2009; Bowman, 2013). They also increase the length of free-
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text documents, making it challenging to identify new or vital information (Colicchio & Cimino, 2019; 

Hanauer et al., 2019). On the other hand, speech recognition tools are susceptible to speech disorders 

and interruptions and have been observed to capture lower quality data than manual entries (Peivandi 

et al., 2022).  

Figure 2.2 above summarises the factors discussed so far. The list is not exhaustive. Interested readers 

can see Bowman (2013), Ibrahim et al. (2021), and Virginio Jr et al. (2015). 

2.3.3 Impact 

Ultimately, patients are the biggest beneficiary or victims of healthcare practice, including errors 

resulting from poor DQ. More often than not, healthcare providers rely on EHR data to administer care 

to patients, which, when incorrect or incomplete, can lead to poor decisions such as wrong diagnoses, 

administering incorrect medications, or conducting inappropriate procedures that put patients in harm’s 

way (Elliott et al., 2021). Data errors also hurt patient and healthcare provider relationships. 

Unfortunately, many data errors and their adverse effects are under-reported (WHO, 2016), perhaps 

because they are difficult to detect even with an associated casualty.  

Likewise, data errors could make healthcare providers more sceptical of EHR data and degrade 

confidence in using it for decision making. Information exchange may also deteriorate, affecting care 

coordination with consequences not limited to increased length of stay for patients, patient harm, and 

inefficient use of resources. EHR documentation may likely suffer, too, because some healthcare 

providers may wonder if frequently updating EHRs records is an efficient use of their time, further 

exacerbating the problem and its effects (Collins et al., 2011; Spencer, 2012; Zozus et al., 2019). 

Similarly, data errors significantly affect health organisations’ ability to meet operational goals. They 

make it challenging to track project success, causing health managers to overstate or understate their 

performances (Ward et al., 2015; Muthee et al., 2018). Inaccurate data also enables poorly informed 

decisions that threaten operational efficiency and limit the ability to respond to emerging disease threats 

(Collins et al., 2011; WHO, 2016; Munyisia et al., 2017).  

Equally, studies based on flawed data stand the high risk of producing contradictory outcomes as the 

generalisability and reproducibility of models derived are impacted negatively (Feldman et al., 2017). 

In addition, the capabilities of systems (e.g., clinical decision support tools) that require good data to 

function correctly could also be limited (McCormack & Ash, 2012). There is also the consequence of 

an increasing volume of unusable data. 
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Figure 2.3 Impact of data errors in EHRs on healthcare (Derived from Sukumar et al. (2015)) 

2.4 Improving health data quality 

So far, previous sections in this chapter discuss the complexity of healthcare processes are complex and 

their susceptibility to many DQ problems. Also, they highlight the impact of poor DQ on healthcare 

practice: patient safety, health management and decision making (see Figure 2.3). Given the critical 

role of EHR data in today’s healthcare industry, it is imperative that they are good enough to support 

clinical care or other secondary use cases. This section discusses some approaches for improving EHR 

DQ reported in the literature.  

Many studies reviewed in this study advocate for enhancements in EHRs usability and workflow design, 

such as tailoring EHRs workflows to match clinical processes, providing intuitive interfaces, and 

context-sensitive mandatory forms to help reduce documentation time, incompleteness, and nonsensical 

values (Shneiderman, 2011; Avidan & Weissman, 2012; Landis-Lewis et al., 2015). There are also calls 

for normalising data collection processes across EHRs platforms: minimising free-text and encouraging 

more structured data collection, and adopting standard data models and terminologies for syntactic and 

semantic interoperability (Botsis et al., 2010; Wasserman, 2011; Hanauer et al., 2019). The expectation 

is that these strategies would help reduce information fragmentation and inconsistencies and promote 

good data collection. Nevertheless, implementing this recommendation would likely depend on the 

availability of vocabularies and frameworks that cover health practice’s specificity and breadth. It may 

also require healthcare providers to adhere to strict guidelines during data collection, further increasing 

the time needed to capture data, affecting the ease of use of EHRs and possibly heightening overall 

implementation costs. 
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Another reported strategy in the literature is more patient involvement in managing their data. Some 

studies hold that patients could help verify information about themselves, such as medications being 

taken, and advocate revisiting patient access to their data (Kelly et al., 2018). Nevertheless, other studies 

note many design challenges to allowing patients direct access to their records, including translating 

medical terminology into patient-friendly language, providing relevant support material, and possibly 

redesigning EHRs and clinical consultation procedures (de Lusignan et al., 2014; Kelly et al., 2018). 

Moreover, efforts to provide patients with direct access in the past have been hindered by costs, 

workloads, privacy, and legal concerns (de Lusignan et al., 2014).  

Furthermore, some studies also recommend that healthcare providers be encouraged to focus on data 

elements commonly needed for reuse and health institutions to provide tangible benefits or incentives 

for quality documentation (Coleman et al., 2015; WHO, 2016; Kalra et al., 2017; Giganti et al., 2019). 

Providing incentives to improve DQ seems rational given healthcare providers’ critical role, workload, 

and time constraints. Nevertheless, there is little evidence showing the positive effects of this strategy. 

Some studies attribute the lack of positive evidence to current incentives being weak and insufficient 

(Kalra et al., 2017). On the other hand, others argue that incentives are not a significant motivator for 

improving documentation practices in a busy clinic compared to documentation support tools and 

education (Wiebe et al., 2019). There are also concerns that monetary incentives may lead to biased 

data capture and focus on clinical conditions or health indicators that attract higher incentives (Ghosh 

et al., 2016). 

In contrast, previous studies show that educating users on possible uses of collected data, common DQ 

problems and known bottlenecks in EHRs documentation influences DQ positively (Wiebe et al., 2019). 

For example, in van der Bij et al. (2017), the quality of diagnostic codes improved from 30% to 67%; 

physicians also admitted actively changing their recording habits, and software vendors changed their 

tools after the outcome of the audit exercise was shared. Documentation support tools such as tooltips, 

input masks, on-demand and real-time DQ checks have also been used to increase completeness, 

support users when they are in doubt and need assistance, and promote best practices (Isaksen et al., 

2017; Atasoy et al., 2019; Wiebe et al., 2019).  

DQA exercises have also been recommended for improving the quality of data used for secondary use 

cases. In particular, DQAs are required to identify problems that need to be resolved and where they 

occur, help assess the effectiveness of data collection systems and integrity of data used in studies, 

create awareness of data errors and encourage responsible documentation practices, and develop 

guidance for overall data management practice (WHO, 2018). Data cleansing, which entails removing 

unnecessary data, resolving inconsistencies, and transforming data into a standardised format, is also 

based on DQA outcomes (Hellerstein, 2008; Ridzuan & Wan Zainon, 2019).  
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The remaining chapters of this thesis shall focus on developing practical approaches for EHR DQA. It 

is crucial for stakeholders to always be aware of EHR DQ before using them to help ensure sound 

decision-making and reliable and reproducible outcomes.  

2.5 Summary 

This chapter presents detailed definitions and contexts relevant to this study. It describes EHR data, 

which is the focus of this study, the many DQ problems associated with the dataset and common 

causative factors. The chapter also discusses various recommendations for improving EHR DQ. Of 

these, DQA seems integral, especially for processes that rely on data-driven decisions, which appears 

to be the focus of modern medicine. Hence, this study examines recent approaches organisations and 

studies employ to assess EHR DQ in the next chapter. 
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3 Chapter 3 – Review of strategies for assessing health data quality 

3.1 Overview 

This chapter examines DQ literature, particularly recent approaches employed by organisations and 

studies to assess EHR DQ. Aside from summarising relevant works reported in the past decade, it also 

identifies vital components and considerations in assessing health data quality. 

3.2 Background and significance 

As presented in the previous chapter, due to many social and technical factors, EHR data are 

unavoidably of variable levels of quality, particularly in terms of completeness, consistency, 

plausibility, and timeliness. Unfortunately, the ensuing data problems have far-reaching impacts on 

patient safety, data consumers’ confidence, decision-making, and the reusability of EHR data. Given 

the critical impact of these problems and the high propensity to reuse EHR data, measures to ensure 

that available data is of good quality, that is, suitable and appropriate for the intended use case, are 

essential. Many studies appear to understand this, as shown by the strategies and interventions reported 

in the previous chapter that aim to improve data collection and management processes in EHRs. 

However, compared to the anticipated benefits and importance of EHR data today, many reported 

strategies are inadequate, partly because there is limited knowledge of errors and where they occur.   

Identifying problems in EHR data is a widely acknowledged problem within the healthcare 

environment. In many cases, data errors in EHRs are rarely reported or even recognised (Shneiderman, 

2011; Monda et al., 2012; WHO, 2016; Puttkammer et al., 2017). According to a clinician in a 

leadership role in one study: “…no one knows how bad data is in hospitals – on a good day it is bad, 

on a bad day, it is terrible...” (McCormack & Ash, 2012). However, tackling this problem is integral to 

improving any DQ practice. One cannot reasonably improve DQ if data problems cannot be sufficiently 

identified when they occur. DQA is necessary for root cause investigations, providing training via 

feedback or data cleansing works (Raman & Hellerstein, 2001). Moreover, the absence of evidence of 

the extent of the problem makes the creation of baselines for tracking and prioritising interventions 

difficult (Roomaney et al., 2017; Zhang & Koru, 2020). In addition, there are many potential benefits 

that EHR data consumers can derive from DQA programs, including improving the efficiency of data 

collection tools, reducing the cost of preparing EHR data for analysis, enabling clear interpretation of 

outcomes, and deepening the global knowledge of disease and treatments. 

According to Pipino et al. (2002), DQA can be subjective, objective and both. Typically, objective 

assessments are used to identify records with data problems, while subjective assessments like 

interviews and questionnaires are used to understand causative factors and identify ways of improving 
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the dataset’s quality (Wright et al., 2015; Abiy et al., 2018). Depending on the user’s needs, either 

approach or both can be used in assessing the quality of a given dataset. Nonetheless, subjective 

assessments are largely user or organisational driven, and their outcomes are not generalisable (Pipino 

et al., 2002; Chen et al., 2014b). In contrast, objective assessments reflect the actual state of data either 

with (task-based) or without (task-independent) respect to a specific context (business rules) using 

quantifiable metrics.  

This chapter focuses on objective assessments, given the growing calls for more transparency in health 

data management (Weiskopf & Weng, 2013; Kahn et al., 2016). It summarises recent non-ad-hoc DQA 

programs or tools proposed or used to assess EHR DQ. It also attempts to identify necessary components 

and considerations for operationalising EHR DQA, extending previous reviews that identify DQ 

dimensions and assessment methods (Weiskopf & Weng, 2013; Feder, 2018; Bian et al., 2020) and 

Callahan et al. (2017b) that compared DQA approaches implemented across six multiple national 

clinical data-sharing organizations.  

3.3 Method 

3.3.1 Search strategy 

For this review, relevant articles published between February 2011 and February 2021 that assess EHR 

DQ were examined using the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analysis 

(PRISMA) guideline. Articles included were identified through a comprehensive search of three 

electronic bibliographic databases: PubMed, Web of Science and Scopus, using the queries below: 

1. (“information system” OR electronic OR computerised)  

2. (medical OR health OR clinic OR hospital OR patient) 

3. ("data quality" OR "data validation" OR "data integrity" OR "data error" OR "data 

completeness" OR "data consistency" OR "data accuracy" OR "data correctness" OR "data 

currency" OR "data plausibility") 

4. 2011-2021 (February 2021) 

Keywords used for the search were drawn after a series of preliminary trial searches that considered the 

search strategies employed in related studies (Weiskopf & Weng, 2013; Chen et al., 2014b; Hinds et 

al., 2016; Bian et al., 2020). Reference lists of included papers were also checked for relevant articles 

not captured in the initial search. 

3.3.2 Eligibility criteria 

Articles were selected for full-text review if 1) they describe a DQA program or tool not specific to the 

preference of an individual user or study, 2) target data from an EHR system (See Chapter 2), 3) full 
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text is available, and 4) the publication is in English. Articles that only report assessment of health 

surveys, regional health statistics, clinical trials, and other health records, including disease-specific 

registries that contain data not sourced from an EHR system, were excluded. Also, studies that report 

only subjective assessments were excluded.   

3.3.3 Study selection 

The titles and abstracts of articles retrieved from the literature searches were screened, followed by a 

full-text review of all screened articles and additional studies obtained from manual searches using the 

inclusion and exclusion criteria. To minimise bias in selecting studies and in the absence of established 

standards for appraising the quality of studies in this area, two other reviewers (supervisors) reviewed 

random samples of included articles. Adrian Hopgood, a professor of intelligent systems and Philip 

Scott, a reader in health informatics, reviewed 40% and 10% respectively of articles included, randomly 

sampled, to ensure that the inclusion and exclusion criteria were consistently applied, and the quality of 

included studies are sufficient to conduct this study. At the end of their review, seven studies were 

further excluded because they provided little detail about their approach or context. 

3.3.4 Data extraction and analysis 

For each article included, summary details were abstracted using an Excel template. Data abstracted 

comprise study characteristics: authors, year of publication, type of study, and the intended goal for 

conducting DQA. Other data recorded include the data error (DQ dimension) investigated and the 

geographical location (country) of the EHR data evaluated.  

As used in this context, DQ dimensions generally refer to measurable properties or attributes that can 

determine the quality of a dataset, which is different from the number of variables in a particular dataset 

or coordinates used to specify a data point, as in statistics and mathematics (DAMA UK Working 

Group, 2013). Nonetheless, DQ dimensions sometimes vary in definition on a case-by-case basis due 

to the contextual nature of DQ. To harmonise DQ dimensions discussions, data errors investigated were 

abstracted using Kahn et al. (2016) definitions, which have been cited numerous times by related 

studies.  

Furthermore, the degree of automation employed in each DQA program was encoded using three 

categories, manual, semi-automated and automated, denoting if no aspect, at least one aspect, or almost 

all aspects are automated, respectively. Similarly, for articles that report data from multiple locations, 

the location of the first author was recorded as the location of the study.  
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Figure 3.1 PRISMA flow diagram showing search strategy 

3.4 Results of search 

3.4.1 Search summary 

The combined search strategy returned 177 articles for full-text review after manually screening titles 

and abstracts. Of this amount, 38 articles met the inclusion criteria. The year of publication ranged from 

2012 to 2021, with more than 65% (n = 25) of studies published within the last five years. About half 

of the studies (n = 20) described DQA programs designed or validated using EHR data from the USA. 

Other countries reported include UK, Canada, Australia, China, Germany, Belgium, The Netherlands, 

and Kenya. Overall, the articles reviewed either describe established programs and tools already being 

used by organisations and individuals for assessing EHR data (n=23) or the design and evaluation of 

new programs to evaluate EHR DQ (n=13). A closer inspection of studies’ focus also shows that most 

studies were driven mainly by the need to prepare EHR data for secondary use. Only a few studies (n = 
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8) aimed to provide clinicians with feedback that can help improve electronic documentation or prevent 

patient harm.  

3.4.2 DQ dimensions  

Reported DQA programs targeted one (Botts et al., 2014; Kelley et al., 2015; Lai et al., 2015; Nasir et 

al., 2016; Estiri et al., 2018; Guo et al., 2018; Estiri et al., 2019c; Chin et al., 2020) or more DQ 

dimensions, as shown in Table 3.1. The DQ dimensions include completeness (n = 24), conformance 

(n = 17), and plausibility (n = 23). Although this study adopted Kahn et al. (2016) framework for 

uniform reporting, some studies referenced other existing frameworks, including Kahn et al. (2012), 

DAMA UK Working Group (2013); Weiskopf and Weng (2013); Johnson et al. (2015); Kahn et al. 

(2015). Two studies proposed new taxonomies for describing DQ dimensions (Rabia et al., 2018; 

Vanbrabant et al., 2019). Likewise, some DQA programs allowed users to dynamically specify DQ 

dimensions at runtime (Monda et al., 2012; Endler et al., 2015; Juárez et al., 2019). Other studies 

reported DQ dimensions derived from literature reviews (Khare et al., 2019; Dixon et al., 2020), domain 

experts (Khare et al., 2019; Dixon et al., 2020), stakeholders (Qualls et al., 2018; Kapsner et al., 2019), 

existing DQA programs (Qualls et al., 2018), national guidelines (van der Bij et al., 2017) and previous 

records of data errors (Lack et al., 2018; Khare et al., 2019).  

3.4.3 Data source 

The reported DQA programs were designed for assessing data from healthcare facilities (n = 9), research 

networks (n = 8) and data warehouses (n = 4), housed in one location (n = 14) or across multiple sites 

(n = 3). Also, most studies describe the assessment of specific clinical domains, including drug 

prescriptions (Schiff et al., 2017; Álvarez Sánchez et al., 2019; Chin et al., 2020), observation and vital 

signs (Genes et al., 2013; Ling et al., 2013; Daymont et al., 2017), laboratory results, emergency records 

(Vanbrabant et al., 2019), radiotherapy (Lack et al., 2018), discharge summaries (Nasir et al., 2016; 

Rabia et al., 2018), event logs (Perimal-Lewis et al., 2016), death records (Ranade-Kharkar et al., 2014), 

and clinical notes (Lai et al., 2015).  Some studies reported multiple record types (Huser et al., 2016; 

van der Bij et al., 2017; Estiri et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2019a). In addition, most studies explored 

structured data. Only two studies investigated free text (Genes et al., 2013; Lai et al., 2015). Two studies 

(Lack et al., 2018; Silva et al., 2019) also assessed image metadata.  

Additionally, this study observed that some studies parsed EHR data into a uniform structure or only 

supported data that matched a given model. Examples of standard models reported include 

Observational Medical Outcomes Partnership (OMOP) (Huser et al., 2016; Khare et al., 2017; Estiri et 

al., 2018), Integrating Biology & the Bedside (i2b2) (Kapsner et al., 2019), Digital Imaging and 
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Communications in Medicine (DICOM) (Lack et al., 2018), and openEHR (Tute et al., 2021). and 

National Summary Care record format (van der Bij et al., 2017).  

3.4.4 Applicable areas 

Of the 38 DQA programs reviewed, only a few appear generic and can be applied to different settings 

and stages in the EHR data cycle (Kelley et al., 2015; Lai et al., 2015; Estiri & Stephens, 2017; Noselli 

et al., 2017; Guo et al., 2018; Álvarez Sánchez et al., 2019; Johnson et al., 2019; Silva et al., 2019; Tute 

et al., 2021). Most reported are designed for specific use cases that apply to their respective host 

institutions. Examples of reported use cases include validating data about to be entered at the point of 

care (Zhang et al., 2016; Schiff et al., 2017; Chin et al., 2020) or already recorded in a particular EHR 

(Monda et al., 2012; Hart & Kuo, 2017; van der Bij et al., 2017; Lack et al., 2018; Rabia et al., 2018) 

conforms to local system specifications and reference knowledge. Other use cases involve assessing 

whether recorded EHR data agrees with data collected in other datasets within the same EHRs (Guo et 

al., 2018) or other health information systems, including paper-based systems and EHRs (Muthee et al., 

2018). Also, some DQA programs focus on quality assurance of data migrations (Yoon et al., 2016) 

and health information exchange (Botts et al., 2014; Ranade-Kharkar et al., 2014), preparing datasets 

for research studies (Kelley et al., 2015; Daymont et al., 2017; Daniel et al., 2019; Estiri et al., 2019c; 

Johnson et al., 2019; Vanbrabant et al., 2019; Dixon et al., 2020), and validating that data from 

contributing sites conform to research network or data warehouse specifications (Walker et al., 2014; 

Endler et al., 2015; Huser et al., 2016; Qualls et al., 2018; Huser et al., 2019; Juárez et al., 2019; Kapsner 

et al., 2019; Khare et al., 2019). 

3.4.5 DQ measurements 

Furthermore, the DQA programs reviewed rely on measurements proposed by tool developers (Estiri 

et al., 2018; Daniel et al., 2019; Estiri et al., 2019c; Johnson et al., 2019), derived from domain experts 

(Qualls et al., 2018; Rabia et al., 2018; Kapsner et al., 2019) and existing references like literature 

reviews, document analysis of standard documentation, including guidelines, data dictionaries, system 

specifications, standard operating procedures, and existing measurements like those made available by 

large research networks (Qualls et al., 2018; Chin et al., 2020; Dixon et al., 2020). Studies like Huser 

et al. (2016); Khare et al. (2019) collated measurement suggestions from members of their respective 

research communities, some of which are specifically intended to meet a research goal. Similarly, some 

DQA programs were based on data-driven techniques. Álvarez Sánchez et al. (2019) used statistical 

models that include Spearman’s rank to identify redundant variables and Tukey and Minimum 

Covariance Determinant to detect outliers in univariate and multivariate items, respectively. Vanbrabant 

et al. (2019) used multiple standard deviation values as the boundaries for identifying outliers. Daymont 

et al. (2017) developed a tool for detecting implausible height values based on computed exponentially 
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weighted moving averages. Other data-driven techniques reported include natural language processing 

and dictionaries (Lai et al., 2015; Guo et al., 2018) and machine learning models (Schiff et al., 2017). 

Also, like DQ dimensions, some DQA programs allow users to dynamically create measurements for 

evaluating datasets (Freitas et al., 2014; Endler et al., 2015; Álvarez Sánchez et al., 2019; Juárez et al., 

2019; Tute et al., 2021).  

3.4.6 DQ mechanism 

Various mechanisms were reportedly used to facilitate EHR DQA, some of which are manual, semi-

automated, or fully automated. For instance, some studies report evaluating DQA manually via desk 

reviews, supported by specialised tools like checklists and statistical software to analyse the output 

(Bierman et al., 2017; Muthee et al., 2018). Equally, some programs provide functions for visually 

analysing data and identifying patterns (Kelley et al., 2015; Estiri & Stephens, 2017; Noselli et al., 

2017). Some articles also report automated tools built using various database management and 

programming tools and frameworks, including Java (Monda et al., 2012; Walker et al., 2014; Estiri et 

al., 2018; Rabia et al., 2018; Juárez et al., 2019; Silva et al., 2019), Python (Johnson et al., 2019; Khare 

et al., 2019), C++ (Lack et al., 2018), and R language (Daymont et al., 2017; Estiri et al., 2018; Estiri 

et al., 2019c; Kapsner et al., 2019; Khare et al., 2019; Vanbrabant et al., 2019; Tute et al., 2021).  

3.4.7 Validation 

Finally, various strategies were used to ensure that DQA programs measured what was defined. 

Reported strategies include investigating or demonstrating the utility of DQA programs against one 

(Monda et al., 2012; Ranade-Kharkar et al., 2014; Nasir et al., 2016; Noselli et al., 2017; Schiff et al., 

2017; Rabia et al., 2018; Vanbrabant et al., 2019) or more datasets, including datasets containing known 

errors (Kelley et al., 2015; Huser et al., 2016; Guo et al., 2018; Huser et al., 2019; Johnson et al., 2019; 

Silva et al., 2019). Some studies also evaluated their program qualitatively using stakeholder 

engagement  (Huser et al., 2016; Qualls et al., 2018; Estiri et al., 2019c). Zhang et al. (2016); Khare et 

al. (2019) evaluated their program by tracking its performance (clinician overrides and errors, 

respectively) while in use for a given period. Only a few articles report testing if their program 

correlated with a gold standard, an assessment conducted by a domain expert or another program 

(Daymont et al., 2017; Noselli et al., 2017; Chin et al., 2020; Tute et al., 2021). Nevertheless, two 

studies  (Estiri et al., 2018; Khare et al., 2019) discussed the distinguishing features of their program 

compared to another (Huser et al., 2016). Features compared include the coverage of measurements 

provided, architecture, and interoperability. 
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Table 3.1 Study summary 

Study Program or Tool Description DQ dimension 

(Kahn et al. (2016) 

equivalent) 

Automation 

level 

Location 

Álvarez 

Sánchez et al. 

(2019) 

TAQIH A web-based data exploration tool Completeness, value 

conformance, atemporal 

plausibility, uniqueness 

Semi-

automated 

Spain 

Bierman et al. 

(2017) 

RED A checklist for measuring the quality of inpatient 

progress notes 

Atemporal plausibility Manual  US 

Botts et al. 

(2014) 

NIST CDA validator Toolkit for verifying the conformance of exchanged 

data to health information exchange standard 

Value conformance Automated US 

Chin et al. 

(2020) 

CALIPEr An instrument for detecting prescribing errors based 

on repurposed clinical decision support system data 

Atemporal plausibility Automated US 

Daniel et al. 

(2019) 

AH-HP DQ program DQA program in place at AH-HP Conformance, 

completeness, plausibility  

Semi-

automated 

France 

Daymont et al. 

(2017) 

DQA toolkit R based toolkit for assessing paediatric growth data  Atemporal plausibility Automated US 

Dixon et al. 

(2020) 

Extended ATLAS tool An extended open-source tool for public health 

surveillance  

Completeness, temporal 

plausibility, atemporal 

plausibility 

Semi-

automated 

US 

Endler et al. 

(2015) 

MEDITALK 

monitoring systems 

Implementation of architecture for continuous data 

quality monitoring 

Defined by the user Automated Germany 

Estiri et al. 

(2019c) 

DQe -c + Vue Toolkit for assessing completeness in a clinical data 

research network 

Completeness Automated US 
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Study Program or Tool Description DQ dimension 

(Kahn et al. (2016) 

equivalent) 

Automation 

level 

Location 

Estiri et al. 

(2018) 

DQe -c Toolkit for assessing completeness in a clinical data 

repository 

Completeness Automated US 

Estiri and 

Stephens 

(2017) 

DQe -v Toolkit for exploring the variability of EHR data  Semi-

automated 

US 

Freitas et al. 

(2014) 

DQP Implementation of a DQ program for detecting 

inconsistencies in in-patient and ambulatory episodes 

data 

Completeness, value 

conformance, atemporal 

plausibility, uniqueness 

Automated Portugal 

Guo et al. 

(2018) 

NLP tool An integrated pipeline for resolving inconsistencies 

between clinical diagnoses and administrative data 

Atemporal plausibility Semi-

automated 

US 

Hart and Kuo 

(2017) 

Island Health DQA Island Health Home and Community Care DQA 

Implementation 

Defined by the user Automated Canada 

Huser et al. 

(2019) 

DataQuality Extension of Achilles Heel DQ software tool Completeness, plausibility, 

value conformance 

Automated US 

Huser et al. 

(2016) 

ACHILLES Heel An open-source software that provides a useful 

starter set of rules for preparing data for use in a 

CDRN 

Value conformance, 

plausibility 

Automated US 

Johnson et al. 

(2019) 

DQA toolkit Python implementation of the HDQF framework Completeness, atemporal 

plausibility, value 

conformance 

Automated US 

Juárez et al. 

(2019) 

QR generator A toolkit for validating data in local data warehouses 

in a distributed research network 

Defined by the user Automated Germany 
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Study Program or Tool Description DQ dimension 

(Kahn et al. (2016) 

equivalent) 

Automation 

level 

Location 

Kapsner et al. 

(2019) 

DQA Toolkit (R) A toolkit for preparing data for use in a research 

network 

Conformance, 

completeness, plausibility  

Automated Germany 

Kelley et al. 

(2015) 

Binary completeness 

grid (BCG), Gradient 

completeness grid 

(GCG) 

Tools for visualising the completeness of research 

datasets 

Completeness Semi-

automated 

US 

Khare et al. 

(2019) 

PEDSnet Data Quality DQA implementation at PEDSnet CDRN Completeness, plausibility, 

value conformance, 

relational conformance 

Automated US 

Lack et al. 

(2018) 

DQA toolkit (C++) Software implementation of a DQA program for 

detecting errors in treatment planning workflows at a 

health facility 

Conformance, 

completeness, plausibility  

Automated US 

Lai et al. 

(2015) 

NLP tool A spelling detection and correction system based on 

Shannon’s noisy channel model and dictionaries  

Value conformance Automated US 

Monda et al. 

(2012) 

Extended OpenMRS DQA module implemented within an openMRS EHR 

software 

Defined by the user Automated Kenya 

Muthee et al. 

(2018) 

Desk review DQA program for comparing paper records to EHRs Conformance, 

completeness, plausibility  

Manual Kenya 

Nasir et al. 

(2016) 

DCAP A tool for determining the completeness of individual 

patient records 

Completeness Automated US 

Noselli et al. 

(2017) 

MonAT A web-based data exploration tool Completeness, plausibility, 

value conformance 

Semi-

automated 

UK 
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Study Program or Tool Description DQ dimension 

(Kahn et al. (2016) 

equivalent) 

Automation 

level 

Location 

Qualls et al. 

(2018) 

Self-contained 

package 

A package containing DQ analysis programs for 

network partners within the PCORnet DRN 

Conformance, 

completeness, plausibility  

 US 

Rabia et al. 

(2018) 

DQA Toolkit  Rule-based implementation of a DQA program for 

assessing discharge summaries 

Completeness, atemporal 

plausibility 

Automated Algeria 

Ranade-

Kharkar et al. 

(2014) 

HIE Data Adjudicator  An implementation of a DQA program embedded 

with a health information exchange framework for 

assessing the quality of data entering or leaving an 

EHRs 

Plausibility, completeness Automated US 

Schiff et al. 

(2017) 

MedAware A CDS tool for identifying medication errors in 

EHRs 

Atemporal plausibility, 

temporal plausibility 

Automated US 

Silva et al. 

(2019) 

DICOM Validator A web service for validating the conformance of 

EHR data produced by PACS to DICOM standards 

Value conformance Automated Portugal 

Tute et al. 

(2021) 

openCQA A DQA tool that uses openEHR specifications to 

enable interoperable assessments 

Defined by the user Automated Germany 

van der Bij et 

al. (2017) 

DQ Feedback tool A feedback tool that evaluates differences in EHR 

data among practices and software packages 

Conformance, 

completeness 

Automated Netherlands 

Vanbrabant et 

al. (2019) 

DAQAPO-package A toolkit based on R that enables automated 

assessment of EHR data for emergency department 

simulations 

Completeness, temporal 

plausibility, atemporal 

plausibility, uniqueness 

Automated Belgium 

Walker et al. 

(2014) 

QA program 

('emrAdapter') 

A toolkit for validating data in local data warehouses 

in the CER research network 

Value conformance, 

plausibility, completeness 

Automated US 

Zhang et al. 

(2016) 

CDS component A CDS extension of a CPOE tool for detecting 

medical related errors 

Atemporal plausibility Automated China 
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3.5 Discussion 

This chapter reports a systematic review of recent studies that employ objective assessment approaches 

for EHR DQA. Of the 38 articles selected for full-text review, more than 65% were published within 

the last five years (at the time of the study), confirming a growing focus on objective EHR DQA. 

Equally, the current DQA trend appears to be driven mainly by the need to help researchers prepare 

EHR data to meet research objectives, especially in the USA. There is also an emerging trend of 

extending DQA for retrospective analysis, such as case identification and data integration. However, 

only a few studies focus on improving the quality of EHR data used to support clinical care, most of 

which have been developed in-house, extending existing EHRs infrastructure to identify data anomalies 

during data entry, such as misdiagnosis and drug-drug interaction (Monda et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 

2016; Chin et al., 2020). Given that it is costly and sometimes impossible to repair an EHR data element 

even after detecting the error (Just & Proffitt, 2009; Lack et al., 2018), this finding argues for more 

attention towards improving clinical documentation practice. 

On the other hand, one could also argue that the DQA of EHR data is mostly experimental and, perhaps, 

too early for general clinical use. Besides, many of the reported DQA programs do not provide a wide 

range of functions, which would have been desirable. Most are tightly coupled to existing infrastructure 

and available to only users in the same community, making them incapable of running in other settings 

(Endler et al., 2015; Hart & Kuo, 2017; Daniel et al., 2019; Dixon et al., 2020). In some 

implementations, more than one tool is required to prepare and assess EHR data and share assessment 

reports (Huser et al., 2016). Although some commercial and open-source DQA exist tools with 

extensive feature sets (Gartner Magic Quadrant for Data Quality Solutions, 2020), they are not 

mentioned in this review, possibly because they are expensive and too generic, requiring significant 

effort to meet EHR DQ requirements (Sukumar et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2016).  

Furthermore, most studies reviewed did not report a theoretical basis supporting the design of their 

DQA programs. Nonetheless, this review identified a few reoccurring components and considerations, 

including the nature of input data, the type of checks evaluated, and the source of reference items used 

to support DQA.  

Input data here broadly refers to a collection of data instances (e.g., record, sample, observation, entity) 

that are the target for DQA. As described in Chapter 2, these data instances may be in structured (binary, 

categorical or continuous) or unstructured formats (free-text and imaging). However, nearly all included 

studies assessed structured datasets. Apparently, data in structured formats are being evaluated more 

because of the difficulty in computationally analysing free text and images (Jensen et al., 2012). But, 

given that most EHR data are currently in unstructured formats (Baro et al., 2015; Safran, 2017), it will 

be essential to ensure that the information they contain is accurate.  
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Similarly, findings in this review indicate that most DQA programs were designed to match a single 

site’s data structure, a specific record type (e.g., encounter records, laboratory results) or clinical 

speciality, which made them less generic and scalable. In one example (Estiri et al., 2018), the site had 

trouble rolling out its tool across other members of their research network because of variations in the 

spellings of data element names. This scenario is common in healthcare environments as EHRs are 

often fragmented and heterogeneous, even in countries with a centralised architecture (see Chapter 2). 

However, with more institutions exchanging and aggregating EHR data for secondary use, it will be 

expedient for DQA tools to be more flexible to accommodate the structure of different datasets and 

study designs (Weiskopf et al., 2017). 

Another obvious consideration observed is the difference in DQ dimensions assessed. Most studies 

assessed completeness; perhaps because this type of error is prominent, its effect has been well 

established (i.e., missing values degrade the performance of machine learning and statistical models) 

and is trivial to spot. There was also a high interest in detecting value conformance violations. 

Nevertheless, as expected, the definition of DQ dimensions, such as completeness, plausibility and 

conformance, varied in this review. For instance, the term completeness was used to describe records 

with a missing value, values not in the desired formats or a data element having insufficient information 

(predictive value) for the intended use (Nasir et al., 2016; Estiri et al., 2018; Johnson et al., 2019; 

Vanbrabant et al., 2019; Tute et al., 2021). Although some standard definitions exist, like Weiskopf and 

Weng (2013); Kahn et al. (2016), some studies did not reference any. A possible explanation is that 

existing DQ frameworks are designed for specific purposes (Johnson et al., 2016b). Therefore, the non-

use of established frameworks may be because available definitions do not reflect users' understanding 

of their DQ requirements, further highlighting the lack of consensus in adopting and implementing DQ 

definitions in healthcare.  

In the same way, there is no consensus on how DQ dimensions should be measured. For instance, while 

some data items are optional and left empty in practice, most studies assessed completeness by counting 

the number of all missing values based on the assumption that records are of equal length. However, 

two studies (Álvarez Sánchez et al., 2019; Nasir et al., 2016) allowed users to assign weights to data 

items based on their relevance. Given the above, many techniques for measuring a particular DQ 

dimension may exist. A possible implication is that these different measurement techniques may 

generate conflicting results, making comparisons across multiple sites or datasets difficult. Therefore, 

it will be essential to investigate the prospect of measuring DQ dimensions consistently to help 

guarantee transparent and reproducible assessments.  

Commonly reported sources for measurements used to evaluate DQ dimensions in this review include 

non-clinical domain experts (heuristics, data managers, application developers, users), clinical domain 
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experts (application users, clinicians), existing knowledge sources (measurements used in other 

settings), and data-driven (statistics, machine learning and natural language processing). Other possible 

sources not mentioned are established standards such as terminologies, clinical guidelines, and data 

dictionaries. In the absence of a gold standard, most studies reviewed relied on domain experts 

(probably in-house) and constructed DQ measurements manually, which is timeous and expensive 

(Estiri et al., 2019b; Wang et al., 2019b). Besides, given continued advancements in healthcare practice, 

e.g., new diseases and treatments, it will be impractical to manually map out the logic required to 

identify all possible error scenarios present in a particular dataset. However, some studies in this review 

explored data-driven approaches (statistical and machine-learning models). While preliminary, their 

findings suggest that these approaches may provide automation and contextual capabilities that can 

supplement those efforts of human experts. Nonetheless, using data-driven strategies to generate 

measurements for DQA is non-trivial as DQ dimensions are sometimes multifaceted, requiring a good 

understanding of complex clinical concepts, workflows, and relationships.  

Furthermore, the DQA programs reviewed varied in the automation level provided, with some programs 

providing manual, semi-automated, and fully automated workflows. Manual DQA workflows involved 

in-person audits and desk reviews and were mostly applied in low-resource settings to compare paper 

and EHR based records (Muthee et al., 2018). Some DQA programs entailed semi-automated 

workflows facilitated by database tools, interactive data-visualisation techniques, and knowledgeable 

data consumers or domain experts that manually identify anomalies (see Table 3.1). These non-

automated approaches require significant human effort and time, which could be limiting in large-scale 

assessments. Nevertheless, as pointed out in Chapter 1, this study affirms the growing trend toward 

using automated tools for objective EHR DQA. Reviewed automated DQA tools appeared more reliable 

and cost-effective as they reduced direct human involvement in the assessment workflows datasets. 

However, many of the reported automated tools are too technical, lack interactivity and require users to 

know about the host systems and programming to use them. For instance, Estiri and Stephens (2017) 

expect users to have minimal knowledge of R to operate their DQA tool. Monda et al. (2012) and Tute 

et al. (2021) also expect users to define queries in several supported languages. It is quite likely that 

users with limited programming expertise will find these DQA programs challenging to use.  

On the other hand, some DQA programs provide interactive interfaces, including a few that allow users 

to select pre-defined measurements to execute, which reduces the demand for users to master a given 

platform or language  (Zhang et al., 2016; Guo et al., 2018; Álvarez Sánchez et al., 2019; Estiri et al., 

2019c). However, for most of these tools, dimensions assessable are static and non-configurable, and 

available measurements do not cover all possible dimensions in EHR data. Also, the DQA tools do not 

appear powerful enough to handle complex requirements.  
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Lastly, it was difficult to conclude from the studies reviewed if a particular DQA tool is more effective 

or reliable than another because there are no established instruments or benchmarks for comparing DQ 

tools or programs. However, such validations are essential and can help identify what is new and can 

go a long way in expanding knowledge on health data quality. It could also help to differentiate between 

good and poorly designed DQA tools.  

3.5.1 Limitations 

This study identifies various programs and tools developed, implemented, and adopted for assessing 

EHR data using a comprehensive search strategy. However, the number of programs identified here 

may only reflect published programs in bibliographic databases. Other pre-defined DQA programs for 

assessing EHRs may exist, including proprietary and unpublished programs available to select users. It 

is also possible that some DQA programs may have been reported in other languages and not English 

or published in other databases. In addition, the lack of standard reporting styles in this field may have 

led to the exclusion of some relevant articles. 

Another limitation is that the literature search and synthesis were performed by one person, which may 

have introduced some bias. It is also possible that the articles’ authors might disagree with some of the 

interpretations. Nevertheless, two experienced investigators (supervisors) appraised the quality of 

included studies to help minimise the likelihood of bias in examining articles. Also, data extracted from 

this study corroborate with previous reviews (Weiskopf & Weng, 2013; Callahan et al., 2017b; Bian et 

al., 2020).  

3.6 Summary 

This chapter identified various DQA programs for assessing EHR data and several challenges in 

operationalising DQA. Its findings show that objective DQA of EHR data may not be new, and 

automating this process is gaining traction, but work on the latter has been mostly experimental, 

fragmented and not backed by relevant theory. There also appears to be a lack of generalisable programs 

due to the contextual nature of user DQ requirements, disparate sources and types of data, and the 

challenge of developing measurements to inspect datasets. The remaining part of this thesis will attempt 

to address some of the gaps identified in this chapter, including formulating an inclusive understanding 

of necessary components and considerations for operationalising interoperable and reproducible DQA 

of EHR data. 
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4 Chapter 4 – Development of a conceptual framework for operationalising health 

data quality assessment 

4.1 Overview 

This chapter describes the development of a conceptual framework for operationalising health data 

quality assessment, which this study has investigated to help guide future or current implementations, 

especially automated programs. 

4.2 Background and significance 

The previous chapter identifies several programs developed to help individuals and institutions assess 

and improve the quality of their EHR data. The chapter also highlights the diversity and complexity of 

available programs. It also shows the growing use of dedicated tooling for EHR DQA, which can help 

guarantee consistent and reproducible outcomes. Nonetheless, other findings suggest that many of the 

identified programs are not robust, limited in coverage and functionality, possibly due to the complex 

nature of EHR data and the lack of a comprehensive understanding of components and the intricacies 

involved in operationalising EHR DQA.  It was also challenging to compare identified programs in a 

standardised manner as descriptions of components and processes were vague and sparsely reported. 

This study posits that addressing these challenges, especially the lack of conceptual clarity on how 

objective DQA for EHR should be operationalised, is crucial to developing and implementing 

comprehensive programs.  

Fortunately, some of the above problems are not accustomed to assessing EHR data only, and several 

theoretical frameworks and best practices for DQA that apply across the board have been proposed in 

the literature. For instance, the Total Data Quality Management (TDQM) framework is designed to 

support top management in developing policies that can improve the overall DQ of their organisations 

(Wang, 1998; Batini et al., 2009; Veiga et al., 2017). Some frameworks focus on specific aspects of 

DQ, such as creating aggregate measures for estimating datasets quality (Naumann & Rolker, 2000; 

Pipino et al., 2002). Several other studies describe steps organisations could take to improve or conduct 

DQA (Maletic & Marcus, 2000; Batini et al., 2009; DAMA UK Working Group, 2013; Woodall et al., 

2014; Veiga et al., 2017).  

However,  only a few of these frameworks have been used to facilitate EHR DQA (Endler et al., 2015; 

Álvarez Sánchez et al., 2019; Daniel et al., 2019), as many of them are considered too broad or specific 

and present more risks than benefits when expressly applied for the healthcare domain given its 

heterogeneous and complex nature. Instead, various frameworks have been proposed tailored to the 

healthcare context and specifically for EHR data. For example, Weiskopf and Weng (2013) describe a 
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conceptual model of five dimensions and seven methods for assessing EHR DQ for clinical research. 

Johnson et al. (2015) developed an ontology that defines four high-level DQ dimensions and nineteen 

measurements to determine structured EHR DQ. Likewise, Kahn et al. (2016) proposed harmonised 

definitions for seven dimensions for EHR DQA for clinical research purposes.  

As can be seen, many of these frameworks centre on standardising DQ dimensions and identifying 

potential methods for evaluating dimensions. They do not provide much in terms of how identified 

methods can be operationalised to assess defined DQ dimensions. Only a handful focus on addressing 

aspects of DQA such as data management (Kahn et al., 2012; Hartzema et al., 2013; Kahn et al., 2015; 

Pageler et al., 2016), developing and managing assessment methods (Weiskopf et al., 2017; Rogers et 

al., 2019; Terry et al., 2019) and reporting and applying outcomes (Kahn et al., 2015; Callahan et al., 

2017a). In addition, many of the reported concepts are isolated, competing, ambiguous, and are yet to 

be translated into practice, perhaps because of the confusion they introduce (Weiskopf & Weng, 2013; 

Roomaney et al., 2017; Estiri et al., 2018).  

This study posits that to automate DQA, particularly for EHR data, a broad understanding of its 

components, processes and assumptions that contribute to its variability is essential. Besides, to advance 

the theory and practice of EHR DQA, it is vital to move away from narrow and isolated descriptions. 

Thus, this chapter explores the EHR DQA phenomenon with the following objectives: 

1) To identify necessary components and considerations for operationalising EHR DQA 

2) To develop a conceptual explanation of the relationships between identified components 

3) To test the utility of the framework in guiding the development of a program for assessing 

EHR DQ 

The expectation is that the resultant framework would provide a shared understanding that could be 

used as a template for developing subsequent DQA programs. This chapter documents the development 

of the framework. 

4.3 Design 

4.3.1 Rationale 

Like previous related studies (Weiskopf & Weng, 2013; Johnson et al., 2015; Kahn et al., 2016), this 

study adopted an inductive and iterative approach in developing the proposed framework. Specifically, 

Nowell et al. (2017) six-step qualitative analysis method for model development from textual data and 

Noy and McGuinness (2001) seven-step guide for developing ontologies were merged, as shown in 

Figure 4.1 below. This choice was motivated by the benefits of not limiting our analysis to the author’s 
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preconceptions (Nowell et al., 2017), the systematic and auditable decision trail it provides and the 

ability to organise information and assumptions explicitly (Noy & McGuinness, 2001).  

 

Figure 4.1 Conceptual framework development strategy 
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4.3.2 Familiarise with the phenomenon investigated 

This process has been reported in the previous chapter (Chapter 3) and involved examining recent DQA 

programs proposed or used to assess EHR DQ to understand the state of research on the subject and 

identify reoccurring themes discussed. Identified themes include DQ Dimension, DQ Measurement, 

Applicable areas, DQ Mechanism, and Validation. These themes formed the initial top-level categories 

of the proposed framework.  

4.3.3 Search existing knowledge sources for potential categories and concepts 

An expanded literature review was conducted to help identify more low-level concepts and refine 

identified categories. So, in addition to the articles selected in Chapter 3, others describing aspects 

relevant to developing or implementing EHR DQA programs, including one-off assessments and design 

features, were identified. Also, other materials, such as measurements from large scale implementations 

(Callahan et al., 2017b; Wang et al., 2019a), were reviewed. Literature reviews, opinion pieces, 

evaluation reports and ‘grey literature’ were also included to broaden current understanding. The 

additional materials were identified using Google and Google Scholar web searches, recommendations 

from study supervisors and manual search of references in included studies. 

Table 4.1 Distribution of articles by study types 

Study type N % 

Literature reviews and recommended best practices 15 11.5 

Defining DQA tasks 9 6.9 

Design, development, and deployment of measurements 21 16.0 

Data management during DQA 9 6.9 

DQA outcomes and quality improvement 4 3.1 

Design and development of end-to-end DQA tools 17 13.0 

Published or implemented DQA programs and tools 27 20.6 

One-off DQA for specific non-design related goals 29 22.1 

Total  131 100.0 

 

4.3.4 Identify relevant categories and concepts 

Building upon the findings from the initial review, each additional article’s full text was read in detail, 

focusing on design-related components, development decisions, and limitations until saturation was 

reached. During this process, relevant aspects in the articles and additional categories related to 

https://d8282d900cdf4420bcd7-my.sharepoint.com/:w:/g/personal/up717295_myport_ac_uk/EfvAttL_rMlAsPgdliK0RIgBAkkUZ5NRRrr9SYlG-GcTGQ
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operationalising EHR DQA were abstracted and codified. Codes abstracted from only one article were 

considered as necessary as those reported in multiple articles. Weights were not assigned. Next, the top-

level categories were reviewed and normalised such that they are generalisable to different use cases. 

The resultant top-level categories include DQ Task, DQ Measurement, Target Data, DQ Mechanism 

and DQ Report. After that, low-level concepts were selected from abstracted codes (Noy & 

McGuinness, 2001). These concepts were grouped under the top-level categories in a hierarchical 

format. This initial grouping was aimed to present concepts in a visual form that can facilitate thinking 

and not necessarily semantic granularity (See Figure 4.2). 

4.3.5 Create the conceptual framework 

A unified modelling language (UML) diagram was developed in which classes represented concepts, 

and associations and their multiplicities, the interrelationships and roles between concepts, as shown in 

Figure 4.3. The synthesis process entailed continuous revisiting of low-level concepts, abstracted codes, 

and source articles. Standard ontologies, such as the Basic Formal Ontology (Almeida et al., 2015) and 

other related frameworks were also reviewed to identify existing terms that better-described concepts 

and relationships identified (Batini et al., 2009; Hartzema et al., 2013; Holve et al., 2013; Johnson et 

al., 2015; Kahn et al., 2015; Kahn et al., 2016; Callahan et al., 2017b; Weiskopf et al., 2017; Ehrlinger 

et al., 2019; Rogers et al., 2019). A summary of the relationships and range of concepts in the defined 

ontological framework is presented in Table 4.2.   

4.3.6 Evaluate the framework 

Articles selected in the initial review were reviewed again using the concepts defined in the framework 

to map instances and test the framework's suitability in explaining DQA processes. The mapping of 

these concepts to evidence of how they have been used in recent DQA programs to assess EHR DQ is 

shown in Appendix A. A preliminary version has also been presented as a poster at the 2021 Faculty of 

Technology Research and Innovation Conference (University of Portsmouth) to elicit comments from 

relevant experts. Finally, the framework's utility in guiding the development of a prototype tool for 

assessing EHR data using real-world datasets has also been evaluated. The report of this is covered in 

subsequent chapters. 
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Figure 4.2 Necessary concepts and considerations in operationalising Health Data Quality Assessment 
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Figure 4.3 Ontological representation of conceptual framework for operationalising health data quality assessments 
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4.4 A conceptual framework for operationalising health data quality assessment 

Several concepts involved in operationalising EHR DQA were identified in this study, as shown in 

Figure 4.2. These concepts have been synthesised into a framework comprising five top-level categories 

(See Figure 4.3) described below.  

Table 4.2 Relationship and range of domains in the proposed framework 

Domain (Concept) Relationship/Role Range (Concept) 

DQ-Task assess DQ-Dimension 

DQ-Task is_performed_on Data-Tuple 

Data-Tuple is_collected_from Data-Source 

DQ-Task is_performed_at Periodicity 

DQ-Dimension has_aggregate_measure DQ-Metric  

DQ-Dimension has_baseline Baseline 

DQ-Metric aggregates DQ-Report 

Baseline depends_on DQ-Metric 

DQ-Measurement measurement_for DQ-Dimension 

DQ-Measurement is_derived_from Measurement-Source 

Measurement-Source elicit_measurement_for DQ-Dimension 

DQ-Measurement has_representation Representation 

DQ-Measurement applies to Data-Level 

Data-Level contains Data-Element 

Data-Transformer transforms Data-Level 

Data-Transformer transforms Data-Element 

Data-Element is_target_of DQ-Task 

Data-Model contains Data-Element 

Data-Model is_referenced_in Schema-Mapping 

Data-Integrator consolidates Data-Source 

Data-Source has_data_structure Data-Model 

Data-Integrator has_schema_mapping Schema-Mapping 

Data-Integrator stores_target_data_at Data-Location 

Data-Integrator has_feature Feature 

DQ-Mechanism has_data_integrator Data-Integrator 

DQ-Mechanism supports Data-Model 

DQ-Mechanism evaluates DQ-Measurement 

DQ-Mechanism generates DQ-Report 
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DQ-Mechanism executes DQ-Task 

DQ-Mechanism has_feature Feature 

DQ-Report is_disseminated_by Dissemination-Method 

Dissemination-Method has_feature Feature 

Dissemination-Method stores_result_at Data-Location 

 

4.4.1 DQ-Task 

This concept represents specifications for each DQA activity that is performed. These specifications are 

defined formally or informally by Stakeholders who may be internal or external to the individual or 

organisation conducting the DQA activity, such as data consumers, program developers, data producers 

and host institutions (Wang, 1998). Specification contents include concepts directly related to quality, 

such as the DQ-Dimension to investigate, data elements of interest, and the nature of the target dataset 

to be evaluated. DQ-Task specifications may also include non-functional requirements, such as the 

periodicity at which the DQA activity should be performed, which could be on-demand or at set 

intervals, like at the end of every day. 

Generally, the goal of a DQ-Task is to assess one or more DQ-Dimension in a given dataset. The 

concept DQ-Dimension typically represents measurable quality properties or data error definitions. DQ-

Dimension may also describe queries such as case identification, data aggregation, and labels for 

grouping measurement methods and reporting purposes as seen with the growing extension of DQA 

processes for retrospective analyses (Weiskopf & Weng, 2013; Ehrlinger et al., 2019). These definitions 

can be sourced from domain experts, literature reviews, preliminary analysis of existing data and 

previous records of errors. National bodies and research communities may also prescribe DQ-

Dimension definitions for various intended use cases, like intervention monitoring (Yourkavitch et al., 

2016; Ouedraogo et al., 2019; Ziema & Asem, 2020) and aggregating data into federated networks 

(Walker et al., 2014; Yoon et al., 2016; Qualls et al., 2018). Also considering the task-dependent 

requirements of some DQA activities and the need for flexibility, it is essential for data consumers to 

be allowed to specify the DQ-Dimensions they would like to assess (Weiskopf et al., 2017; Weng, 

2020). These DQ-Dimension definitions may be expressed in various formats, including natural 

language (text), ontologies, taxonomies, queries, and other computational structures. However, terms 

used to describe DQ-Dimensions must be unambiguous to allow for easy comparison of outcomes, root 

cause analysis, and tracking of improvement efforts. 

Furthermore, selecting the DQ-Dimension to assess is another critical consideration in conducting DQA 

and indicates the coverage of the DQAs and DQ-Measurements required. The latter may also determine 
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the data elements targetable in a DQ-Task, as some DQ-Measurements can only apply to data elements 

of a particular domain, type, and level. In the same way, it is also unlikely for a DQ-Mechanism to have 

the capacity to evaluate all possible DQ-Dimensions against available data elements, especially for 

large datasets with diverse stakeholders. Some DQ-Dimension may be theoretically valid, but DQ-

Measurements required to assess them may not be available (Ehrlinger et al., 2019; Bian et al., 2020). 

Equally, datasets with many attributes, complex data types, such as images, and large sizes, could 

demand more resources beyond the capability of the DQ-Mechanism available to execute the DQ-Task 

(Hartzema et al., 2013; Chu et al., 2016; Bialke et al., 2017). So, it is typical for trade-offs between DQ-

Dimension, data elements, time, and capability of the DQ-Mechanism to be required. In this framework, 

the attribute priority is used to capture the rationale or strategy for such trade-offs. Prioritising DQ-

Dimensions and selecting subsets of data elements can make DQ-Tasks more efficient. However, with 

respect to coverage, it could also encourage more convenient DQA, that is, investigating less 

challenging problems like completeness compared to others that may be non-trivial to measure but 

relevant. For large scale implementations, it might be worth considering the long-term benefits of 

having a DQ-Mechanism that can investigate a wide range of DQ-Dimensions that is not just applicable 

for an immediate DQ-Task.  

Also, depending on the intended goal of a DQ-Task, a DQ-Metric and a Baseline may be required to 

assess if the dataset is good enough for the intended use case. The concept DQ-Metric represents 

aggregate measures, which could be numerical (ratio, percentage), categorical (low, medium, high, true, 

and false) or mixed, for assessing the status of a given DQ-Dimension in target datasets. DQ-Metrics 

scores are derived from combining the outcome of one or more DQ-Measurements evaluated across 

different data levels (field, record, table). These scores present the results of DQ-Tasks in concise 

formats, which Stakeholders, especially those who want to digest results quickly and with no need for 

in-depth analysis, may find useful. DQ-Metrics can also enable the comparison of DQ-Tasks across 

multiple datasets and sites, especially where such activity is restricted by privacy concerns and other 

unintended consequences (Huser et al., 2016; WHO, 2016). Given the close implied association of DQ-

Metric and DQ-Measurement, it is also possible for them to be co-joined in DQ-Measurements. Some 

examples of reported DQ-Metrics include simple counts and ratios of the number of items returned by 

DQ-Measurements and the number of items expected in the dataset. Weights can also be used to indicate 

the importance of selected data elements or DQ-Dimensions (Pipino et al., 2002).  

Additionally, DQ-Tasks are performed on data from one or more data tuples, which could be of various 

aggregated forms and on a given Application-Area. The attribute Application-Area describes the point 

in the data cycle where a DQ-Mechanism is applicable. For instance, in the case of EHR data, Target-

Data to be evaluated could comprise data tuples aggregated on either clinical visit, patient, practice, 

regional or population levels. Likewise, implemented DQ-Mechanisms may only apply to specific 
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interfaces, such as data collection forms, via APIs, directly on data stores and abstract views, and on 

extracted data stored in various file formats. 

4.4.2 DQ-Measurement 

This concept describes the instrument used to evaluate DQ-Dimensions. Due to the contextual nature 

of DQ, there is usually no one correct way of assessing a particular DQ-Dimension. Nonetheless, at 

least one DQ-Measurement is required that compares the content, derivation, and property (e.g., type, 

format) of target data elements to a reference item. The target data elements are subsets of the data 

elements specified in the DQ-Task definition and the data model supported by the DQ-Mechanism. A 

data model is described in the next section. Reference items could include values held in other data 

elements in the same dataset, the outcome of other DQ-Measurement and externally sourced values, 

like numbers, Boolean, text, value ranges, regular expression, and value sets (Weiskopf & Weng, 2013). 

For some use cases, the data type of the data element evaluated may determine the type of reference 

item required. For example, range and spell checks would likely be used to assess data elements of type 

numeric and text, respectively.  

Similarly, depending on the DQ-Dimension definition, DQ-Measurement may require external datasets 

as reference data. For example, a DQ-Dimension might specify for targeted data elements to be 

validated with those from other data sources like a previous snapshot of the same data, datasets captured 

using a different information system, and gold standards (Kahn et al., 2010; Ritzwoller et al., 2013; 

O’Hagan et al., 2017).  Gold standards are authoritative reference datasets that, ideally, are collected 

using rigorous protocols and deemed more accurate than the target data. Nonetheless, the term may also 

be used to denote the use of another data source that may not necessarily be error-free as a reference 

dataset (Johnson et al., 2017; Cohen et al., 2019; Terry et al., 2019). In any case, it is important to note 

that syntactical and semantical differences in the datasets can make this type of assessment challenging. 

And although various transformation functions and tools exist for normalising datasets, excessive 

transformations could overestimate or underestimate DQ-Dimensions.  

Furthermore, DQ-Measurements apply to Data-Levels. For instance, DQ-Measurements can target 

single data cells in records, checking if single data cells match specifications such as data type, format, 

and length, if they contain a value and if the value is valid. In the same way, DQ-Measurements can 

also apply to a field, aggregating selected observations (records) in that field and comparing the output 

with reference information, such as when identifying univariate outliers and evaluating consistency. 

DQ-Measurements can also entail comparing multiple data elements across a record level, such as 

identifying functional dependency violations and agreement between multiple variables like fields 

containing diagnoses and medication concepts. Likewise, multiple data elements can also be compared 

across aggregated records, such as comparing the value of a data element with successive values of the 
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same fields for a given subject to determine if values changed implausibly over time. It is also possible 

for DQ-Measurements to act on the table level and for multiple DQ-Measurements to be combined 

using Logical-Junctions like AND, OR, and NOT to investigate complex DQ-Dimensions. However, 

the latter can be computationally expensive to implement and manage.  

Also, like many other decision support systems, DQ-Measurements describe the logic for evaluation, 

which can be acquired from multiple Measurement-Sources, including domain experts and through 

careful analysis of explicit knowledge in the corresponding domain, such as data dictionaries, system 

specifications, standard operating procedures, and existing DQ-Measurements. It is also possible to 

create DQ-Measurement inductively from datasets containing observations to be assessed using data-

driven techniques, including statistical measures, natural language processing (NLP), machine learning 

techniques and data mining approaches. 

Depending on the Measurement-Sources identified, the acquisition approach employed may result in 

DQ-Measurements with varying degrees of confidence, coverage, and acquisitional efficiency. For 

instance, DQ-Measurements can be elicited directly from domain experts using various data collection 

instruments, including interviews and crowdsourcing. Interviews can be used to create DQ-

Measurements that command high confidence locally, but this process can be expensive and time-

consuming. The availability of domain experts can also limit the coverage of DQ-Measurements 

acquired, and experts do not always know everything about a given domain. There is also the challenge 

of keeping up to date with the latest evidence. Similarly, eliciting DQ-Measurements from explicit 

knowledge can be used to improve coverage at reduced costs depending on the Representations used. 

DQ-Measurements based on data-driven approaches can also offer more automated capabilities. 

However, DQ-Measurements extracted may be inconsistent, unexplainable, and prone to false positives.  

Representation refers to the format used to encode DQ-Measurements such that it enables the evaluation 

of DQ-Dimensions being assessed in a DQ-Task via a selected DQ-Mechanism. Commonly reported 

Representation includes natural language, semantic networks, frames, scripts, schemata, and logic 

(including rules). These Representations and others not mentioned here typically vary in their ability to 

adequately capture all elements of a DQ-Measurement (representational adequacy), be manipulated to 

produce new DQ-Measurements corresponding to the existing structure, be processed computationally 

and be transferred to other settings or data structures.  For instance, natural language (text) has good 

representational adequacy and can be used to capture the different components of DQ-Measurements. 

However, they can also be ambiguous and, compared to other Representations, are not easily 

transferrable and computable.  
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4.4.3 Target-Data 

This category encompasses the various concepts involved in collecting and managing input data in a 

DQ-Task. Typically, the Target-Data of a DQ-Task can originate from different sources. In the case of 

EHR data, possible sources may include data repositories in healthcare facilities, regional health 

systems, academic medical centres, research networks and data warehouses. In operationalising DQA, 

it is important to know how the Target-Data will be accessed, their available formats, and where they 

will be stored. The approach used to access data may be determined by data protection policies. For 

instance, institutions may require Target-Data not to leave their environment and DQ-Task to be 

conducted remotely to reduce the likelihood of security and privacy breaches and more autonomy over 

their data. Nonetheless, the data access method may also be determined by technical factors such as 

speed, interoperability, flexibility in terms of integration and functionality, and the availability of data 

connectors. Adopting open standards and vendor-independent connectors might provide more 

advantages as they normally free implementations from the complexities of host environments.  

Similarly, Size is another attribute worth considering while collecting Target-Data.  Sometimes, it may 

not be timely, economically feasible, or safe to inspect every record in a given data source due to scarcity 

of resources and potential performance and security issues (Huser et al., 2016; Pageler et al., 2016; 

Callahan et al., 2017a; Johnson et al., 2019). So, instead of assessing the whole dataset, subsets of the 

original data may be selected for the DQ-Task using sampling and randomisation strategies (Pageler et 

al., 2016; WHO, 2018), which could help ensure that the DQ-Mechanism executing the DQ-Task 

maintains satisfactory levels of responsiveness and stability. Nevertheless, it can be challenging to 

determine the appropriate size of the dataset sufficient to estimate the state of the whole dataset (Pageler 

et al., 2016). Also, the assessment results may not always accurately reflect the dataset's DQ status and 

can derail improvement efforts. 

Furthermore, as stated in the previous section, sometimes, a DQ-Task may entail comparing datasets of 

different syntactical and semantical standards. To enable assessment, a Data-Model may be defined to 

help ensure all components within the DQA program operate and share the same data uniformly. At a 

minimum, the Data-Model describes the logical representation of data elements, their relationships, and 

constraints required to fulfil the DQ-Task. Supported Data-Models may contain varying data elements 

defined locally or from existing data standards, often designed for a particular aggregated form, 

institution, or use case. Data-Models may also link data elements differently. For instance, some health 

data models use encounters (Brown et al., 2013; Walker et al., 2014) and person identifiers (Hartzema 

et al., 2013) to organise records. Although most reported programs support only one Data-Model, which 

is more straightforward to implement, creating or adopting only a single Data-Model could limit DQA 

programs and make them not generalisable and scalable to other sites. With more institutions 
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exchanging and aggregating data, support for multiple data structures and study designs may become 

imperative.  

Similarly, data from source systems may not always be provided in the same structure as the specified 

Data-Model. In such a scenario, a Data-Integrator would be required to integrate the source data to 

match the Data-Model supported by the DQA program. Typically, Data-Integrators consolidate data 

from different sources into a single model or view. Common Data-Integrators include extraction 

transformation and loading (ETL) activities, data replication, or a virtual representation of the source 

data can also be created where it is impossible to transform the datasets directly (Boselli et al., 2014). 

Data integration often relies on Schema-Mappings of elements in source and target data models 

(Hartzema et al., 2013; Boselli et al., 2014). Schema-Mapping can be defined manually and hardcoded 

when the source data elements are known. They may also be dynamically defined using interactive 

interfaces or configuration files to elicit Schema-Mappings from domain experts and data consumers 

manually. A semi-automated or fully automated approach can also be used. Nonetheless, significant 

up-front efforts are often required to transform data in different structures into uniform and usable 

formats. 

Also, EHR data can contain data elements in structured and unstructured formats (See Chapter 2). While 

assessing structured data can be straightforward, handling and analysing unstructured data during DQA 

can be computationally challenging (Batini et al., 2009; Virdee et al., 2020). Often, unstructured data 

must be converted to a structured format appropriate for the target DQ-Measurements before being 

assessed. Structured data may also be required to be transformed depending on the definition of the 

DQ-Measurement (Ferrao et al., 2016).  In such a scenario, a Data-Transformer may be necessary. Data-

Transformers are functions that can transform the format, structure, or values of a data value or tuple. 

Common Data-Transformers include aggregation functions, probabilistic models, NLP models, and 

crosswalks based on user-defined codes and standard terminologies for normalising unstructured 

concepts and observations. Depending on the complexity of the data transformation required, significant 

effort may be required to analyse and convert data from one format to another, whether manually or 

computationally, and they are usually not error-free. 

4.4.4 DQ-Report 

This concept describes the type, content and verbosity of DQ-Measurements and DQ-Metric outcomes 

produced at the end of a DQ-Task. A typical DQ-Report content may contain a collection of returned 

records that satisfy the DQ-Dimensions evaluated, DQ-Metric scores and metadata containing details 

of other concepts involved in the DQA process, including possible enhancements. In the same way, 

DQ-Report may also specify details to exclude to protect the identities of persons and institutions whose 

data is being analysed.  
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The goal of a DQ-Report is to provide feedback that can enable Stakeholders to judge their datasets and 

may also provide remediation recommendations. These outcomes can be communicated to Stakeholders 

using a preferred Dissemination-Method like tables and graphs that allow for quick analysis and visual 

attributes for drawing Stakeholders attention to specific results and details. DQ-Report can also be 

shared with relevant bodies or stored for further analysis. Similarly, Dissemination-Methods may also 

incorporate other features that enable them to fulfil reporting requirements, such as interface designs, 

password protection, anonymisation functions and secured data transfers. 

4.4.5 DQ-Mechanism 

This concept refers to an established process or tool for executing DQ-Tasks. In this framework, one or 

more DQ-Mechanism can be used to operationalise the different parts involved in completing a DQ-

Task, including defining DQ-Task, managing the lifecycle of DQ-Measurements and Target-Data, 

evaluating DQ-Measurements, and generating DQ-Report. Each DQ-Mechanism may have Features 

that enable it to perform satisfactorily and meet Stakeholder’s requirements. For instance, DQ-Task can 

be executed using DQ-Mechanisms with different levels of automation, such via desk reviews or using 

dedicated computerised tools.  Similarly, the knowledge required to enable a DQ-Mechanism to execute 

a DQ-Task, such as DQ-Measurements and other configurations, can be hardcoded or managed 

dynamically. The table below provides more examples of possible DQ-Mechanism features. 

Table 4.3 Example of DQ-Mechanism features 

Feature Description Examples 

Automation Level of automation provided Manual (Ward et al., 2013; Bierman et al., 2017; 

Muthee et al., 2018; Daniel et al., 2019) 

Semi-automated (Estiri & Stephens, 2017; Álvarez 

Sánchez et al., 2019) 

Automated (Huser et al., 2016; Daymont et al., 2017; 

Estiri et al., 2018; Khare et al., 2019; Vanbrabant et 

al., 2019) 

Configurability Aspects of DQA users are 

allowed to personalise, adapt 

or extend to match their 

requirements or environment 

DQ-Dimension (Monda et al., 2012; Endler et al., 

2015; Tute et al., 2021) 

Weights in DQ-Metric (Nasir et al., 2016; Álvarez 

Sánchez et al., 2019) 

Baselines (Álvarez Sánchez et al., 2019) 

DQ-Measurement (Monda et al., 2012; Endler et al., 

2015; Juárez et al., 2019) 
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Schema-Mapping (Nasir et al., 2016; Estiri et al., 

2018; Juárez et al., 2019) 

Usability Enable users to perform tasks 

efficiently and effectively 

Graphic user interface (Zhang et al., 2016; Álvarez 

Sánchez et al., 2019; Estiri et al., 2019c) 

Interactive options (Guo et al., 2018; Estiri et al., 

2019c) 

Scalability Enable the system to 

sustainably respond to changes 

in user requirement, resource 

demand, datasets, or 

environment 

Modular design (Estiri et al., 2018) 

Multi Data-Model support (Estiri & Stephens, 2017; 

Estiri et al., 2018) 

Interoperable DQ-Measurement (Tute et al., 2021) 

Fast deployment (Kapsner et al., 2019) 

Performance Enable the system to maintain 

satisfactory levels of 

responsiveness and stability 

for specified workloads 

Parallel computing (Estiri & Stephens, 2017) 

Out-of-memory execution (Estiri & Stephens, 2017; 

Estiri et al., 2018) 

Batch processing (Walker et al., 2014; Silva et al., 

2019) 

Sampling strategy (Walker et al., 2014; Pageler et al., 

2016) 

Security Ensure security concerns such 

as privacy and proprietary 

protections are satisfied 

Password protection (Estiri et al., 2018; Estiri et al., 

2019c) 

Secured file sharing (Estiri et al., 2019c) 

De-identification (van der Bij et al., 2017; Lack et al., 

2018; Silva et al., 2019) 

 

4.5 Discussion 

This chapter presents a comprehensive framework for operationalising health data quality assessment, 

developed through inductive and ontological analysis of evidence reported in the literature. The 

framework identifies necessary components and considerations for developing and evaluating DQA 

programs for health data, grouped under five top-level categories that include: defining DQA tasks, 

acquiring and managing measurements (decision-making criteria) and other computational resources 

used to evaluate defined DQA tasks, collecting and managing target data, mechanisms for implementing 

measures, and disseminating outcomes. These top-level categories, their constituting concepts, 

relationships, roles, and limitations, have been explicitly described here based on findings from real-
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world implementations. Hence, this study anticipates that program developers would find this 

harmonised understanding of health data quality assessment components helpful in streamlining their 

strategies in current and future implementations. 

For clarity, the framework has been presented using a UML diagram, a notation widely used in concept 

modelling across various domains. The extensive comprehensibility of the UML language was explored 

to enable more stakeholders to apply the framework to their respective environments and use cases with 

ease. Nonetheless, this study is aware that other notations, like the Web Ontology Language (OWL), 

can also be used to represent the proposed framework. 

Using the UML notation, this study disambiguates the so-called complex activity of assessing health 

data quality into granular concepts, as shown in Figure 4.3. Concepts in the framework do not have pre-

defined order of precedence for operationalisation and can be viewed from any logical sequence as 

evident in practice. For instance, in Estiri et al. (2018), initial development efforts focused on designing 

reports and dissemination methods. Likewise, organisations may choose to begin by defining tasks and 

dimensions. In addition, the concepts defined have been described in a domain-independent manner to 

allow easy transfer to other use cases, like the design of clinical decision support systems. Similar 

concepts have also been grouped into categories that reflect expected knowledge requirements and 

practicality. This explicit separation of knowledge domains is also intended to foster better collaboration 

between stakeholders, such as data owners, reporting teams, and knowledge curators, and encourage 

the reuse of existing frameworks like data integration tools, rule engines, and reporting frameworks. It 

also allows for components to be standardised individually against having one general standard. 

Another valuable application of this framework is that, thanks to the adopted ontological approach, it 

can be used to curate knowledge of the different approaches to DQA, which is a bold step towards 

standardising health data quality assessment. The use of the framework as a knowledge template has 

been demonstrated in Appendix A.  

The framework presented also has similarities with existing works and some essential additions. For 

instance, it integrates concepts from other works, such as reference items (Johnson et al., 2015; Callahan 

et al., 2017b; Weiskopf et al., 2017) and data level (Kahn et al., 2012; Woodall et al., 2014; Lee et al., 

2017) that have been mentioned in isolation. It also recognises the task-dependent nature of DQA and 

the importance of a well-defined plan (Weiskopf & Weng, 2013; Kahn et al., 2016). Furthermore, in 

addition to specifying what to assess, like dimensions and metrics, the framework recognises the 

importance of considering the manner in which DQAs will be conducted, such as the periodicity, 

prioritising strategy and application area, as it shapes their scope and contributes to the variability seen 

in DQA workflows. Also, it explains the structure and complexities involved in developing and 

managing DQ measurements in explicit terms, which should help reduce the confusion surrounding the 
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development of assessment methods. In addition, the framework identifies that DQ measurements can 

be acquired from multiple sources using multiple approaches with varying degrees of confidence, 

coverage, and efficiency.  

Overall, the proposed framework is comprehensive in the breadth and granularity of identified concepts, 

especially when compared to many existing frameworks. However, it may not be exhaustive, as it has 

a task-centric focus, with more emphasis on technological related components. Also, during the 

framework’s design, generalisability was favoured over granularity in selecting concepts to include, 

which may have resulted in the exclusion of some concepts. Similarly, the framework is largely based 

on evidence from health data quality assessment. While great care was taken to ensure that the literature 

search was broad, it is possible that some relevant aspects may not have been discussed in the articles 

reviewed. Unfortunately, this study did not involve qualitative data, such as inputs from focus groups. 

Future research could focus on the latter, as the proposed framework would benefit from further 

validation, including evaluating stakeholder perceptions of the framework's utility in practice. 

Another limitation in this study is that all concepts identified were assigned the same level of importance 

as weights were not assigned in this study. However, some concepts were reported in multiple articles, 

possibly indicating their importance or commonality in real-world implementations. Therefore, 

determining components' significance may be a crucial next step. Also, while this study aimed to 

identify concepts free of personal preconceptions, the investigator’s motives and experience might have 

implicitly influenced study interpretations and mapping, which may not represent the assertions of the 

original authors. Likewise, it is reasonable to assume that continued advancements in EHR data and its 

increasing use may warrant future modifications to the framework. Appropriate evaluations are thus, 

required to ensure that the framework reflects current knowledge of health data quality assessment and 

provides sufficient specificity and concept coverage that can be applied for real-world use cases. 

4.6 Summary 

This chapter describes the development of a conceptual framework for operationalising health data 

quality assessment. The framework identifies key components that individuals and organisations should 

consider in building DQA programs. It is anticipated that this would help reduce the confusion around 

health data quality assessment and provide guidance appropriate for developing reliable DQA 

programs. Nevertheless, the framework requires additional exploration before promoting wider 

adoption. Hence, subsequent chapters will appraise the framework's utility to guide the development of 

a DQA program in a real-world use case.  
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5 Chapter 5 – Utility of proposed conceptual framework 

5.1 Overview 

This chapter appraises the utility of the proposed conceptual framework in developing an intelligent 

tool for assessing health data quality. 

5.2 Background and significance 

As discussed earlier in this study and other published literature, health data, particularly electronic 

health records (EHR) data, which make up most health data available, are of variable quality due to 

many social and technical factors (Chapter 2). Unfortunately, the cost of this variability is high, with 

far-reaching implications on patient safety, practice quality, resource management, and the credibility 

of clinical studies. For example, healthcare providers rely on EHR data to administer care to patients, 

and when incorrect or incomplete, could lead to poor decisions, such as wrong diagnoses and the 

administering of incorrect treatments that can harm patients (Elliott et al., 2021). Likewise, studies 

based on flawed EHR data stand a high risk of producing misleading outcomes (Bowman, 2013; Kaplan, 

2016; Feldman et al., 2017). There is also the consequence of having an increasing volume of unusable 

EHR data.  

Identifying records with problems is integral to ensuring that available EHR data is complete, 

consistent, and fit for use. While various programs have been proposed and implemented for EHR DQA, 

many require significant human reasoning, judgment, and expertise. For instance, some studies report 

assessing EHR DQ manually via desk reviews (Abiy et al., 2018; Muthee et al., 2018). Many others 

describe DQA programs that employ visualisation tools to manually explore trends in data and identify 

anomalies (Estiri & Stephens, 2017; Noselli et al., 2017; Álvarez Sánchez et al., 2019). These 

approaches are often unreliable and performed inconsistently, especially when conducting large-scale 

and repetitive DQA activities (Daymont et al., 2017; Johnson et al., 2019). Consequently, there appears 

to be a growing demand for automated tools, which studies note can help guarantee reproducible 

outcomes and strengthen confidence in using EHR data (Daniel et al., 2019; Elliott et al., 2021).  

Nonetheless, designing and implementing automated tools for assessing EHR DQ can be challenging 

and multifaceted, requiring a wide range of functions, which most reported DQA tools lack (Chapter 

3). For example, DQ is highly contextual; a dataset may be considered inadequate for one task and good 

enough for another. However, many of the DQA tools identified in this study are designed for specific 

use cases and are often not easily adaptable to new use cases. They also tend to be limited in coverage, 

i.e., types of problems they can identify, focusing on DQ dimensions, which can be considered trivial 

to implement, and are currently being supported by various data integration tools, such as completeness 

https://d8282d900cdf4420bcd7-my.sharepoint.com/:w:/g/personal/up717295_myport_ac_uk/EUg9ppFMCMRPu0giOpuF_eIBVYgGGTo1Q3GY8zbKPVw-sA
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and value conformance. Also, despite EHR data being largely heterogeneous, most DQA tools support 

only one data model. In some cases, these tools are tightly coupled to host institution infrastructure and 

cannot be used to assess data of a different structure or from other sources. Equally, studies reviewed 

indicate that many of the existing DQA tools lack interactivity and are too technical, requiring users to 

know about the host systems and programming to execute DQA. 

These limitations highlight the ongoing challenge in assessing health data quality and the need for 

flexible and adaptable tools to accommodate the multidimensional nature of DQ and the healthcare 

domain. More interoperable DQA tools are needed to assess health data consistently, especially when 

presented with data of different structures or study designs. As with most complex systems, an explicit 

understanding of necessary components involved in operationalising DQA and their intricacies, and 

perhaps, intelligent capabilities to handle the multifaceted problems presented, is essential to developing 

such a tool.  

The former problem has been investigated in Chapter 4, and a conceptual framework was developed to 

help guide the development of DQA programs, including automated tooling. The proposed framework 

identifies five high-level components necessary for operationalising DQA activities: defining DQA 

tasks, acquiring and managing measurements (decision-making criteria) and other computational 

resources used to evaluate defined DQA tasks, collecting and managing target data, mechanisms for 

implementing measures, and disseminating outcomes. The conceptual framework was developed 

through inductive reasoning of evidence from the literature, and preliminary evaluation results (see 

Section 4.3.6 and Appendix A) show that identified concepts characterise key components, their 

relationships and assumptions involved in the EHR DQA process.  

Nonetheless, this study maintains that further evaluation of the framework is required to promote wide 

adoption, including testing its utility in real-world use cases. In addition, this study also reasons that 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques may have good potential in operationalising DQA given the 

growing reported success stories for other diagnostic objectives. Hence, the remainder of this chapter 

aims to 1) explore the feasibility of implementing an intelligent tool for DQA, one that addresses some 

of the limitations in conventional DQA software discussed earlier and 2) appraise the utility of the 

proposed conceptual framework in guiding the design and evaluation of the DQA program.  

5.3 DQA tool implementation 

This section describes the implementation of the Healthy-Data Toolkit (HDT), a knowledge-based 

DQA software program. HDT’s features were informed by findings from the literature review, some of 

which have been discussed above, the proposed conceptual framework in Chapter 4, and the many 

recommended techniques for building intelligent systems, including those described in Hopgood 
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(2021). The program is intended to facilitate automated analysis of health data for various use cases, 

not limited to identifying DQ problems. Unlike conventional software, the knowledge used to facilitate 

automated decision-making in HDT is defined declaratively without programming and managed 

separately. In other words, they are not tightly coupled with software (Hopgood, 2021). Knowledge 

items decoupled from the system include measurements that describe the criteria to search for in target 

datasets, data models and schema mappings for managing data to be assessed. This explicit separation 

is aimed to make HDT more robust, transparent, and adaptable to new or changing use cases and 

datasets during its lifetime.  

The software program was developed using an iterative process that involved continuous testing and 

refining of several prototypes. Initially, a procedural program was implemented on Jupyter notebook, a 

web-based Python development platform, to assess the feasibility of implementing a tool for DQA 

based on the components described in Chapter 4. This program implemented a data model targeting the 

common clinical domains in EHR data, including patient demographics, encounters, diagnoses, 

procedures, investigation, and medication. Data elements for these domains were adapted from the 

eDischarge Summary Standard by the Professional Record Standards Body (PRSB) (Health and Social 

Care Information Centre, 2018), which defines the recommended structure and content of clinical 

information for healthcare in the UK. In addition, this prototype was designed to investigate 

completeness, conformance, and plausibility quality dimensions derived from different large-scale 

implementations (Callahan et al., 2017b; Wang et al., 2019a) (see Table 5.1) and based on Kahn et al. 

(2016) harmonised definitions and measurements.  

Subsequent iterations focused on enabling users to investigate analytic problems beyond the dimensions 

described in Table 5.1, developing cost-effective techniques for managing and representing knowledge 

items (DQ measurements or checks and data model definitions) decoupled from the system, designing 

the inference engine, and automating the acquisition of knowledge items; a known problem associated 

with knowledge-based systems. The techniques introduced to address these problems are discussed in 

more detail elsewhere (see Chapter 6 and Chapter 7).  
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Figure 5.1 The main components of the Healthy-Data Toolkit 
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The prototype version described in this section (HDT) is implemented as a standalone web-based tool 

using Django, a Python-based web framework. The Django framework enables a model-view-template 

design pattern, which was used to streamline database operations (create, read, update, and delete 

objects), build the inference engine as well as interfaces for operating and tailoring various aspects of 

HDT. The web framework also enables HDT to process multiple concurrent requests from client 

interfaces. A modular approach that closely reflects the conceptual framework's structure was adopted 

in implementing the web framework. This direction helped reduce the complexity of the implementation 

and the probability of changes in one component requiring the redesign of another, which could benefit 

future improvements. The following section describes the five main modules of HDT, as shown in 

Figure 5.1 above. 

5.3.1 Job module 

This module provides a client interface for users to specify DQA jobs or other tasks they want the 

software program to investigate. Each job comprises a list of dimensions to evaluate and the target data 

and attributes of interest. Target data here refers to data from the outside world loaded into the system 

for analysis using the Data module. Equally, dimensions are tags that group related measurements or 

rules stored in the Knowledge module, which is intended to compartmentalize assessments and reports 

for different use cases not limited to assessing the quality of EHR datasets. Where no dimensions are 

selected, all active dimensions in the Knowledge module are implicitly chosen for investigation. The 

interface also allows users to limit the size of the target data to investigate. In addition, while defining 

jobs, users can specify when they want their job to be executed, such as immediately or at a specific 

time. Jobs are monitored throughout their lifecycle by the Scheduler and are assigned meaningless 

identifiers to help protect data producers from unintended consequences, such as litigation and 

withdrawal of consortium data partners (Huser et al., 2016; WHO, 2016), particularly while comparing 

datasets in centralised deployments. 

5.3.2 Data module 

The Data module handles the collection, preparation, and management of target data for investigation. 

Current data formats supported include structured (binary, categorical or continuous) and unstructured 

(free text) values stored in flat files (CSV, text) or Fast Health Care Interoperability Resources (FHIR). 

Flat files are supported because they are agnostic to most host environments' infrastructure and 

configurations. FHIR formats are also widely used for storing or exchanging data in many healthcare 

organisations and are reportedly amenable to non-technical users (Health Data Research UK, 2019). 

Leveraging the interoperable framework described in Chapter 6, the Data module allows users to define 

custom data models that match their data or business requirement for HDT. The software is not locked 
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to any specific data model definition, making it flexible for analysing data with different structures. 

Nonetheless, defining data models sometimes requires expert knowledge of the data to be analysed for 

a particular use case, which non-technical may lack. In addition, creating a new data model can impact 

the timeliness of DQA. Hence, copies of common data models (CDM) have been provided for users to 

select from at runtime to address the acquisition problem. Examples of these CDMs include the PRSB, 

which was used in the earlier described prototype, the Observational Medical Outcomes Partnership 

(OMOP), the National Patient-Centered Clinical Research Network (PCORnet) and the Quality 

Information and Clinical Knowledge (QUICK) data model, which is a logical model based on HL7's 

FHIR standard. In addition, where available data models do not directly fit the intended use case, the 

Data module provides various tools for creating new or extending existing data models, including 

importing data models from data files and automatically generating data model definitions from source 

data using data mining techniques (see Section 6.4.2.1: Abstracting schema metadata from data 

instances).  

Source data to be analysed are loaded into the specified data model using simple data replication or 

extract, transform and load (ETL) techniques. Where no appropriate schema mappings are provided in 

the “external interface”, the Data module assumes that the source data and the specified data model for 

the program is the same, and it attempts simple data replication. However, where schema mapping 

entries exist in the “external interface”, ETL is automatically performed. Like the data model definition, 

these schema mappings are not hardcoded in HDT. Also, various tools are provided to assist users in 

dynamically defining schema mappings, including data entry forms, file imports and an automated 

schema matching tool. The latter is discussed in more detail in Chapter 6.  
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Table 5.1 Examples of DQ dimensions and measurements supported in HDT 

SN Dimension Measurement Data level Example 

M01 Completeness Data element is empty Cell patient_id [is_empty] == True  

M02 Completeness Data element does not contain a given value Field “Value” not_in patient_id [to_list] 

M03 Completeness 

(atemporal) 

Data element has a value, but another mutually exclusive 

data element is not empty  

Record (observation_name == “Smoker status”) AND 

(result_numeric [is_empty] == False) 

M04 Value conformance Data element has a value with an unexpected data type Cell date_of_birth [data_type] != “Datetime” 

M05 Value conformance Data element has a value with an unexpected format, pattern, 

or character length specified 

Cell gender not_match “[A-Z]”  

M06 Value conformance Data element has a value not defined in specified value set Cell gender not_in “gender” [valueset_code] 

M07 Value conformance Data element has a value that is outside expected range Cell encounter_age not_between “0…121” [to_interval]) 

M08 Value conformance Data element value has a typo or an unexpected character Cell diagnosis_name [has_typo] == True  

M09 Value conformance 

(temporal) 

Data element has a value that does not agree with expected 

temporal properties 

Cell (date_of_death [date_to_num] > “today” 

[date_to_num]) 
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SN Dimension Measurement Data level Example 

M10 Value conformance 

(atemporal) 

Data element has a value with an unexpected data type when 

another data element has a given value 

Record (result_type == “Text”) AND (result_text [data_type] 

!= “Text” ) 

M11 Value conformance 

(atemporal) 

Data element has a value not defined in the specified value 

set or another data element's values when another data 

element has a given value 

Record (observation_code == “72166-2”) AND 

(observation_value not_in “smoker” [valueset_desc]) 

M12 Value conformance 

(atemporal) 

Data element has a value that is outside the expected range 

when another data element has a given value (e.g. laboratory 

results) 

Record (observation_code == “8480-6”) AND 

(observation_value not_between “90.0…120.0”) 

M13 Value conformance 

(atemporal) 

Data element has a value with an unexpected format, pattern, 

or character length specified when another data element has 

a given value 

Record (result_type == “Numeric”) AND (result_numeric 

not_match “[0-9]{2}Ogechu”) 

M14 Relational 

conformance 

Data element has a value that is not in another data element Table observation_spell_id not_in encounter_id [to_list] 

M15 Computational 

conformance 

Data element contains a computed value that does not 

conform to the computational transformation of one or more 

data element(s)  

Record  ‘date_birth, diagnosis_date’ [compute_age] > 

diagnosis_age 

M16 Uniqueness 

plausibility  

Data element contains duplicate values Field patient_id [has_duplicate] == True  
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SN Dimension Measurement Data level Example 

M17 Uniqueness 

plausibility  

Group of data elements contain duplicate values Table ‘last_name, date_birth’ [has_duplicate] == True  

M18 Plausibility 

(atemporal) 

Record contains data elements with an unexpected 

relationship 

Record (diagnosis_code == “72892002”) AND (gender == 

“M”) 

M19 Plausibility 

(atemporal) 

Aggregate of data element(s) does not agree with provided 

reference value 

Table ‘patient_id, diagnosis_code’ [count] > “Value” 

M20 Plausibility 

(atemporal) 

Data element has a value that does not agree with the 

aggregate of another data element 

Table (observation_code == “8480-6”) AND 

(observation_unit [is_multiple] == True) 

M21 Plausibility 

(temporal) 

Record contains data elements with an unexpected temporal 

relationship (e.g., illogical order of dates, clinical events) 

Record date_of_birth > date_of_death 

M22 Plausibility 

(temporal) 

Dataset contains records with overlapping periods Table ‘admission_date, discharge_date’ [period_overlap] == 

True 
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The Data module also provides several other tools to assist users in understanding their data and 

preparing it for further analysis. For example, it includes data profiling functions that summarily 

describe loaded data, including what attributes are available, datatype, uniqueness, number of characters 

for each value, identifying text patterns and other value constraints, which can form the basis for 

creating DQ measurements (see Section 7.3.4.2: Profiling and mining EHR data). These metadata are 

generated during data upload, but it is optional because data profiling activity can be computationally 

expensive, particularly for large datasets. The Data module also provides basic merging functions for 

joining related domains, such as patient demographics and encounters. It also allows users to limit the 

size of the source data loaded, which can be useful when handling large datasets or other performance-

related problems common with DQA. The various tools provided aim to ensure that data preparation 

for assessment is consistent enough to allow for replication. Data collected using this module are stored 

together with other program data in HDT's server, and a client console is provided to view the contents 

of this database.  

5.3.3 Knowledge module 

This module handles the acquisition, representation, and management of measurements for assessing 

DQ dimensions or other analytical problems. Like most expert systems, an interface was developed for 

domain experts and system users to manually author measurements for individual use cases. As shown 

in Figure 5.2, this interface is interactive and user-friendly and does not require coding. It also contains 

a library of built-in functions, including data conversion, aggregation, and predictive functions for 

detecting plausible biological sex and clinical conditions relations (see Chapter 7). These features are 

intended to enable more compact and complex measurements. Implementing this interface was 

relatively straightforward using Django’s model-view-template architecture. 

Nonetheless, this study envisages that relying on domain experts or system users alone to acquire 

measurements via the user interface would be expensive and time-consuming, especially for 

organisations with no dedicated resources. Hence, automated methods for generating DQ measurements 

from readily available knowledge sources, including datasets presumed to be of “good quality”, were 

developed to augment the manual data entry approach (see Chapter 7). For example, methods for 

generating measurements for identifying conditional completeness and other functional dependencies, 

invalid patterns, and implausible clinical relationships, such as clinical conditions and age relationships, 

were developed. The actual number of measurements generated varies depending on the data structure 

of the selected datasets and the data contained in them.  

The implemented hybrid acquisition strategy can thus be summarised as follows: 

1. Allow users (domain experts) to build their own DQ measurements 
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2. Build DQ measurements from publicly available clinical reference standards 

3. Build DQ measurements by analysing target dataset and identifying common patterns 

4. Build DQ measurements using machine learning models as transformations (predictions) 

5. Acquire DQ measurements via file import. 

DQ measurements acquired and used in this program are formalised according to the structure defined 

in Chapter 4. The structure entails comparisons involving data elements' content, derivation, and 

property (e.g., type, format) and reference items across various data levels (cell, record, table) to identify 

matching records corresponding to DQ dimensions specified. Complex measurements evaluating 

multiple criteria are combined using logical junctions like AND, OR, and NOT. In implementing this 

formalised structure, a decision was made to represent measurements as rules as they are 

straightforward, computable and easily relatable to users (Hopgood, 2021). Nonetheless, to enable 

incorporation of computational techniques, an enhanced rule structure made up of rule elements and 

transformers was implemented, as shown in Figure 5.3 below.   
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Figure 5.2 DQ measurement authoring interface 
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Figure 5.3 Formalised format for representing measurements 
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In the formalised format, rule elements represent the basic building blocks of a rule, describing a generic 

criterion to measure. They take the form of a data item on the left- and right-hand sides and a comparator 

in the middle. For typical rule elements, the values on the left- and right-hand sides can be variables 

(data elements) or values, including numbers, Boolean, text, regular expression and value sets. 

However, variables and values specified on the two sides must have compatible data types and data 

levels, and several built-in functions (transformers) have been provided to enable data transformation 

where required. The transformers also help enhance the capability of rules and make the system more 

compact. For instance, a transformer function might be a machine learning model that generates a 

prediction using the data item on the left-hand side as input. This prediction can then be compared with 

the data item provided on the right-hand side, which could also be the output from another transformer. 

Similarly, as described in Chapter 7, related knowledge items have been encapsulated as lookup 

functions to reduce the number of rules to manage. Nonetheless, it is the user’s responsibility to ensure 

that the values being compared are compatible, and tooltips have been provided to guide in selecting 

appropriate transformers.  

Table 5.2 below provides an overview of the various comparison patterns currently supported in HDT 

and their complexity. For each rule, constituting rule elements are logged in a mapping table to enable 

easy access and updates. This mapping table is also used to generate simplified logical expressions for 

non-technical users. Where multiple rule elements are defined for a rule, the rule elements are joined 

using logical junctions in the order that they were logged in the mapping table. Similarly, as stated 

earlier, HDT enables a hierarchical relationship between rules that allows existing rules to be used as 

rule elements (building blocks), which also helps to compact measurements and reduce the cost of 

managing many rules. Nonetheless, in implementing this feature, necessary safeguards had to be put in 

place to prevent known problems associated with knowledge-based systems, such as excessive 

recursive rules, referential integrity violations, and cascading changes in rules. An example of these 

safeguards is a preview function that allows users to estimate the effect of changes to rules and identify 

any possible conflicts or integrity violations that might result from an update. 

In addition, the Knowledge module collects metadata for each rule to enhance accessibility, 

administration, analysis, storage, and processing. Examples of metadata that the module captures 

include a name that uniquely identifies the measurement in the system, a description of the intent of 

that measurement, targeted dimension, priority, severity, source, validation date, and status. Unlike 

other DQA programs, special meanings are not assigned to the dimension attribute in this program. 

Users can use this attribute to represent DQ dimensions or group related measurements. In particular, 

the dimension is provided to segment the knowledge base to ease job creation, execution, and reporting. 

The severity attribute indicates the potential impact records identified by a rule would have on the 

intended use case and can be set to high, medium, low, or not applicable levels. This attribute is used 
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here to demonstrate how causative actions can be linked with rules, which can be useful in implementing 

improvement efforts. Where several rules match a given record, users can define the order of precedence 

of rule actions using the priority attribute, sort in descending order. Source and validation date identify 

the entity that created the rule and when the rule was last updated. Rules also have a status, active or 

disabled, which is used in delisting them for consideration in the Job module and Query engine. These 

metadata and rule expressions are stored in a metadata repository to make them easily findable, 

understandable, and actionable. The metadata repository is organised based on the entity-attribute-value 

(EAV) model and comprises three entities: rules, rule elements, and a mapping table, as shown in Figure 

5.4.  

 

Figure 5.4 Metadata repository for managing formalised measurements
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Table 5.2 Comparison patterns supported in HDT 

Operation Description Comparators Example syntax 

Basic comparison 

 

Compare data element’s value or output from transforming data 

element(s) to a given reference value, another data element’s 

value, or output from transforming a given value or a set of data 

element(s) and vice versa 

==, >, <, >=, <=, != 

 

(<data element> | transformer (<data element>*)) == 

(<value> | <data element> | transformer (<value>) | 

transformer (<data element>*)) 

 

Membership 

(Subsets) 

 

Ascertain if data element’s value or all output from 

transforming data element(s) is contained in a value set, which 

could be another data element’s value or output from 

transforming a given value or a set of data element(s) 

is_subset, not_subset (<data element> | transformer (<data element>*)) 

is_subset (<data element> | transformer (<value>) | 

transformer (<data element>*)) 

 

Membership  

(Intersection) 

Ascertain if the data element’s value or any value(s) in output 

from transforming data element(s) is contained in a value set, 

which could be another data element’s value or output from 

transforming a given value or another set of data element(s). 

Fuzzy comparators provide approximate matching, particularly 

for values that do not have identical formatting. Its similarity 

threshold is set to 0.95. 

in, in_fuzzy, not_in, 

not_in_fuzzy 

(<data element> | transformer (<data element>*)) in 

(<data element> | transformer (<value>) | 

transformer (<data element>*)) 

Membership 

(Interval) 

Ascertain if the data element’s value or the output from 

transforming data element(s) is within the interval specified by 

the output from transforming a given value or another set of 

data element(s) 

between, not_between (<data element> | transformer (<data element>*)) 

between (transformer (<value>) | transformer (<data 

element>*))  

Membership (Text) Ascertain if data element’s value or output from transforming 

data element(s) contains a given text value 

contain, not_contain (<data element> | transformer (<data element>*)) 

contain “<value>” 

Pattern matching Ascertain if the data element’s value or output from 

transforming data element(s) matches a given regular expression  

match, not_match (<data element> | transformer (<data element>*)) 

match “<regular expression>” 
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5.3.4 Query engine 

This module is the inference engine for HDT and is responsible for evaluating DQA jobs or other tasks 

created by users in the Job module. Typically, the Scheduler in the Job module sends jobs to the Query 

engine using a basic first-in, first-served queuing strategy and keeps track of each job’s status. 

Meanwhile, the Query engine listens for jobs from the Scheduler using a parallel process that sits in the 

background. For each job received, the Query engine searches the Knowledge module to identify 

applicable measurements, those associated with the dimensions specified in the job and apply them to 

the data elements in the selected dataset. Next, for each returned measurement, an execution plan is 

created. This activity involves identifying the data level the measurement applies to, translating the 

measurement into a set of Python commands that can be executed and generating a tag linking each 

plan to the translated measurement. The Python commands are then executed against each data tuple in 

the given target data  

In executing jobs, the Query engine returns data tuples that match the criteria specified. In some 

scenarios, data tuples may be matched by multiple measurements. Tags corresponding to each matching 

measurement, including error tags for failed measurements (those that encountered an error during 

execution), are attached to the data tuples to generate explanations for feedback and analysis. Together 

with the returned data tuples, these details are sent to the Report module to generate reports and action 

resolution. 

 

Figure 5.5 Query engine execution process 
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5.3.5 Report module 

The Report module comprises tools, metrics and interfaces implemented to analyse the Query engine 's 

outputs and communicate the results to users. These include functions for analysing tags returned, 

summary metrics (Table 5.3), drill-down, and various open-source libraries for creating visualisations. 

Two dashboards were also developed to present the output of evaluated jobs and enable users to conduct 

fundamental analysis. The first presents a detailed report of the most recent job assessed. This report 

includes a dashboard displaying summary metrics grouped by individual data elements, details of 

measurements that returned true, and a collection of individual records returned. The latter contains a 

drill-down tool that explains why each record was returned, including the particular measurements that 

identified the record and colour codes showing the severity of the problem. Colour codes are derived 

from measurements metadata. The second interface enables the comparison of summary metrics 

grouped by datasets, which is also suitable for longitudinal analysis. The dashboards provide quick and 

easy to use visualisations that can significantly support decision making. Details of measurements 

returned for each job are also provided for context. The Report module also provides tools for exporting 

reports generated to CSV formats for further analysis and discarding them from the system.  

Table 5.3 Summary metrics for assessing job outcomes 

Name Description Data level Measure (Unit) 

Records returned Number of records matching at least 

one measurement 

Field, Table Count (N) 

Records returned 

per dimension 

Number of records returned grouped 

by dimension 

Field, Table Count (N) 

Records returned 

per severity 

Number of records returned grouped 

by severity 

Field, Table Count (N) 

Records return rate The number of records returned 

divided by the number of records 

assessed 

Field, Table Ratio (%) 

Records return rate 

per dimension 

Number of records returned for each 

dimension divided by the number of 

records assessed 

Table Ratio (%) 

Average hit per 

record 

The number of successful 

measurement matches divided by the 

number of records assessed 

Field, Table Ratio (%) 

Effected 

measurements 

Number of matching measurements 

grouped by dimension 

Table Count (N) 

Failed 

measurements 

Number of measurements that failed 

to execute, grouped by dimension 

Table Count (N) 
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5.4 DQA tool validation 

5.4.1 Overview 

This section describes experiments to evaluate how well the implemented DQA tool enables automated 

assessment of EHR DQ. In particular, it investigates the coverage of DQA in the absence of gold 

standards and the ability of the DQA tool to scale to different contexts while providing users with more 

control over the DQA process. The following questions were formulated to guide the investigations 

conducted and include:  

1) How well does the tool enable DQA in the absence of gold standards? 

2) How well does the tool measure what was specified? 

3) How well does the tool adapt to multiple contexts and datasets?  

In addition to the above, this section also seeks to appraise the utility of the proposed conceptual 

framework in guiding the reportage of DQA programs evaluation, particularly in health care. The 

proposed framework identifies five high-level components necessary for operationalising DQA 

activities: defining DQA tasks, collecting and managing target data, acquiring, and managing 

measurements (decision-making criteria) and other computational resources used to evaluate defined 

DQA tasks, mechanisms for implementing measures, and disseminating outcomes. 

5.4.2 Defining DQA tasks 

In answering the questions posed in Section 5.4.1, the following exploratory DQA tasks were 

performed: 

1) Assess the quality of individual patient records from two well-known EHR datasets, the 

MIMIC-III v1.4 and Synthea, leveraging the automated methods for acquiring DQ 

measurements described in Chapter 7.  

2) Repeat Task 1 against copies of the MIMIC-III v1.4 and Synthea injected with synthetic DQ 

issues. The DQ issues were introduced systematically using a process adapted from Johnson et 

al. (2017), and it entailed randomly shuffling the values of 10% of the records across columns 

and subsequently across rows, leaving all other data unchanged 

3) Repeat Task 2, where the defined data model for the DQA tool is different from the data model 

for the selected dataset. The OMOP CDM, a person-centric model, widely used to facilitate 

clinical research, was adopted as the CDM for the DQA tool in this task. 

To maintain consistency, the DQA tasks focused on demographic (patient table), administrative 

(encounter or admission table), and clinical information (diagnosis), which represent some of the basic 

information captured in typical EHR data.  
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Furthermore, for Task 2, synthetic DQ issues were introduced to enable this study to sufficiently 

investigate the DQA tool’s sensitivity because the selected datasets (MIMIC-III  and Synthea) have 

been the focus of several studies, and there are indications that suggest that they have undergone some 

pre-processing to improve the quality of the original data. For instance, according to release notes on 

the MIMIC website (MIMIC, 2022b), the MIMIC-III dataset has been pre-processed to reconcile 

differences in the data formats of records collected from the various EHRs, remove duplicate records, 

conflate ambiguous unit of measurements for some laboratory concepts (percentages mixed with 

counts) and de-identify the data to make it suitable for external research use. In addition, regarding Task 

3, it is important to point out that the OMOP CDM does not fit naturally into any of the data models of 

the selected datasets (see Appendix I). Detailed descriptions of these datasets and the rationale for 

choosing them are described in the next section.  

The three DQA tasks investigated the DQ dimensions listed in Table 5.1, and they were defined as 

shown in Figure 5.6. The outcomes reported are described in Table 5.3. 

 

Figure 5.6 Defining DQA task on HDT 
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5.4.3 Collecting, preparing, and managing target data 

Two datasets, the MIMIC-III and Synthea were selected to answer the questions specified above. 

5.4.3.1 Datasets 

5.4.3.1.1 MIMIC-III data 

The Medical Information Mart for Intensive Care III v1.4 (MIMIC-III) dataset is a freely available 

collection of de-identified health data associated with over 40,000 patients who stayed in the critical 

care units of the Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center between 2001 and 2012 (Johnson et al., 2016a). 

The MIMIC dataset includes patient demographics, administrative activities (admission, discharge, 

transfers), charted observations during ICU stay, laboratory results, procedures, medications, caregiver 

notes, discharge summaries and other clinical notes. It was accessed under a data use agreement and 

included 26 relational tables stored in comma-separated value (CSV) format. 

A detailed description of the MIMIC-III schema (data model) can be found in MIMIC (2022a). 

However, as stated earlier, this evaluation focuses on three clinical domains: demographic, visit details, 

and clinical condition. In the MIMIC schema, these clinical domains are denoted by the patients, 

admissions, and diagnoses tables, which comprise 36 data elements of data types datetime (n=9), 

numeric (n=13) and text (n=14) (see Appendix G). Further, in the MIMIC-III schema, tables are linked 

by data elements with the suffix ‘ID’, such as SUBJECT_ID and HADM_ID, which refer to a unique 

patient and hospital admission. Diagnoses are encoded using the International Classification of Diseases 

Version 9 (ICD9) codes, and the mapping for these can be found in the D_ICD_DIAGNOSES table. 

5.4.3.1.2 Synthea data 

Synthea data refers to a collection of synthetic patient health records generated by Synthea. This open-

source patient population simulator creates patient medical profiles that mimic actual EHR data from 

birth to death. According to the developers, the simulator generates profiles that include over 500 

clinical concepts, including the top reasons patients visit their primary care physicians, as indicated by 

the Global Burden of Disease data for the United States (Walonoski et al., 2017). This study focuses on 

the April 2020 1K dump dataset, which is available in various sizes and formats (CSV, FHIR, and C-

CDA), and have been modelled to statistically mirror publicly available data of Massachusetts, 

including demographics, social determinants, clinical workflow, disease burdens and progression. 

Unlike MIMIC-III, conditions and procedures are coded using Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine 

- Clinical Terms (SNOMED-CT). The selected clinical domains also contained 46 data elements. 

Details of all the tables in the April 2020 dump can be found in (Walonoski, 2021) 
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5.4.3.2 Rationale for dataset selection 

The MIMIC-III and Synthea datasets were chosen for various reasons, including the assumption that 

they represent different EHR data contexts and have distinct data structures, availability, and secondary 

use potential. The literature also suggests that they contain detailed accounts of plausible healthcare 

processes typical of large and busy healthcare facilities and many associated challenges, including a 

high volume of cases and events, data heterogeneity, provenance and sparsity, high dimensionality, and 

variability in standards. 

While these datasets are based on the US context, they have been used to enable health-related research 

and collaborations spanning multiple disciplines, including clinicians, academia, medical technology 

companies, and the pharmaceutical industry. For instance, the MIMIC data has been studied in over 30 

countries, including the United Kingdom, and across industries and academia (Pollard & Celi, 2017; 

Rogers et al., 2021). The Synthea datasets, though not real, have also been used to enable risk-free 

evaluation of real-world health IT deployments and experimentation. In particular, many health IT 

vendors in the FHIR community use the data to develop, test and demonstrate FHIR-based apps. 

Synthea generated data has already been used for hackathons and other data competitions. There is also 

a growing interest from the AI community to use MIMIC-III and Synthea data as a common ground for 

developing and validating new methods due to their size and other clinical characteristics. The open 

nature of these datasets also allows for experiments to be reproduced and improved in ways that would 

not otherwise be possible.  

5.4.3.3 Ethics consideration 

This study was exempt from research ethics committee review as the datasets selected have been de-

identified at the source. The MIMIC-III dataset records have been de-identified per the US Health 

Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) recommendations. The de-identification process 

includes removing data elements listed in HIPAA, including patient name, telephone number, and 

address (Johnson et al., 2016a). Dates were also shifted into the future by a random offset for each 

patient, resulting in stays between 2100 and 2200. Nonetheless, time of day, day of the week, and 

approximate seasonality were conserved so that the new dates are internally consistent for the same 

patient. In the same way, Synthea data does not contain real patient details, and it is free of legal, 

privacy, financial, and intellectual property restrictions.  

5.4.3.4 Data preparation 

For this study, the first 200,000 condition entries associated with 15,935 patients and 20,792 admissions 

were selected from the MIMIC dataset. And from Synthea, 8,286 condition entries associated with 

1,153 patients and 7,534 admissions were collected. For all DQA tasks, CSV files of each dataset were 
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integrated separately on HDT, according to the proposed interoperable framework in Chapter 6. The 

CSV files were loaded as follows. 

In Tasks 1 and 2, the data model of the respective datasets was specified as the CDM of the DQA tool, 

and the schema mapping for the “external interface” was obtained automatically using the tool described 

in Chapter 6. Nonetheless, for Task 3, the OMOP CDM was defined as the CDM of the DQA tool. For 

transparency, the OMAP dataset (Zhang et al., 2021), a benchmark schema-level matching dataset that 

includes source-to-target attribute pairs of MIMIC-III and Synthea to the OMOP CDM, was used as the 

schema mappings for integrating the selected datasets and DQ measurements from Task 1 (see 

Appendix I).  

Furthermore, tables with separate dictionary tables were extended to include their various descriptions. 

For example, the DIAGNOSES_ICD table in MIMIC-III was expanded to include the definition for the 

given diagnosis code in ICD9_CODE. Similarly, data elements recorded using ICD9 code, such as in 

the DIAGNOSES_ICD table in the MIMIC-III dataset, were converted to SNOMED-CT concepts using 

the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) standard crosswalk and only records values with valid 

one-to-one mappings were retained to reduce the ambiguity that may be introduced from one-to-many 

mappings. Also, the ROW_ID data element, a pseudo-column for uniquely defining a single row in a 

database table, was removed as it added no new relevant information. In addition, tables were merged 

from an encounter-centric viewpoint into one composite table representing a single event in an episode 

using the most appropriate identifier.  

Lastly, the data profile of each loaded data was generated, which included information on the number 

of missing values, the number of unique values, values count, datatypes present, value pattern, most 

occurring value and min/max values (see Appendix J and K). 

5.4.4 Acquiring DQ measurements 

The DQ measurements used to facilitate DQA tasks 1 and 2 were generated automatically, leveraging 

the methods described in Chapter 7. As discussed in Chapter 7, these measurements are derived from 

hybrid public sources, including existing DQ measurements, medical ontologies and target data of 

“good quality”. The original MIMIC-III and Synthea datasets were used to base methods that rely on 

target data for this work. The generated DQ measurements focus on identifying errors in single and 

multiple data elements across individual records. A domain expert marginally reviewed the generated 

DQ measurements to remove those unsuitable for assessing the DQ dimensions specified. However, 

there were no manual additions.  
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For Task 3, DQ measurements generated for Task 1 were imported into HDT to demonstrate the 

interoperability capability of the tool. Three knowledge artefacts or components were configured on the 

“internal interface”. The components include value sets derived from SNOMED-CT, data elements 

required by deterministic, automated methods or involved in DQ measurements imported. For example, 

the system's built-in function ‘compute-age’ requires the ‘date of birth’ and ‘admission date’ values to 

compute a patient’s age during a hospital visit. However, by enabling dynamic data model definitions, 

different names can be used to represent these data elements, such as “birthdate” and “startdate”. Thus, 

a repository containing variable names required by system functions or transformers is created. Users 

are expected to map applicable data elements in the specified data models to these variable names. 

5.4.5 Mechanisms for implementing measures 

The DQA Tasks (1-3) were evaluated using the HDT Query engine described in this chapter. The 

software was packaged using Docker microservices, a containerization platform that makes it possible 

to build, share, and run distributed applications in controlled environments. Running HDT in containers 

allows for hassle-free and quick setup, scalability, and portability of the tool. For this evaluation, the 

dockerised DQA tool was set up on an Intel Core i9 system (2.5GHz, 32GB RAM) with a Postgres 

database for storing target datasets.  

5.4.6 DQA outcomes (evaluation results) 

5.4.6.1 How well does the tool enable DQA in the absence of gold standards? 

A total of 115 and 176 DQ measurements were automatically generated to assess the quality of three 

clinical domains (patient demographics, admissions, and clinical conditions) in the MIMIC and Synthea 

datasets. Details of all the DQMs generated for the two datasets, including their formalised expressions, 

are presented in Appendix J and K. The design and evaluation of these measurements are reported in 

Chapter 7.  

5.4.6.2 How well does the tool measure what was specified? 

This study evaluated DQA Task (1-3) using the generated measurements, beginning with the original 

datasets, MIMIC-III, and Synthea data. These analyses, denoted by Job_Ids: 71efba83 and 5d42b17e, 

lasted about 77 minutes and 4 minutes, respectively, suggesting an average processing time of 32 

records per second for assessing and generating reports. The results generated by HDT are shown in 

Table 5.4 below. Overall, there were 1997387 potential DQ issues identified in 138378 records for the 

MIMIC data, averaging 14.43 issues per record. These DQ issues were identified by 34 DQ 

measurements, most of which evaluated value conformance. Other issues identified include duplicate 

records (n=22), future dates, particularly across datetime fields, incompleteness for demographic fields 

such as patient’s religion and marital_status, and other typically optional fields in EHRs like patient 
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deathtime (patients_dod_ssn, patients_dod_ssn, patients_dod). Likewise, the future dates identified 

could result from the de-identification protocol implemented by the MIMIC data team that entailed 

shifting dates into the future, somewhere between 2100 and 2200. 

Similarly, for the Synthea data, 26186 potential DQ issues were identified in 7719 out of the 8286 

records assessed. Most of the errors identified for this assessment involved completeness (n=18358), 

followed by value conformance violations (n=7823).  These results show that the original had some 

potential DQ issues even before degradation. 

Identical evaluations were also conducted for the degraded copies (Job_Ids: c6e253d6 and c0d86df1) 

to investigate the sensitivity of the tool to DQ issues, of which the results, shown graphically in Figures 

5.7-5.13, indicate strong sensitivity. These results also demonstrate the capability of HDT to 

consistently compare common DQ dimensions across multiple datasets, which could be beneficial for 

comparative and longitudinal analyses. It is important to note that only results of fields with DQ issues 

are reported to reduce congestion.  
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Figure 5.7 DQA of MIMIC-III (Original) 
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Figure 5.8 DQA of Synthea (Original)
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Figure 5.9 DQA of degraded MIMIC-III  dataset
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Figure 5.10 DQA of degraded Synthea dataset
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Figure 5.11 MIMIC-III and Synthea before and after degradation
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Figure 5.12 MIMIC-III before and after degradation 

 

 

Figure 5.13 Synthea before and after degradation
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Table 5.4 Summary results of DQA of MIMIC-III 

Field Dimensions Returned 

records 

Average hit per 

record returned 

Records return 

rate Completeness Uniqueness Value conformance Total hits 

admissions_admittime 0 22 276756 276778 138378 2.00 100.00 

admissions_discharge_location 0 22 897 919 919 1.00 0.66 

admissions_hadm_id 0 22 0 22 22 1.00 0.02 

admissions_admission_type 0 22 0 22 22 1.00 0.02 

admissions_hospital_expire_flag 0 22 0 22 22 1.00 0.02 

patients_gender 0 22 0 22 22 1.00 0.02 

patients_dod_hosp 0 22 104144 104166 52085 2.00 37.64 

patients_dod_ssn 67014 22 142728 209764 138378 1.52 100.00 

admissions_religion 0 22 1530 1552 1548 1.00 1.12 

diagnoses_icd_snomed_code 1502 22 0 1524 1524 1.00 1.10 

admissions_has_chartevents_data 0 22 0 22 22 1.00 0.02 

admissions_subject_id 0 22 0 22 22 1.00 0.02 

diagnoses_icd_subject_id 0 22 0 22 22 1.00 0.02 

admissions_ethnicity 0 22 143 165 165 1.00 0.12 

admissions_admission_location 0 22 0 22 22 1.00 0.02 

diagnoses_icd_snomed_fsn 0 22 7168 7190 7157 1.00 5.17 

admissions_deathtime 0 22 38014 38036 19026 2.00 13.75 

admissions_insurance 0 22 0 22 22 1.00 0.02 

patients_expire_flag 0 22 0 22 22 1.00 0.02 

patients_dod 59674 22 157408 217104 138378 1.57 100.00 

diagnoses_icd_seq_num 0 22 0 22 22 1.00 0.02 

admissions_edregtime 58999 22 158758 217779 138378 1.57 100.00 

admissions_edouttime 58999 22 158758 217779 138378 1.57 100.00 

patients_dob 0 22 267448 267470 137444 1.95 99.33 

admissions_language 0 22 0 22 22 1.00 0.02 

admissions_marital_status 14588 22 0 14610 14609 1.00 10.56 

patients_subject_id 0 22 0 22 22 1.00 0.02 

admissions_diagnosis 8 22 146073 146103 138326 1.06 99.96 

admissions_dischtime 0 22 276756 276778 138378 2.00 100.00 
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Total hits 260784 22 1736581 1997387 138378 14.43 100.00 

Effected measurements (successful) 7 1 26 34  

Record return rate per dimension 68.3 0.02 100 100 

Failed measurements (bugs) 0 0 0 0 

Failed measurements     

Table 5.5 Summary results of DQA of Synthea 

Field 

 

Dimensions Returned 

records 

Average hit per 

record returned 

Records 

return rate Atemporal plausibility Completeness Value conformance Total hits 

patient_drivers 0 779 0 779 779 1 9.40 

patient_birthplace 0 0 1836 1836 1836 1 22.16 

encounter_stop 0 0 459 459 459 1 5.54 

patient_last 0 0 87 87 87 1 1.05 

patient_address 0 0 3988 3988 3988 1 48.13 

patient_zip 0 3792 0 3792 3792 1 45.76 

condition_description 0 0 245 245 245 1 2.96 

patient_passport 0 1056 0 1056 1056 1 12.74 

patient_marital 0 1700 0 1700 1700 1 20.52 

condition_start 0 0 460 460 460 1 5.55 

encounter_code 5 0 0 5 5 1 0.06 

encounter_description 5 0 0 5 5 1 0.06 

encounter_reasoncode 0 3160 0 3160 3160 1 38.14 

encounter_reasondescription 0 3160 232 3392 3392 1 40.94 

patient_prefix 0 897 0 897 897 1 10.83 

encounter_start 0 0 460 460 460 1 5.55 

patient_first 0 0 56 56 56 1 0.68 

condition_stop 0 3814 0 3814 3814 1 46.03 

Total hits 5 18358 7823 26186 7719 3.39 93.16 

Effected measurements 

(successful rules) 

1 8 9 18  

Record return rate per dimension 99.96 83.22 62.43 93.16 

Failed measurements (bugs) 0 0 0 0 
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5.4.6.3 How well does the tool adapt to multiple contexts and datasets? 

To further investigate HDT’s capability to enable interoperable and comparable DQA, as stated earlier, 

Task 3 was conducted with the OMOP v5.3 data model defined as the CDM defined for HDT. The 

OMOP v5.3 contains 398 data elements, out of which 16 data elements match those in the degraded 

MIMIC dataset selected for this evaluation (see Appendix I). These data elements and their 

corresponding mapping were defined in both the “external” and “internal” interfaces of the integration 

framework to facilitate trans-loading of the MIMIC dataset, which was selected for this task and 

adapting DQ measurements imported (measurements generated for the MIMIC dataset) for the selected 

OMOP data elements.  

For the latter, out of the 115 DQ measurements imported, 54 were transformed into the OMOP model. 

Table 5.6 shows examples of DQ measurements generated for MIMIC-III but translated for OMOP via 

the internal interface. Using the translated DQ measurements, this study assessed the quality of the 

loaded dataset to further evaluate the fidelity of the data transformation at the external interface. The 

results in Table 5.7 show substantial agreement between source and target data. As observed in Task 1, 

Task 3 also identified value conformance issues in the datetime fields. The results also show how the 

approach adopted in HDT can facilitate the consistent DQA across different datasets despite the typical 

heterogeneous structures.  

Table 5.6 Examples of DQ measurements acquired for the MIMIC-III dataset but adapted for OMOP 

CDM 

Measurement type Formal expression 

Future date ( visit_start_datetime [text_to_date]  >  today [text_to_date] ) AND ( 

visit_start_datetime [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

Age mismatch ( ( ( condition_source_concept_id [occurrence_periods]  not_subset  'birth_datetime; 

visit_start_datetime' [age_to_clinic_period] ) AND ( condition_source_concept_id 

[is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) ) AND ( birth_datetime [is_empty]  ==  False 

[text_to_bool] ) ) AND ( visit_start_datetime [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

implausible diagnoses and 

gender mismatch 

( ( gender_source_value [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) AND ( 

condition_source_concept_id [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) ) AND ( 

gender_source_value   not_in  condition_source_concept_id [plausible_genders_sct] 

) 

Invalid datatype ( admitting_source_value [data_type]  !=  text  ) AND ( admitting_source_value 

[is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

Contain values of invalid 

formats 

( visit_occurrence_id   not_match  [0-9]{6}  ) AND ( visit_occurrence_id [is_empty]  

==  False [text_to_bool] ) 
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Contains values not in the 

defined value set 

(condition_source_concept_id   not_in  condition_source_concept_id [value 

set_code] ) AND ( condition_source_concept_id [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] 

) 

Has missing values admitting_source_value [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

 

Table 5.7 Summary results of DQA of MIMIC-III using OMOP CDM 

Field 

 

Dimension Returned 

records 

Average hit 

per record 

returned 

Records 

return 

rate 

Value 

conformance 

Total hits 

condition_source_value 7168 7168 7139 1.00 5.16 

discharge_to_source_value 897 897 897 1.00 0.65 

birth_datetime 267448 267448 137444 1.95 99.33 

condition_source_concept_id 1530 1530 1530 1.00 1.11 

visit_start_datetime 276756 276756 138378 2.00 100.00 

visit_end_datetime 276756 276756 138378 2.00 100.00 

Total hits 830555 830555 138378 6.00 100.00 

Effected measurements 

(successful rules) 

10 10  

Record return rate per dimension 100 100 

Failed measurements (bugs) 0 0 

  

5.5 Discussion 

There is no lack of frameworks discussing DQ theories and best practices, harmonising definitions, and 

other concepts associated with DQA. However, assessing EHR DQ is still challenging. There is a lack 

of clarity on how the many concepts from the theory can be operationalised in practice, which is needed 

to ensure credible and reliable DQ assessments. Also, many organisations lack expert knowledge and 

tools to tackle the multidimensional nature of healthcare practice and DQ, data heterogeneity, and the 

absence of gold standards for evaluating DQ dimensions. Given the growing interest in standardising 

EHR DQA and improving transparency of the limitations of health data available, this study attempts 

to address the dichotomy between research and practice in operationalising EHR DQA.  

In the previous chapter, a conceptual framework comprising five critical components of EHR DQA and 

how they can be operationalised in practice was developed from the many existing frameworks, 

standard operating procedures, publications, implementations, and personal experience. The 

components described in the framework include defining DQA tasks, acquiring and managing 

measurements (decision-making criteria) and other computational resources used to evaluate defined 

DQA tasks, integrating target data, evaluating selected measures, and disseminating outcomes (see 

Chapter 4). The framework is intended to guide organisations in developing comprehensive DQA 
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programs. This chapter appraises its utility to guide the development of the Healthy-Data Toolkit 

(HDT), a robust DQA tool designed to address some of the many limitations of existing tools discussed 

earlier in this chapter, including the limited coverage and task-dependent nature of DQA, measurements 

acquisition for DQA, enabling consistent DQA across disparate settings and providing users with 

greater control over the DQA process. 

HDT is a DQA tool that combines knowledge-based and computational techniques to facilitate the 

automated assessment of health data quality. The tool is based on an expert system design structure and 

closely reflects the proposed framework's components. The tool comprises an inference engine, a 

decoupled Knowledge module that contains the logic for facilitating assessments from the system, 

interfaces that allow users to adapt or extend the system to their respective data and requirements, and 

intuitive dashboards for reporting assessment results. These key components of the system are loosely 

coupled to enable separation of concerns and easy adaption of the tool to different settings and 

requirements. 

Out-of-the-box, the tool supports the investigation of DQ dimensions shown in Table 5.1, which make 

up most dimensions studied in health care (Kahn et al., 2016; Callahan et al., 2017b). These dimensions 

are evaluated consistently irrespective of the dataset's structure, leveraging the interoperable framework 

and dynamic schema matching provided (see Chapter 6) and the formalised representation of 

measurements authored by users at runtime via the intuitive interfaces provided. This design approach, 

among other benefits, is intended to enable the much-required user involvement in the DQA cycle and 

flexibility for operationalising task-dependent DQA (Weiskopf et al., 2017) while saving users from 

the cost and computational burden of inventing new programs or tools for every new use case or 

whenever there are changes to business requirements and evidence. It also has a good potential for 

expanded use in retrospective analyses of EHR data.  

Measurements evaluated in the tool are expressed as rules containing a set of conditions in the if-then 

form that output a list of records matching the criteria specified. These rules are intuitive, close to natural 

language and knowledge of a programming language is not required to define or understand them, 

which has the added advantage of eliminating the need for users to master a language or require the 

intervention of a software developer to execute DQA. To enable effective rule authoring, search, and 

update, a simple EAV metadata repository was implemented comprising rule elements, the basic 

building block of a rule, rule metadata, and a mapping table. The implemented EAV structure also 

supports a hierarchical organisation and reuse of rules. In addition, it allows for complex criteria to be 

specified in rules, including data lookups, conversions, aggregations, predictive models, and other 

computational transformers, enhancing the capability of rules, such as the handling of different data 

formats (structure and free text). Some of these transformers have been supplied as built-in functions 
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for users to select from. Nonetheless, the system allows users to add custom Python functions during 

system implementation for more complex criteria that are challenging to operationalise using available 

built-in functions.  

Similarly, the tool provides functions to help reduce the cost and burden of creating measurements from 

scratch, a common problem associated with expert systems and EHR DQA (Weiskopf et al., 2017). 

Using these functions, users can automatically generate measurements for assessing selected datasets, 

leveraging data-driven techniques and medical knowledge stored in public ontologies. However, it is 

essential to point out that not all measurements generated may indicate a data problem. User inputs are 

required to infer causality or adapt some of the acquired measurements to their respective use case. This 

adaptation can be made via the Web-based user interface, which supports rule browsing, editing, and 

export for further analysis. This white-box feature is expected to enhance the transparency into the 

tool’s workings, which could help ensure reproducible and comparable DQA.  

As demonstrated in the evaluations in this chapter, the formalised structure implemented in conjunction 

with the interoperable framework implemented (see Chapter 6) also has the potential to facilitate sharing 

or aggregation of measurements. Measurements defined for one environment were translated for 

another setting, deduplicating efforts, reducing the cost of developing measurements, and can be used 

to help standardise DQA implicitly. This setup is home-grown and only supports sharing and reusing 

measurements encoded according to the structure described in this chapter. Future work will explore 

the feasibility of representing measurements in more standardised formats like the Clinical Quality 

Language (CQL), Structured Query Language (SQL), and Resource Description Framework (RDF) 

formats, which is essential for streamlining DQA resources across the clinical and broader research 

community. Also, while the most of actions in the tool are conducted via the graphic user interface, 

future work will focus on developing REpresentational State Transfer Application Programming 

Interfaces (REST APIs) that may be consumed directly by external applications. 

Furthermore, in terms of performance and scalability, HDT is based on Python and capable of running 

on different systems. Unlike most existing tools that are challenging to deploy, the tool has been 

organised for easy deployment using Docker, which is inexpensive and can be integrated or made to 

leverage existing infrastructure or systems. It can be deployed locally or centrally, thanks to the client-

server architecture provided by the Django framework. However, the current prototype has not been 

optimised for centralised deployment. The tool is currently published as open source, which should 

benefit researchers and organisations that do not have dedicated teams for conducting DQA.  

HDT has been evaluated using two well-known health datasets of considerable sizes, which were 

assessed quickly. Nevertheless, as the dataset's size to consider increases, the number of potential 

dimensions and measurements involved would likely grow and may involve complex computations, 
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which could be resource-intensive and take a long time to complete. In managing the waiting time 

problem, status updates are provided to keep users informed about tasks being performed. In addition, 

parallel processing has been explored to prevent delays from complex computations from affecting 

other aspects of the tool, such as defining new DQA tasks, integrating datasets or analysing generated 

results. There are also plans to improve memory management as most of the analyses are conducted in 

memory, which is not ideal for assessing large datasets. 

Additionally, evaluating datasets on HDT is straightforward. It does not require multiple levels of 

evaluation to assess different DQ dimensions or data levels, as seen in some existing implementations, 

which can be confusing. Also, the tool returns eight metrics that describe the dataset's status and indicate 

the amount of effort required to improve the quality of assessed datasets. As demonstrated in this 

chapter, the metrics can also be used to compare the quality of disparate datasets consistently. It also 

provides relevant information to guide improvement efforts, including details of the rules used to select 

each returned record and failed rule events that require debugging, which could encourage transparency 

and prevent erroneous interpretation and user acceptance. Nonetheless, the tool could benefit from 

appropriate usability studies involving actual users to assess how well the tool matches individual or 

organisations requirements for DQA and if available interfaces are intuitive and sufficient for targeted 

users.  

One limitation of this work is that it focuses on only assessment and provides limited support for the 

improvement phase. Also, the datasets used for evaluation have been the subject of criticisms that 

include failure to demonstrate real-world effectiveness in the clinical setting, limited acceptance due to 

the absence of stakeholder engagement and little understanding of the critical care environment (Rogers 

et al., 2021). Unfortunately, efforts to get data from a tertiary health care facility, which would have 

helped evaluate the tool's impact on quality of care and ability to help improve overall DQ, were 

unsuccessful. Earlier, records of patients who visited Portsmouth Hospitals University NHS Trust 

(PHU) between 01/01/2020 and 31/12/2020 and whose details were captured in the Bedview and 

Minestrone application databases were sought. BedView is an EHR product developed internally by the 

and used to manage bed space allocation. Minestrone is a clinical portal that provides a unified view of 

patient records at PHU. However, this study could not obtain the necessary ethical approval from the 

appropriate research ethics committee in time for this study.  
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5.6 Summary 

This chapter further affirms the benefits of the proposed framework to guide the development of DQA 

programs and reduce confusion around EHR DQA. Unlike the many existing DQ frameworks, this 

chapter shows that the recommendations specified in the proposed framework can be translated into a 

systematic developmental process and be used to enable the consistent evaluation of implemented DQA 

programs. This study also recognises that while ad hoc DQAs have been a challenge to standardising 

and reporting DQA, they are inevitable as EHR data grows in volume and becomes the subject of 

extensive exploration. Thus, as demonstrated here, the proposed framework favours pragmatism, 

scalability, and transparency in its approach toward ensuring reproducible DQA and improved trust in 

EHR data.  
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6 Chapter 6 – A novel method for facilitating interoperable health data quality 

assessments 

6.1 Overview 

This chapter describes the development and evaluation of a novel interoperable method for integrating 

data and supporting knowledge artefacts from disparate sources in data quality assessments (DQAs).  

6.2 Background and significance 

6.2.1 The data heterogeneity problem  

As described in the conceptual framework, target data assessed in DQA tasks can originate from 

multiple sources (see Chapter 4). DQA tasks may also entail merging and comparing the quality of 

several datasets. Sometimes, these datasets and sources differ in various ways, including their structure, 

type of data contained and how they are represented, which present several challenges for DQA 

programs, particularly in terms of data integration, interoperability, and scalability. 

For instance, in the case of assessing EHR DQ, target data can come from disparate sources, such as 

healthcare facilities, community and regional health systems, academic medical centres, research 

networks and data warehouses (see Chapter 3). These data sources on their part are known to use 

different data structures (schemata), physical systems (databases), and standards, like data dictionaries 

and vocabularies, to capture and store data, sometimes comprising more than one system and standard, 

even in countries with a centralised data hub (Hayrinen et al., 2008; Wasserman, 2011; Jensen et al., 

2012; Botts et al., 2014; Wade, 2014; Feldman et al., 2017; Kent et al., 2020; Weng, 2020). Also, 

depending on the target use, EHR data may be made available in different aggregated forms not limited 

to individual visit records, linked patient records across, merged patient records in research networks 

and clinical data warehouses.  

As such, it is common to find DQA programs and other associated DQA artefacts like measurements 

or checks tightly coupled to locally defined data structures, as DQA typically involves examining the 

properties and relationships of "known" concepts or data elements. While this approach has the effect 

of streamlining assessment processes, it is usually unlikely for program developers to have sufficient 

knowledge (syntax and semantics) about all the possible data elements that users would provide at 

runtime. As a result, these DQA programs are often site-specific and unable to generalise to other data 

structures or respond timeously to new or changing requirements, especially in heterogeneous 

environments. There is also the challenge of transparency and the comparability and acceptability of 

results (Kahn et al., 2015; Estiri et al., 2019c). 
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6.2.2 Related works 

This problem (data heterogeneity) is not particular to DQA or healthcare. It is also prevalent in 

numerous other domains that involve deploying applications in a heterogeneous or distributed 

environment (Rahm & Bernstein, 2001; Blake, 2007). As a result, several approaches for facilitating 

data integration and interoperability have been proposed in the literature. One of such approaches is the 

use of a common data model (CDM), a generic collection of data elements, to enable the uniform 

collection, sharing, organisation, storage, querying, and display of data exchanged between multiple 

and sometimes disparate information systems and components for a particular domain or research 

objective (Voss et al., 2015; Garza et al., 2016; Klann et al., 2019). Data elements in typical CDM are 

often organised in an EAV structure where entities (tables) represent real-world objects and events, 

such as clinical conditions and medications. Attributes (columns), on the other hand, describe the data 

elements needed to organise data instances (values) specific to the entity and domain. Some data models 

also provide additional information such as the type of data captured, integrity rules, value sets and 

vocabularies for normalising data instances. 

There are many potential benefits of using a CDM or other data models for data analysis, including 

DQA. First, CDMs help provide a unified view of the target data for analysis or assessment. Second, 

they can help streamline analysis by standardising source data format and values, thereby allowing reuse 

of tools and knowledge artefacts across multiple data sources and eliminating the need to develop 

specific tools for each data source (Boselli et al., 2014; Huser et al., 2016). It can also help ensure that 

results are consistently disseminated and interpreted.  

Examples of some established CDMs that have been used to facilitate DQA include the Observational 

Medical Outcomes Partnership (OMOP) CDM (Huser et al., 2016; Yoon et al., 2016; Estiri et al., 2018; 

Khare et al., 2019), Sentinel CDM (SCDM) (Callahan et al., 2017b), Informatics for Integrating Biology 

& the Bedside (i2b2) (Kapsner et al., 2019), Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine 

(DICOM) (Lack et al., 2018; Silva et al., 2019), and openEHR (Tian et al., 2019; Tute et al., 2021). 

Some DQA programs also use locally defined data element sets and data models (Ranade-Kharkar et 

al., 2014; Walker et al., 2014; van der Bij et al., 2017; Vanbrabant et al., 2019). Other data models such 

as the Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR) (Health Data Research UK, 2019), 

Professional Record Standards Body (PRSB) Standards for the structure and content of health and care 

records (Health and Social Care Information Centre, 2018), and Patient-Centred Outcomes Research 

Network (PCORnet) (Forrest et al., 2021) have also been adopted by several organisations as the 

foundational data standard for sharing health information between institutions and research teams.  

Nevertheless, for CDMs to be most effective, source and target data need to use the same CDMs, so as 

to reduce data integration to simple data replication, either physically or virtually. However, this is often 
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not the case for several reasons. First, as shown above, several data models exist, and they usually vary 

in coverage and intended usage, making selecting the appropriate one for a DQA program challenging. 

For instance, a data model may only define minimum data elements required for a specific purpose 

(Garza et al., 2016), which can preclude future unplanned uses of a DQA program and ultimately 

decrease its usefulness. Second, even where a data model provides sufficient coverage, the naming 

convention used may differ from those used by other supporting components or resources, like standard 

guidelines, libraries, and toolkits. For example, HL7's Clinical Quality Language (CQL) provides 

several functions to aid the creation of quality measures and executable knowledge artefacts, like the 

AgeAt function for determining a patient's age at the start of an event, which binds to the data element 

"birthDate" (HL7 International, 2021). DQA programs implementing data models such as the OMOP 

CDM that describe the same concept ("birth_datetime") differently cannot use this function directly. 

Third, data models are not always stable (Klann et al., 2019; Kent et al., 2020). Sometimes, they change 

to comply with new or modified business requirements, such as adding new data elements or supporting 

new formats, which could warrant modifications to DQA programs. Also, licensing fees, infrastructure 

costs, the size of the user community and funding can sometimes restrict CDM adoption (Garza et al., 

2016). Moreover, particularly in the health domain, many of the available EHRs do not directly capture 

data using many of the established CDMs. 

Where source data is not in the same structure as the specified data model of the target system, the 

extract, transform, and load (ETL) technique is often the go-to approach to facilitate data integration. 

ETL typically involves schema matching, normalising data values using standard concepts and other 

transformations and loading them to the target database. ETL implementations can be labour-intensive 

and complex to define and perform, with an increased likelihood of complications and errors (Hartzema 

et al., 2013). Unfortunately, for many DQA programs, it is unclear how this has been implemented as 

details of their ETL implementation are sparingly reported. However, taking clues from other data 

integration related studies, the bulk of ETL activities seemingly depends on the efficiency and quality 

of the schema matching process (see Figure 6.1). 
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Figure 6.1 A typical ETL process (Fatima et al., 2017) 

Schema matching entails identifying attributes in the source data and mapping them to equivalent 

attributes in the target data models. Several studies note that this is usually no small task, as significant 

up-front efforts and resources are required in the form of time investment and domain expertise to 

understand and match unfamiliar data structures (schema), especially in large-scale and dynamic 

environments where data sources have significant syntactical and semantical differences (Bernstein et 

al., 2006; Smith et al., 2009; Rahm, 2011). Unfortunately, recent studies indicate that this task is largely 

done manually in the healthcare domain via multiple rounds of discussions between experts, which can 

be labour-intensive and slow even when supported by graphical tools (Makadia & Ryan, 2014; Klann 

et al., 2019; Yu et al., 2019). 

6.2.3 Objectives 

In this chapter, this study attempts to extend current efforts to facilitate interoperability of DQA 

programs in the health domain and explores the feasibility of: 

1. allowing users to conduct DQA using data models tailored to their data or environment but with 

minimal or no changes to other components in the DQA program 

2. enabling dynamic schema matching, one that requires minimal human intervention or no 

intervention at all (in a semiautomatic or automatic way), which is key to improving the 

efficiency and effectiveness of data integration 

For consistency, in the remaining part of this chapter, CDM and data model are used interchangeably. 
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6.3 Enabling adaptive data model definitions 

The first aim can be viewed as a coupling problem that involves loosening the dependency between the 

CDM specified and other components in the system to minimise the impact of modifications on the 

former to the latter. Loose coupling typically entails promoting single responsibility and separation of 

concerns to allow components to act more independently and to localise the effect of modifications  

(Weick, 1976). This approach is increasingly used to deal with scalability, flexibility, and fault tolerance 

requirements in system designs (Pautasso & Wilde, 2009; Ruiz Ceniceros et al., 2021) and is also a 

fundamental principle of service-oriented architecture (SOA) implementations (Bean, 2010; Niknejad 

et al., 2020).  

In software engineering, separation could be in various terms, including hardware (physical), software 

(control) and data communication, and can be applied at different stages of a system's life cycle: design, 

implementation, and at runtime (Keen et al., 2004; Niknejad et al., 2020). This work focuses on data 

specifications and communication between the various components of the system. The goal is to allow 

users to dynamically modify a DQA program’s CDM at runtime while preserving the content and 

meaning of the data exchanged with other system components.  

Designing this loosed system entailed identifying components with strong dependencies with the CDM 

and data communication channels that would be affected if the CDM is altered and decoupling them 

using interfaces. As shown in Figure 6.2, in a typical DQA program, the CDM is often tightly coupled 

to the interface for loading source data, the Knowledge module, and presentation interfaces for 

specifying tasks to run and analysing system outcomes.  

 

Figure 6.2 System components in a typical DQA program 
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To decouple these components, two interfaces were introduced in a demilitarised zone (DMZ) structure, 

as shown in Figure 6.3. DMZ commonly refers to a neutral area established to facilitate exchanges 

between neighbouring entities in conflict. Here, the DMZ structure is a three-tier architecture that 

leverages the introduced interfaces to virtualise data exchange between the CDM and the two 

fundamental resource types involved in DQA: source data and supporting resources, such that each area 

is isolated from changes in other areas. 

The first area (neutral) comprises components dependent on the CDM, including the core system 

module and the job and reporting modules. The second area denotes source data for analysis, and the 

third area, components required internally by the system to operate. Here, the CDM is an extensible 

collection of data elements or attributes created without any specific environment in mind. Each 

attribute has a name, a data type drawn from one of the following basic types: number, text, datetime 

and Boolean and a domain, which could be a concept or activity that its data values refer to. Attributes 

may also have other supporting information, such as a property that denotes optionality or the name of 

another attribute they are related to. These specifications are provided as human interpretable and 

machine-readable text (see Table 6.1). They are also explicitly defined in a metadata repository and are 

uniquely identified by attribute's name and data type.  

  

Figure 6.3 Decoupled structure for enabling interoperable DQA 
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Table 6.1 Example CDM structure 

Attribute Definition Example 

Domain The conceptual domain or activity that the 

attribute data values refer 

patient  

Name A name that uniquely identifies the attribute in 

the system 

gender 

Description Description of the attribute  The gender of a person 

Data type The type of data allowed text 

Required  Indicate if the attribute is mandatory or 

optional 

true 

Related to An attribute that links this domain to another   

 

The second and third areas are connected to the CDM via the external and internal interfaces, 

respectively (see Figure 6.3). The external interface dynamically binds the CDM externally to data 

attributes in the source data to be assessed. In contrast, the internal interface binds the data model to 

data attributes exchanged with other components in the system that would benefit from decoupling. 

While the job and report modules are still tightly coupled with the CDM in this implementation, 

connecting them to the core system via the internal interface is also possible. The two interfaces are 

separated to reflect the different foundational resources in the system's lifecycle where modifications 

may likely occur and the frequency of such mutations. Source data for analysis are more likely to change 

during runtime, whereas components required to support system operations are more likely to change 

during system design and implementation.  

Each interface comprises soft links or mappings binding the name and data type of source data attributes 

(source data, system components or external resources) to corresponding attributes in the data model. 

The mappings are also stored in a metadata repository and can be one-to-one, one-to-many or many-to-

many correspondences. However, to keep the mapping straightforward and practicable and to minimise 

the amount of transformation needed, in this work, mappings are restricted to one-to-one 

correspondences and, at most, one-to-many. The latter is because, in practice, multiple components may 

use different attribute names to reference the same data attribute in the data model. Nevertheless, each 

source data attribute defined in each interface is uniquely identified by domain or component name and 

attribute name to avoid ambiguous data definition and mapping. This design does not expressly support 

many-to-many correspondence because it often requires certain assumptions per individual use case 

(Gal et al., 2012). 
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Also, interfaces may incorporate functions to transform a data element's format, structure, or values. 

For instance, the implementation in Chapter 5 includes a transformer for normalising data types to the 

fundamental data types supported by the system’s data model to help minimise performance costs that 

could arise from data type checking during program execution. However, for DQA, transformations 

need to be minimal to retain the original representation of the assessed data and avoid overstating DQ 

dimensions. Besides, the CDM structure proposed here is extensible. New data attributes in the target 

data for DQA or system component that does not exist in the CDM can be appended.  

6.4 Automating schema matching 

6.4.1 Overview 

Automating schema matching can be viewed as information retrieval and a similarity problem involving 

identifying data attributes with similar syntactical and semantic properties. This problem is challenging 

as schema attributes are designed by different people who employ various naming conventions to 

encode data attributes' semantic meaning and content (Rahm & Bernstein, 2001; Blake, 2007; ISO, 

2015). It has also been the focus of extensive research that cut across many application domains, with 

numerous techniques proposed to address this (Banek et al., 1970; Rahm & Bernstein, 2001; Bernstein 

et al., 2011; Po & Sorrentino, 2011; Rahm, 2011; Sagi & Gal, 2013). However, many proposed 

techniques have not been evaluated with health data models. This work attempts to fill this gap and 

explores the development of a module for automating the matching of data attributes for components 

commonly found in EHR DQA. 

6.4.2 Design  

Typically, automated schema matching methods in the literature are classified based on the input 

sources that enable matching. These include metadata (schema) and data instance methods (Shvaiko & 

Euzenat, 2005; Rahm, 2011). Metadata-based methods rely on defined schema characteristics such as 

attribute names, data types, descriptions, and other structural properties to find similar attribute pairs 

between schemas. On the other hand, instance-based methods use data distribution of attributes to 

identify matching attribute pairs and thus, usually require both schemas to contain data instances. Both 

approaches have their advantages and drawbacks and can be combined to improve the matching quality. 

For example, schema metadata provide many features that can be exploited using natural language 

processing techniques. However, schema information can be limited or challenging to analyse 

computationally. In such situations, instance-based methods can help identify similar attribute pairs 

using mutually shared characteristics in their contents. However, the quality of the data instances can 

affect instance-based matching.  
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In this work, the design is restricted to schema metadata methods. This decision was driven by the 

availability of the required input source, speed, and interactivity. As defined earlier, the interoperable 

system proposed comprises two interfaces that present different input sources for matching. In the 

internal interface, the source (internal components) and target (the CDM) schemas have explicitly 

defined metadata but no underlying data, making it suitable for a metadata-based method. For the 

external interface, the source schema (source data) has underlying data, but the schema is not explicitly 

defined. However, the target schema (the CDM) has no underlying data at the time of matching but has 

schema metadata (see Figure 6.3). An instance-based method was considered inapplicable for this 

implementation as the two schemas compared did not all contain data instances. Instead, source 

schemata for the external interface were automatically derived from source data provided (Rahm & 

Bernstein, 2001). This approach also enabled like-for-like comparisons and reuse of the schema 

matching tool for both interfaces. It was also considered more efficient as instance-based methods 

normally require significant data instances and can be slow (Alwan et al., 2017).  

Thus, the proposed schema matching module attempts to abstract schema metadata from data instances 

(data sources) and automatically match data attributes using schema information. A graphic user 

interface (GUI) is also provided to initiate schema matches, fine-tune generated suggestions, and a 

metadata repository for managing the storage, search, and update of accepted data mappings.  

6.4.2.1 Abstracting schema metadata from data instances 

Schema metadata were abstracted from data instances (data sources) based on the following 

observations: 

1. In most data sources, data instances are grouped under a label or name that describe the attribute 

or subject to which the data refers 

2. One can infer metadata properties, such as the datatype optionality, from a set of data instances 

using statistical analysis and other data profiling methods. 

To achieve this, a procedural program was developed that leverages Pandas functions, an open-source 

Python library, to abstract attribute names and infer data types from data instances in CSV and FHIR 

resources (JSON) format. In generating attribute names for data FHIR resources, the data instances 

were first flattened, converting nested data layer objects into new objects that are only one level deep. 

The aim is to eliminate the need to handle antecedent names separately. The resultant attribute names 

are compound names corresponding to the full path of each attribute in the original object, concatenated 

using separators. 
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Similarly, to abstract attribute data type, a randomisation strategy that focuses on only 10% or 1000 

records, whichever is more, was employed. Also, for scenarios where data instances have multiple data 

types, especially when the quality of the data sets is poor, the data type with the most records is selected. 

In addition, Pandas currently supports numerous data types. Further, to enable easy comparison, 

abstracted data types were normalised to four basic data types: number, text, datetime and Boolean, as 

shown in Table 6.2. 

Table 6.2 Data type normalisation 

Basic Pandas inferred  Other equivalents 

number 'floating', 'integer', 'mixed-integer-float', 

'decimal' 

Contains string 'int', 'number', 

'bigint', 'float', 'numeric'  

datetime 'time', datetime', 'date', 'timedelta64', 

'timedelta', 'datetime64' 

Contains string “date” or “time”  

boolean 'boolean'  

text 'string', 'bytes', 'period', 'mixed', 'unknown-

array', 'complex', 'categorical', 'mixed-integer' 

'varchar', 'char', 'text', 'nchar', 

'ntext', 'nvarchar', 'clob' 

 

6.4.2.2 Automating schema matching using metadata 

This section describes the matching algorithms explored to identify potential matching probabilistically. 

These algorithms exploit multiple metadata properties, including attribute name, domain name, and data 

type. For simplicity, we will refer to the matching algorithms as matchers in the remainder of this 

chapter. 

6.4.2.2.1 Matching algorithms 

The matchers described here compute the similarity of attribute pairs using attribute names as input. 

Typically, attribute names are formal definitions of the data being named and are one of the most 

dominant features in schema matching (Algergawy et al., 2010). In practice, they usually consist of one 

or more words commonly understood within a domain and are encoded using various naming 

conventions to match environmental constraints, including company policies, programming 

conventions, system specifications, or other principles. For instance, environments can impose multiple 

constraints on the length of attribute names, special characters (such as punctuation marks), case 

sensitivity, and separators like whitespaces hyphens or underscores when combining multiple words 

(Newton, 1987; ISO, 2015). It is also common to find attribute names with local expressions, including 

non-standard terms and abbreviated words.  

In general, data attribute naming conventions are highly subjective as they are created by different 

people and organisations with diverse backgrounds and objectives. Nevertheless, the names used to 
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define concepts, particularly in the same domain, often share similar syntactic and semantical 

properties, such as permissible characters, preferred and non-preferred words, abbreviations and 

acronyms, and length restrictions. Schema designers also formulate attribute names using domain-

independent terms that describe the type of data named, such as number, name, text, date, and code 

(Newton, 1987; Peukert et al., 2012; ISO, 2015).  

Hence, this study explored various algorithms that exploit attribute names' syntactic and semantic 

properties to generate an approximate similarity to help identify best-matching pairs. These algorithms 

are described in the following sections. 

6.4.2.2.1.1 Name exactness 

This matcher checks if attribute name pairs are exact (if they contain an equal number of words and 

each word has an identical matching pair). Exactness is computed using the Jaccard Coefficient, a 

statistical measure of the similarity of two sets of tokens (words) (Christen, 2006). Values returned by 

the Jaccard Coefficient are generally in the range [0, 1]. However, returned values are converted to a 

binary format in this work, with 1 indicating an exact match, and anything less than 1 equates to 0, 

meaning no exact match.  

6.4.2.2.1.2 Reuse 

This matcher relies on previous schema matching information to solve new but similar match tasks. It 

involves querying a repository of previously confirmed matches maintained by the system to find 

potential matches (Rahm & Bernstein, 2001). The matcher assumes that two attributes are similar if a 

previous mapping exists, which is likely, especially when dealing with schemas belonging to the same 

application domain, such as healthcare., or during incremental matching. Here, it is applied as an 

extension of the name exactness matcher and is intended to save effort that may be used to execute more 

expensive computations. Where a match exists, a value of 1 is returned; otherwise, 0 is returned. 

6.4.2.2.1.3 Syntactic similarity 

This matcher exploits the representation of attribute names as a sequence of characters and employs an 

edit-distance algorithm to generate an approximate similarity measure. In particular, an improvised 

combination of the Jaro and Monge-Elkan algorithms (Monge & Elkan, 1996; Christen, 2006) was 

implemented. The Jaro algorithm estimates string similarity by calculating the number of common 

characters and the number of transpositions. The formula is given below, where c is the number of 

matching characters within half the length of the longer string and t is the number of transpositions: 

𝑠𝑖𝑚𝐽𝑎𝑟𝑜(𝑠1, 𝑠2) =  
1

3
 (

𝑐

|𝑠1|
+  

𝑐

|𝑠2|
+  

𝑐 − 𝑡

𝑐
) 

Equation 6.1 
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The similarity value is in the range [0,1], with 0 denoting dissimilarity and 1 exact match. Nevertheless, 

the algorithm works best with longer prefixes and short strings, such as person names (Christen, 2006; 

Anam et al., 2014). It is usually not ideal for comparing strings containing multiple and swapped words, 

which are obtainable in attributes names. The Monge-Elkan (ME) algorithm was brought in to address 

this limitation. ME is used in computing the similarity between two strings (A, B) that contain one or 

more word tokens by using any matching algorithm of choice, which in this case is Jaro, to measure 

the internal similarity between individual tokens and subsequently calculate the average of the similarity 

values of the more similar token pairs (Monge & Elkan, 1996; Cohen et al., 2003). The formula is 

expressed as follows: 

𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑀𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑒𝐸𝑙𝑘𝑎𝑛(𝐴, 𝐵) =  
1

|𝐴|
 ∑ 𝑚𝑎𝑥

|𝐴|

𝑖=1

{𝑠𝑖𝑚′(𝑠1, 𝑠2)}𝑗=1
|𝐵|

 
Equation 6.2 

The algorithm is flexible and can be used to compare strings of any length. However, it is not 

symmetrical (Jimenez et al., 2009). When the content of the strings being compared are not identical 

and swapped, the generated similarity value varies. For example, using this algorithm (internal function 

is Jaro) to measure the similarity between the strings "date of birth" and "birthdate" would return the 

values 0.44 and when swapped ("birthdate" and "date of birth"), 0.85. To normalise ME (generate a 

symmetrical score), the average of the similarity values generated before and after swapping strings 

was computed, as shown below. 

𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑀𝐸(𝐴, 𝐵) =  
1

2
(𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑀𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑒𝐸𝑙𝑘𝑎𝑛(𝐴, 𝐵) +  𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑀𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑒𝐸𝑙𝑘𝑎𝑛(𝐵, 𝐴)) 

Equation 6.3 

Thus, for the example provided above, the new similarity score will be given as 0.64 for both scenarios. 

This new implementation considers all possible permutations of token placements and can be viewed 

as a reasonable trade-off between accuracy and robustness. Preliminary results from comparison against 

some of the well-known edit distance functions using datasets that have been used in related studies 

also show that it has good discrimination and stability properties (see Appendix D). 

6.4.2.2.1.4 Semantic similarity 

This matcher computes the semantic similarity of attribute name pairs, and it is intended to identify 

potential attribute pair matches that use different words, including synonyms, to represent similar 

concepts. It also targets attribute names whose meaning (semantics) are beyond the individual words. 

Several techniques have been proposed in the literature for this problem, many of which rely heavily 

on dictionaries and lexical databases to ascertain the meaning of words and match attributes. For 
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example, many studies that consider semantic similarity for schema matching use WordNet (Islam et 

al., 2008; Po & Sorrentino, 2011; Peukert et al., 2012; Sutanta et al., 2016). WordNet is a domain-

independent lexical database that organises English words as a hierarchy of semantic relations, 

including synonyms, hypernyms, hyponyms, and meronyms (Miller, 1995). Studies use this 

hierarchical network of semantic relationships to enable semantic comparison of two words or concepts 

based on how close they are under the is–a hierarchy or any other relationships.  

Nevertheless, the database is not complete despite its wide usage, as new words constantly appear 

(Rachman & Saptawati, 2017). It also does not cover many local expressions and non-standard terms 

used in various application domains, including healthcare (Alwan et al., 2017). Also, traversing the 

database while computing semantic similarity can be time-intensive, slowing down the matching 

process (Algergawy et al., 2010). For these reasons, this study explored a data-driven alternative 

(distributional representation) to building a balanced lexical database for determining the meaning of 

words used in attribute names, covering common concepts in the domain of focus (healthcare) and other 

domain-independent words. Specifically, word embeddings were used to generate a vector 

representation of words and their meanings, learned in an unsupervised fashion from a collection of text 

corpus of all English articles from the Wikipedia dump of 1 January 2022, extracted using 

WikiExtractor (Attardi, 2012), and articles downloaded from PubMed Open Access Subset dump for 

December 2021. This approach is based on the idea that the meaning of a word can be learned from 

words co-occurring around it, which have recently had tremendous success in many NLP tasks, 

including in healthcare (Shickel et al., 2018; Khattak et al., 2019). Vector representations were 

generated with the well-known word embedding program, word2vec (Mikolov, Chen, et al., 2013; 

Mikolov, Sutskever, et al., 2013), using the skip-gram model, a window size of 5, a dimensionality of 

300, and all other parameters set to the default settings. The normalised ME measure proposed in the 

previous section was used to deploy the probabilistic distribution of word vectors created for semantic 

similarity computation, using cosine similarity as the internal similarity function. Cosine similarity is 

one of the most common measures for determining similarity between individual word vectors. It is 

important to note that several other techniques exist for manipulating the vector representations (Zhang 

et al., 2010; Kusner et al., 2015). 

6.4.2.2.2 Filters 

Matching attributes usually involves comparing every attribute of the first schema with every attribute 

of the second schema to determine potential matches. Of which the resulting search space is often 

significant and resource-intensive. Sometimes, involving unnecessary computations, which take a long 

time to complete. Filters here refer to a unique matcher specifically intended to prune the search space 

and improve match quality. These matchers are not precise as they apply to multiple attributes. 

However, they are potentially fast and help filter out early, attribute pairs that are unlikely to match 
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from further processing so that a manageably small number of attribute pairs can be compared more 

efficiently (Duchateau et al., 2008; Sagi & Gal, 2013). The following sections describe the two filters 

employed in this implementation. 

6.4.2.2.2.1 Data type filter 

The data type filter is based on the notion that if the data types of two attributes are unmatched, these 

attributes cannot be matched (Banek et al., 1970; Tu & Yu, 2005). In computing the data type similarity, 

attributes with matching data types are assigned a similarity score of 1.0 and others a score of 0. This 

result can be used to prune the search space and reduce false positives that could emanate when 

attributes have identical names but support values of a different data type. This implementation uses 

the data type property information specified in the respective schemas, including abstracted schema, to 

compute data type similarity. However, it is also possible to filter attribute data types using the 

representation component of attribute names, such as number, quantity, amount, date, and code, also 

referred to as the class word (ISO, 2015). 

6.4.2.2.2.2 Domain name 

This filter is used to enable incremental matching using attributes’ domain names. It is based on the 

idea of breaking down a large problem into smaller problems to offer better performance and that 

attributes in schemas are grouped under domains that best describe the attribute's data. In implementing 

this filter, only attributes from a given domain are involved in a particular matching process when 

specified. This process is repeated with subsequent domains incrementally. It is a simple partitioning 

process that has been used in previous studies to deal with performance and usability requirements 

(Bernstein et al., 2006; Smith et al., 2009). 

6.4.2.2.3 Text normalisation 

Several text-processing techniques were also implemented to normalise attribute names depending on 

the requirements of the matcher, increase the number of comparable words and improve match 

accuracy. These techniques include tokenisation, lemmatisation, stop-word removal, word 

segmentation, and abbreviation expansion. 

6.4.2.2.3.1 Basic text pre-processing (BTP) 

This process involves splitting text into individual words (tokens) lists using non-alphanumeric 

characters, such as whitespace, punctuation, and special symbols, as delimiters (tokenisation). Also, 

stop-words, such as a and the, accent marks and diacritics, were removed as they do not contribute new 

information relevant to determining the attribute name similarity. Tokens that are neither letters nor 

contain digits were removed as well. Lastly, every token is lowercased and lemmatised to help ensure 

consistency, and so that related words can be analysed as a single item. 
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6.4.2.2.3.2 Domain name augmentation 

Here domain names are appended to the respective attribute name tokens being compared. The rationale 

for introducing this redundant information is based on preliminary analysis of CDMs used in healthcare, 

which showed that attribute names are sometimes used in a broad sense in some schemas to describe 

multiple domains. And to prevent homonyms from occurring in such schemas, domain names are 

prefixed to the attribute to make them unique. Thus, the addition of domain names is to help normalise 

attribute names that may have been used with a narrow scope. 

6.4.2.2.3.3 Word segmentation 

Attribute names sometimes contain abbreviations, compound words not separated by delimiters, and 

general unknown terms, which strongly affect semantic similarity matching, as it is difficult to infer 

their meaning using available dictionaries, or word embeddings (Sorrentino et al., 2009, 2010; Po & 

Sorrentino, 2011). Thus, a word segmentation algorithm was implemented to separate compound words 

into possible valid substrings for this work. The algorithm employs a dictionary of known words (word 

embedding vectors) to recursively search for possible prefixes in the compound word beginning from 

left to right. The best result is selected by evaluating the degree of cohesiveness of identified substrings 

using the word embeddings model earlier developed in Section 6.4.2.2.1.2. This approach is based on 

the assumption that a valid substring combination is a lexical chain. The cohesiveness score is also used 

to prune the substrings stored as it moves from left to right, so only the last best combination is carried 

forward in subsequent searches. Cohesiveness is measured by calculating the product of the semantic 

similarity of the sequence of words with their adjacent neighbours. The formula is given as follows: 

𝐶 = ∏ 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑤𝑖, 𝑤𝑖+1)

𝑛−1

𝑖=1

 Equation 6.4 

Where S = {w1, w2…wn} consists of n words that make up a compound word in their original order and 

the semantic similarity between adjacent words is determined using word embeddings. The intuition 

behind this is that compound words, such as those used in attribute names, are a set of semantically 

related words whose meanings are linked to other neighbouring words (Newton, 1987; ISO, 2015). For 

instance, an attribute name may comprise an object term, which is the domain that the property term 

describes. It may also have a qualifier term to help distinguish one property term from another and a 

representation term that describes the type of data stored. These terms are often organised in a logical 

sequence as follows: <object> <qualifier> <property> <representation> (Newton, 1987; ISO, 2015). 

The code used to implement the word segmentation algorithm is provided in Appendix F. 
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Figure 6.4 Lexical chaining 

6.4.2.2.3.4 Abbreviation expansion 

This process aims to expand abbreviations in attribute names, including words or phrases that have been 

shortened to save space. Studies show that there are broadly, two steps involved in developing a system 

for abbreviation expansion: building an inventory of abbreviations and their long forms, and selecting 

an appropriate candidate relevant for a given instance of an abbreviation, particularly for abbreviations 

with multiple senses (Sorrentino et al., 2010; Po & Sorrentino, 2011; Joopudi et al., 2018). For this 

work, the inventory used was derived from the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) database of 

medical abbreviations (Bodenreider, 2004; Grossman Liu et al., 2021) and multiple naming conventions 

(Newton, 1987; North Western University, 2009). Online abbreviation databases were also considered 

to help cover new abbreviations. However, they were not used in this work as most available databases 

were either proprietary, prohibited the use of web crawler or had restrictions on the number of words 

that could be queried.  

To expand an abbreviated word, the curated inventory is queried for possible long-forms. Where no 

valid candidate exists, the original abbreviated word is returned as the selected long-form. Otherwise, 

the returned candidate long-form substitutes the abbreviated word. Abbreviations with multiple long 

forms or ambiguous senses are disambiguated by identifying the candidate with the highest 

cohesiveness score with other surrounding words in the attribute name. In computing cohesiveness, 

candidate attribute names are created for each long-form by substituting the abbreviated word with the 

retrieved candidates. Each candidate attribute name is then arranged as a lexical chain. An example of 

using the proposed lexical chaining technique to expand the attribute name “diagnosis_enc_type” from 

the PCORnet CDM is shown below: 
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Figure 6.5 Example of abbreviation expansion using cohesive score 

6.4.2.3 Combining matching algorithms 

Multiple matching strategies have been explored in this work, each exploiting different information 

about the schemas and generating different scores indicating how well two attributes relate to each other 

based on the various features analysed. This section explores the feasibility of combining these matchers 

to improve matching quality and speed up the match process. Here, matchers and filters have been 

combined in a stepped decision process, as shown in Figure 6.6. The value from one matcher is used to 

determine if additional evaluation is required. A harmonised score between 0 and 1 is also produced for 

selecting the best matching attribute pairs. 

The designed match process begins with specifying the scope of the matching process. Here, the 

decision on if matching should be incremental across domains or the whole schema is made. Next, each 

filtered attribute is compared for data type compatibility. Attributes pairs that store values of similar 

data types are then subjected to basic text pre-processing and compared for exactness of name, while 

the others are discarded from the search space. If a value of 1 is returned from the exact name 

comparison, the attribute pairs are returned as the potential matches. They are also removed from the 

list of subsequent attribute pairs to investigate. However, if the exact name comparison returns a value 

of 0, the attribute pairs are further compared with previously confirmed matches saved in the repository. 

Where there are no identical matches in the repository, the attribute names are further pre-processed 

and evaluated in parallel using the lexical and semantic matcher, and the resulting scores aggregated.  

Typically, the matching process attempts to identify the best 1:1 correspondence match. Nonetheless, 

matching two attributes can be perfect or partial, indicated by values between 0 and 1. Where attribute 

pairs have a value of 1, it is assumed that the attribute pairs are the best matching pairs. However, there 

are instances where attributes may have partial equivalence and multiple correspondences with different 

other attributes, mainly when the similarity score is below 1. The combined scores are ranked for these 

instances, and attribute pairs with the highest similarity value are implicitly selected. The ranked results 

may also be compared to a predefined threshold to help reduce false positives.  

Example: diagnosis_enc_type  

 

Abbreviation: 'enc' 

Candidate long forms: ['endotoxin neutralise capacity', 'endotoxin 

neutralize capacity', 'encryption', 'encounter', 'endotoxinneutralizing 

capacity'] 

Cohesiveness scores:   

['diagnosis', 'endotoxin', 'neutralise', 'capacity', 'type'] 0.009 

['diagnosis', 'endotoxin', 'neutralize', 'capacity', 'type'] 0.011 

['diagnosis', 'encryption', 'type'] 0.016 

['diagnosis', 'encounter', 'type'] 0.124 

['diagnosis', 'endotoxinneutralizing', 'capacity', 'type'] 0.000 
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Figure 6.6 Combined matching strategy 
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6.4.2.4 User Interface 

A graphic user interface that enables interactive schema matching and supports the matching process 

has been provided to demonstrate this implementation. The interface consists of features for setting cut-

off thresholds and operationalising incremental matching. It also provides features for displaying 

matching results, including those below the cut-off threshold. Results are displayed using dropdown 

lists so that they can be quickly inspected and fined tuned by a human domain expert. Also, the number 

of items per view is minimal and match-centric to avoid cluttering the screen with too many candidates 

matches. A downloadable match report that explains why a particular attribute ranks higher than another 

(currently offers details for top-5 ranking pairs) is provided. These reports are provided in CSV files 

and are amenable for further analysis. 

 

Figure 6.7 Graphic User Interface 
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6.5 Evaluation 

6.5.1 Objectives 

The interoperable framework proposed in this chapter has been implemented as part of the tool 

described in Chapter 5 to support agnostic DQA. Prior to implementing the framework, various 

evaluations were conducted to study its accuracy, effectiveness, and efficiency, including the following: 

1. Assess the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed dynamic schema matching tool 

2. Ascertain the reliability of the data integration process implemented 

3. Determine if the measures defined in the tool can be consistently applied to different contexts 

(datasets and data models) 

This section reports on the evaluation of experiment 1. Experiments 2 and 3 are reported in Chapters 5 

and 7.  

6.6.2 Experiment set-up 

To evaluate the proposed dynamic schema matching module (for health-oriented CDMs), a series of 

experiments were conducted using some well-known datasets and CDMs where there is some ground 

truth. In particular, mapping MIMIC-III and Synthea datasets and the PCORnet CDM into the OMOP 

CDM version 5.3.1 was used to assess the effectiveness of the schema matching tool for the external 

and internal interfaces. The first two datasets were evaluated using the OMAP dataset (Zhang et al., 

2021), a benchmark schema-level matching dataset containing labelled source-to-target attribute pairs 

mappings (including correct and wrong mappings) of three well-known healthcare database attributes 

to the OMOP CDM. PCORnet to OMOP matching was evaluated using a draft mapping developed by 

the National COVID Cohort Collaborative (N3C) Data Ingest and Harmonization Workstream 

(Haendel et al., 2020). The reference datasets have varying coverage. So, for consistency and to help 

simplify comparisons, experiments are restricted to the following domains predominantly found in EHR 

datasets and data models: patient demographic, clinical encounters, conditions, procedures, laboratory 

investigation, observations, and medications. Also, experiments focused on only the correct mappings 

for these selected domains. The reported experiments were implemented on Jupyter, with a Python 3.6 

kernel that ran on an Intel Core i5 system (2.5GHz, 6GB RAM). Summary details of the datasets 

matched and coverage is shown in Table 6.3. 
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Table 6.3 Datasets/CDMs used for experiments 

Dataset / 

CDM 
Domains 

Attribute 

count 

Reference dataset 

Source Attribute 

count 

MIMIC patients, admissions, diagnoses_icd, 

d_icd_diagnoses, d_icd_procedures, 

procedures_icd, labevents, chartevents, 

prescriptions 

80 OMAP 19 

Synthea patients, encounters, conditions, procedures, 

observations, medications 

76 OMAP 28 

PCORnet demographic, encounter, diagnosis, 

procedures, lab_result_cm, vital, obs_clin, 

prescribing 

198 N3C 49 

OMOP person, visit_occurrence, 

condition_occurrence, procedure_occurrence, 

measurement, observation, drug_exposure 

126  86 

Total  513  182 

 

6.5.2 Experiments and results  

6.5.2.1 Accuracy of the schema abstraction process  

In the first experiment, the procedural program developed to abstract schema metadata was evaluated 

for accuracy by comparing automatically abstracted schema metadata from MIMIC III v1.4 and Synthea 

datasets from the April 2020 dump (Johnson et al., 2016a; Walonoski et al., 2017) to formal schema 

definitions provided on their various project websites. The results show that the program abstracted 

attribute names accurately, as presented in Table 6.4. However, there were a few instances where 

abstracted attribute data types did not match the normalised types defined in the various data 

dictionaries. Upon further investigation, it was observed that these discrepancies were common among 

the numeric and text datatypes, mainly attributes that store codes, as shown in Tables 6.5 and 6.6. A 

possible explanation could be that the data type “text” is commonly used as a blanket for both strings 

and numeric values, especially where there is no certainty about the expected data type. In contrast, the 

program evaluated here precisely inducts the data type of the values in the data set provided. The 

metrics: the number of data elements, precision, recall and the harmonic mean of precision and recall 

(F-measure), are denoted by N, P, R and F1, respectively. 
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Table 6.4 Schema abstraction performance (datatype) 

Datatype MIMIC Synthea 

N P R F1 N P R F1 

Numeric 48 0.84 1.00 0.91 12 0.57 1.00 0.73 

Datetime 18 1.00 1.00 1.00 9 1.00 1.00 1.00 

Text 47 1.00 0.79 0.88 53 1.00 0.83 0.91 

 

Table 6.5 Examples of discrepancies in abstracted schema metadata (MIMIC) 

Domain Attribute  Defined datatype  Abstracted datatype 

diagnoses_icd  icd9_code  text  numeric  

labevents  value  text  numeric  

prescriptions  gsn  text  numeric  

prescriptions  ndc  text  numeric  

prescriptions  dose_val_rx  text  numeric  

prescriptions  form_val_disp  text  numeric  

procedureevents_mv  secondaryordercategoryname  text  empty  

procedures_icd  icd9_code  text  numeric  

d_icd_procedures  icd9_code  text  numeric  

d_icd_diagnoses  icd9_code  text  numeric  

 

Table 6.6 Examples of discrepancies in abstracted schema metadata (Synthea) 

Domain Attribute  Defined datatype  Abstracted datatype 

conditions  code  text  numeric  

encounters  code  text  numeric  

encounters  reasoncode  text  numeric  

medications  code  text  numeric  

medications  reasoncode  text  numeric  

observations  value  text  numeric  

patients  zip  text  numeric  

 

6.5.2.2 Matching performance 

Next, experiments to evaluate the overall predictive performance of the proposed dynamic schema 

matching were conducted. The three selected datasets (source schema) were matched to the OMOP 

CDM (target schema) and vice-versa. Predicted attribute pairs were ranked by similarity scores, with 

ties resolved by computing the average. The experiments reported in this section were conducted using 

the proposed combined match process described in Figure 6.6, with a threshold of 0 and syntactical and 

semantic match results were aggregated using the average function.  
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Predictive performance was determined by calculating the Mean Reciprocal Rank, the average of the 

reciprocal ranks of the first correct matching (Craswell, 2009). The measure is commonly used in 

information retrieval to indicate the likelihood of the correct matching being the first ranked result. The 

formula is given below, where rank is the position of the first correct matching for the j-th target 

attribute. It returns 1 when a valid matching is found at rank 1 and 0 when no correct matching is in the 

list. 

𝑀𝑅𝑅 =  
1

|𝑄|
 ∑

1

𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑗

|𝑄|

𝑗=1

 Equation 6.5 

The results of this experiment, shown in Table 6.7 below, indicate that the likelihood of the correct 

matching pairs being the first suggested by the system varied between 0.38 to 0.81. Schema matching 

between source and target schemas was asymmetrical, as observed in the difference in accuracy scores 

in mapping selected models to the OMOP data model and vice versa. Apparently, the system performed 

better when the source schema had more attributes than the target schema, which could be attributed to 

more options being available for the system to select from. The results also show that OMOP maps 

better into the other data models and may be attributed to the verbosity of its attribute names and reduced 

usage of vocabulary words in attribute names, as shown in Figure 6.8. 

 

Figure 6.8 The verbosity of attribute names for the different matched data models 
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Table 6.7 Likelihood of the top-ranked matching pair being correct per schema 

Source Target MRR 

MIMIC  OMOP 0.63 

Synthea  OMOP 0.44 

PCORnet OMOP 0.38 

OMOP MIMIC  0.81 

OMOP Synthea  0.59 

OMOP PCORnet 0.60 

Average  0.58 

 

Table 6.8 Likelihood of the top-ranked matching pair being correct per domain type 

Domains Average MRR (No. of target attributes) 

Models to OMOP OMOP to Models 

patient demographic 0.44 (11) 0.94 (13) 

encounters 0.37 (12) 0.65 (14) 

diagnosis 0.37 (12) 0.62 (11) 

procedures 0.32 (8) 0.49 (8) 

laboratory investigation 0.63 (16) 0.60 (19) 

observations 0.62 (11) 0.62 (14) 

medications 0.59 (16) 0.73 (18) 

 

6.5.2.3 Importance of components 

The experiment conducted in the previous section employed the combined match strategy described in 

Figure 6.6. This experiment assesses the workings of this strategy, the importance of two key 

components, matchers and filters, and if there are any performance benefits from the stepped decision 

match process. 

6.5.2.3.1 Matchers 

Each matcher (name exactness, syntactic and semantic) was used independently to match the three 

selected datasets (source schema) to OMOP CDM (target schema), and their accuracy (using MRR) 

and time taken to complete matching were recorded. As expected, the exact matcher was the fastest of 

the three compared. The syntactic and semantic matcher were slower, which may be due to the effort 

employed to prepare attribute names for input. Nevertheless, in terms of accuracy, the exact matcher 

had the worst accuracy, with an average of 0.14. The semantic and syntactic matcher performed closely 

at par. However, the semantic matcher appears to offer better trade-offs in time and accuracy, possibly 

highlighting the benefits of the vector representation of words provided by the word embeddings.  
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Table 6.9 Performance of individual matchers 

Source to Target MRR (Accuracy) Time (seconds) 

Exact Syntactic Semantic Exact Syntactic Semantic 

MIMIC to OMOP 0.15 0.60 0.62 1.33 40.98 34.94 

Synthea to OMOP 0.18 0.46 0.43 1.11 27.54 21.23 

PCORnet to OMOP 0.08 0.38 0.42 1.75 66.07 50.54 

Average 0.14 0.48 0.49 1.40 44.86 35.57 

 

6.5.2.3.2 Text pre-processors 

To further investigate the effect of text pre-processors on accuracy and the amount of effort (processing 

time) required to prepare attribute names for matching, the syntactic and semantic matchers were 

revaluated independently, without advance text processing (word-segmentation and abbreviation). The 

results from this experiment showed that the performance of these matchers dropped, particularly for 

MIMIC and PCORnet to OMOP matching that has a high number of out-of-vocabulary words, as shown 

in Figure 6.8. As also expected, the matchers were faster (about 20 times) without advance text pre-

processing. Similarly, it is also likely for complex text pre-processing to produce outputs that distort 

the meaning of original words. 

Table 6.10 Performance of individual matchers (without advance text pre-processing) 

Source to Target MRR (Accuracy) Time (seconds) 

Syntactic Semantic Syntactic Semantic 

MIMIC to OMOP 0.54 0.51 1.51 1.49 

Synthea to OMOP 0.45 0.45 1.31 1.16 

PCORnet to OMOP 0.36 0.38 2.10 2.06 

Average 0.45 0.45 1.64 1.57 

 

6.5.2.3.3 Aggregating matchers 

Many functions have been proposed in the literature for aggregating similarity computed by individual 

matchers (Rahm & Bernstein, 2001; Sinha et al., 2009; Peukert et al., 2010). Three were considered in 

this work: max, product and average functions. These functions were applied to syntactic and semantic 

matchers only as the exact matcher is used in the matched process, mainly as a filter. The results show 

that all the three aggregation functions evaluated achieved similar accuracy values, with the average 

function being slightly faster (see Table 6.11). However, the aggregated results for all three functions 

were similar to the syntactic and semantic matcher, suggesting that there may be no performance 

advantage from combining the matchers using these basic functions. Nevertheless, as shown in Tables 

6.14 and 6.15, the two matches sometimes return different results. 
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Table 6.11 Performance of aggregation functions (average, max, product) 

Source to Target MRR (Accuracy) Time (seconds) 

Average Max Product Average Max Product 

MIMIC to OMOP 0.63 0.60 0.64 43.81 45.60 45.10 

Synthea to OMOP 0.44 0.45 0.44 25.36 25.64 29.24 

PCORnet to OMOP 0.38 0.40 0.38 59.98 61.45 68.04 

Average 0.48 0.48 0.49 43.05 44.23 47.46 

 

6.5.2.3.4 Filters 

This experiment assesses the impact of filters in improving the computational efficiency of the stepped 

decision match process. In particular, four scenarios were observed: the match process with no filter 

enabled, only domain enabled, only data type enabled, and both filters enabled. The results presented 

in Table 6.12 below show that matching takes a considerable time when no filter is applied, and the 

results are prone to more false positives. However, the matching accuracy when no filter is specified 

was better than using only the data type filter, which could be attributed to the broad data type classes 

used and different domains having values of similar data types. Interestingly, specifying only the 

domain filter appears to have better performance scores than the combination of domain and data type 

filters. Nonetheless, upon further investigation of the reference datasets, it was observed that domain 

experts might have matched some attributes in the hope that a transformer would be applied to convert 

the attribute to the required data types. For instance, the OMAP dataset maps the MIMIC attribute 

“patients.dob”, which stores a datetime value to OMOP’s attribute “person.year_of_birth”, which stores 

integers.  

Table 6.12 Impact of filters (domain name and data type) 

Source to Target 
MRR (Accuracy) 

No filter Domain (only) Data type (only) Both 

MIMIC-OMOP 0.32 0.49 0.30 0.58 

Synthea- OMOP 0.27 0.66 0.17 0.45 

PCORnet-OMOP 0.34 0.49 0.24 0.38 

Average 0.31 0.55 0.24 0.47 

     

 Time (seconds) 

No filter Domain (only) Data type (only) Both 

MIMIC-OMOP 910.76 115.52 317.51 42.32 

Synthea- OMOP 565.52 117.66 166.89 23.72 

PCORnet-OMOP 1895.11 313.47 490.46 59.50 

Average 1123.80 182.22 324.95 41.85 
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6.5.2.4 Fine-tuning 

This experiment evaluates the degree to which the match output can readily be used. In other words, 

the amount of post-match effort needed to correct false positives, which was determined by measuring 

the mean of the precision for finding a correct match after k (1, 3 and 5) item(s) in the ranked list. The 

results show that 45% of items ranked top by the module is correct.  

Table 6.13 Precision of suggestions with top k items in returned ranked lists 

Source Target P@1 P@3 P@5 

MIMIC  OMOP 0.54 0.61 0.71 

Synthea  OMOP 0.27 0.45 0.62 

PCORnet OMOP 0.24 0.43 0.49 

OMOP MIMIC  0.68 0.89 0.95 

OMOP Synthea  0.46 0.68 0.68 

OMOP PCORnet 0.52 0.62 0.64 

Average  0.45 0.61 0.68 

 

Table 6.14 Examples of ranked results returned for MIMIC to OMOP matching by the Semantic 

matcher 

MIMIC Domain MIMIC 

Attribute 

OMOP 

Domain 

OMOP Attribute Score Ranking 

prescriptions startdate drug_exposure drug_exposure_start_date 0.55 1 

prescriptions startdate drug_exposure drug_exposure_start_datetime 0.52 1 

prescriptions route drug_exposure route_source_value 0.76 1 

labevents charttime measurement measurement_datetime 0.46 1 

labevents value measurement value_source_value 0.87 1 

chartevents charttime observation observation_datetime 0.44 1 

chartevents valuenum observation value_as_number 0.83 1 

chartevents value observation value_as_string 0.69 1 

patients dob person birth_datetime 0.42 1 

patients gender person gender_source_value 0.79 1 

admissions admission_type visit_occurrence visit_source_value 0.60 1 

admissions admittime visit_occurrence visit_start_date 0.63 1 

admissions admittime visit_occurrence visit_start_datetime 0.59 1 
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Table 6.15 Examples of ranked results returned for MIMIC to OMOP matching by the Syntactic 

matcher 

MIMIC Domain MIMIC 

Attribute 

OMOP 

Domain 

OMOP Attribute Score Ranking 

prescriptions enddate drug_exposure drug_exposure_end_date 0.81 1 

prescriptions enddate drug_exposure drug_exposure_end_datetime 0.77 1 

prescriptions startdate drug_exposure drug_exposure_start_date 0.71 1 

prescriptions startdate drug_exposure drug_exposure_start_datetime 0.70 1 

prescriptions route drug_exposure route_source_value 0.88 1 

labevents charttime measurement measurement_datetime 0.70 1 

labevents valueuom measurement unit_source_value 0.84 1 

labevents value measurement value_source_value 0.89 1 

chartevents valuenum observation value_as_number 0.96 1 

chartevents value observation value_as_string 0.79 1 

patients dob person birth_datetime 0.61 1 

patients gender person gender_source_value 0.81 1 

admissions admittime visit_occurrence  visit_start_datetime 0.70 1 

 

6.6 Discussion 

As discussed earlier in this chapter, the scalability and generalisability of DQA programs, particularly 

in heterogeneous and distributed environments, depends critically on their ability to integrate data with 

different structures. To enable this capability, various projects have adopted or plan to adopt CDMs to 

normalise data attribute definitions to facilitate data sharing, interoperability, and reuse of analytical 

tools, particularly CDMs that have risen to become de facto standards such as OMOP (Huser et al., 

2016; Estiri et al., 2018; Daniel et al., 2019; Khare et al., 2019). However, given the increasing site-

specific nature of most available DQA tools, it is apparent that the single adoption of CDMs may be 

insufficient in producing the expected benefits for several reasons that have been discussed in this 

chapter (see Section 6.2.2).  

Given these limitations, this study proposes an interoperable framework that employs loose coupling 

and dynamic schema matching to enable adaptable data model specifications, reuse of knowledge 

artefacts, and streamline data integration processes. In this framework, which is of a DMZ structure, 

the main components of DQA are separated by internal and external interfaces that provide a layer of 

abstraction and flexibility in handling data integration. The former provides an extensible port for 

integrating components required for DQA programs to operate, such as clinical knowledge artefacts, 

enabling scalability, reuse of algorithms, and ultimately decreasing the cost of developing DQA 

programs. The latter seeks to eliminate the need for ETL to be redesigned and the several rounds of 

testing involved every time a new source data is presented.  
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The proposed framework has been applied as part of the DQA tool implemented in Chapter 5 to 

demonstrate its utility. As shown in the preliminary evaluation results, it performs as expected. 

Nonetheless, the DQA tool implemented only incorporated minimal data transformation in the 

interfaces to avoid overestimating or underestimating the DQ dimensions to be investigated. Other use 

cases may warrant more complex transformations. For instance, data integration may require 

normalising values using user-defined or standard vocabularies such as ICD9 and SNOMED-CT. 

Another example of possible complex transformation is that multiple attributes in a record of one dataset 

may correspond to multiple records of one attribute in another dataset. While these complex 

transformations are currently beyond the scope of the current implementation, the proposed framework 

is designed to consistently apply whatever transformations that have been configured in the interfaces 

across different datasets and components. The data exchange specifications are also shareable, enabling 

reproducibility and transparency.  

The proposed framework can be seen as a simpler alternative to the International Standardization 

Organization (ISO) standard for EHR communication for handling more complex environments that 

require harmonising EHR records between source systems, decision support systems and knowledge 

artefacts, as in EHR DQA. The ISO standards currently specifies a means for communicating between 

two disparate systems at a time (ISO 13606:2019). To further improve the effectiveness of the DMZ 

framework, a fast and semi-automated module was introduced in each interface to reduce the domain 

knowledge requirement and help speed up the data attribute mapping process. This module exploits 

readily available schema features, including attributes names and data type, to predict possible data 

attribute matches between two data models. The module has been comprehensively evaluated in this 

chapter, using well-known datasets and CDMs in the health domain, and the results show good 

performance in predicting matching data elements. It is thus expected that organisations could use this 

module to save many work hours, especially for multisite data-intensive assessments.  

Furthermore, to the author’s knowledge, this work is the first application of automated schema matching 

for EHR DQA and further guarantees the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed interoperable 

framework. In addition, the proposed dynamic schema matching module can be used to conduct other 

analyses, such as to determine the similarity between different data models or data sets, which can help 

shape data model design and understanding of shared concepts. It also reduces the reliance on domain 

knowledge about the source and target data model in data integration, equipping non-technical users to 

build mappings between data models and allowing application programs to be more easily deployed 

across different sites. In addition, while most existing works are restricted to one-to-one matching, this 

work recognises that most real-world situations involve complex matches and allows one attribute to 

map to many target attributes.  
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Nonetheless, some aspects of this work could benefit from further investigation. First, despite the robust 

pipeline implemented, predictions from the automated schema matching module may still include false 

positives due to its probabilistic nature and the subjectivity of data model naming. Thus, user inputs 

may be required to fine-tune or confirm results. Nevertheless, studies note that it is much easier to 

modify incorrectly identified matches than to browse two schemas searching for new matches to add 

manually, especially in large data models (Duchateau et al., 2008; Anam et al., 2014). Notwithstanding, 

reconciling match results can be skill and time intensive. As such, various features have been provided 

to guide users in an interactive and non-intrusive way to reconcile predicted mappings. For instance, 

the rationale (similarity scores) for selecting a particular match pair is presented as well as second-and 

third-best candidates. Similarly, convenient navigation tools for browsing between suggested match 

candidates are provided. These features also give more control to the user. While future work will focus 

on improving mapping results, especially regarding fine-tuning matching suggestions and reducing user 

involvement, it is important to emphasise the need for better standards around naming conventions used 

in health data models. In particular, the use of compound words not separated by appropriate delimiters 

and uncommon abbreviations in naming conventions should be discouraged. These ambiguous words 

introduce a lot of confusion and are challenging to decipher, both to human experts and computationally. 

Second, although interoperability can be discussed in terms of syntax and semantics, this study focused 

mainly on syntactic interoperability. Semantic interoperability has not been considered adequately in 

this work to avoid altering the meaning of the data to be analysed. Moreover, semantic interoperability 

can be fluid, and there are numerous coding and classification systems for representing clinical data 

with different granularity levels and coverage. There is also the challenge of accurately mapping 

unstructured data to available vocabularies. Nevertheless, the interfaces in the proposed interoperable 

framework and the support for transformers provide a good starting point for developing reusable 

semantic crosswalks, especially for actual data users without proficient IT skills. 

Third, the effectiveness of the proposed framework, among other factors, depends on automating data 

attribute mappings, which at the moment, is mainly based on attribute names. However, attribute names 

can be meaningless, not minding the various advanced text processing pipelines implemented, 

especially when no standard naming convention is implemented. Thus, it is worth exploring other 

schema metadata, such as text descriptions of data elements that typically explain the meaning of data 

attributes in natural language. Data instances can also be compared to known attribute value sets. 

Nevertheless, it is essential to note that text descriptions vary greatly, and instance-based methods may 

perform poorly if data instances are of poor quality. Moreover, exploring too many schema metadata 

features for every data attribute pair could be costly, with little benefits. A system of identifying 

interesting schema features may help to optimise implementation efforts.  
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Furthermore, previous studies show that several algorithms and tools have been developed for schema 

matching (Bernstein et al., 2011; Rahm, 2011). Nonetheless, recent evidence indicates that they still 

struggle to deal with healthcare data models (Zhang et al., 2021), which may be attributed to medical 

language processing being more challenging than conventional NLP due to the complexity of clinical 

grammar (Kersloot et al., 2019). Solely machine learning-based methods have also struggled because 

reference datasets containing correct matches to train models are usually scarce and limited (Rahm, 

2011; Anam et al., 2014). Some studies have suggested a crowdsourcing approach (Nguyen et al., 2013). 

In this work, data-driven and rule-based approaches have been combined in determining the best 

matching pairs. The data-driven approach is used to generate a probabilistic similarity score, while rules 

have been used to combine the probabilistic matchers sequentially to prune the search space and 

optimise the efficiency of the matching process.  

Nevertheless, this work could benefit from more intelligent strategies that enable greater flexibility in 

configuring the execution order of matching algorithms and aggregating scores, which are currently 

hardcoded, especially as the number of possible matching algorithms grows. In addition, while only 

health data models with a flat structure have been considered in this work, the ideas offered here could 

benefit from a further evaluation using other data representations like XML schema and Ontology Web 

Language. Also, this study is aware that data integration processes are usually susceptible to issues like 

unmappable data, information loss, and differences in supported associations. Hence, this framework 

could benefit from more experiments involving datasets from different sources to evaluate its reliability 

and generalisability.  

6.7 Summary  

This chapter describes a novel framework for enabling interoperability in DQA of EHR data based on 

loose coupling and dynamic schema matching. The framework has been evaluated using well-known 

datasets and CDMs, and preliminary results show overall good performance. The framework has also 

been implemented as part of HDT, a robust DQA tool for assessing health data described in Chapter 5. 

While it is possible that our approach to facilitating interoperability may not be unique or the most 

optimal, as several approaches have been proposed in the literature and evaluating the performance was 

beyond the scope of this work, our methods show that it is possible to decrease the costs of assessing 

health data from multiple sources using automated processes.  
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7 Chapter 7 – Acquiring measurements for automated health data quality assessment 

7.1 Overview 

Among other objectives, this study seeks to extend existing works on health data quality assessment 

(DQA), investigating if current efforts can be made more effective by introducing technologies with 

intelligent behaviour. This chapter focuses on acquiring DQ measurements (DQMs) for evaluating data 

quality (DQ) dimensions, a fundamental aspect of the DQA process (see Chapter 4). It describes the 

development of automated methods used to acquire DQMs for the intelligent DQA tool, the Healthy 

Data Toolkit (HDT), described in Chapter 5. The proposed system is intended to address some of the 

common challenges reported in the literature, including the high cost of acquiring and managing DQMs, 

staying up to date with the latest evidence, and the heterogeneous nature of health data, particularly 

electronic health records (EHRs).  

7.2 Background and significance 

7.2.1 DQ measurements (DQMs)  

As stated in various sections of this thesis, to assess the quality of a given dataset, DQMs are required 

to evaluate the different DQ dimensions of interest. Typically, DQMs entail comparisons involving data 

elements' content, derivation, and property (e.g., type, format) and reference items across various data 

levels (cell, record, table) to identify matching records corresponding to DQ dimensions specified. 

Comparisons may involve assessing the conformance of value constraints, such as verifying if a value 

is present and if its format conforms to a defined pattern or precision. It may also entail investigating 

value memberships, whether data elements' values are within the allowable ranges or value sets, and 

validating relationships between data concepts, including functional dependencies and causal 

relationships. Other possible comparisons include evaluating agreement with other data sources like a 

previous snapshot of the same data (Ranade-Kharkar et al., 2014; Yoon et al., 2016; Liao et al., 2017), 

other datasets within the same or different EHR system, such as administrative and clinical data (Spuhl 

et al., 2014; Skyttberg et al., 2017; Guo et al., 2018), or recreated or recollected observations. The logic 

or procedure for the various comparisons is usually expressed in multiple forms, including natural 

language, checklist, flowchart, if-else logic, database query, and computational model and algorithms, 

depending on the mechanism employed to search dataset(s) for matching records.  

For automated DQA mechanisms or workflows, the logic for identifying DQ dimensions in a given 

dataset (DQMs) ought to be explicitly defined and curated in executable machine-readable formats. 

Like other decision support systems, the DQMs also need to be available before commencing DQAs 

and may be embedded (hardcoded) within the program or managed separately (Hopgood, 2021). 

Nevertheless, findings from this study (see Chapter 3) indicate difficulty in acquiring DQMs sufficient 
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for DQA, particularly EHR DQ. For instance, this study notes that the DQA of EHR data is new and 

mostly experimental. And while some progress has been recorded in standardising DQ dimensions 

related to EHR data (Johnson et al., 2016b; Kahn et al., 2016; Weiskopf et al., 2017), there is no gold 

standard DQMs or consensus on how DQ dimensions should be evaluated, which could be attributed to 

the contextual and multi-faceted nature of DQ and ambiguity of some available definitions, and the 

complexity and volatility of healthcare practice. As a result, organisations hoping to build DQA 

programs face the increasing challenge of creating a knowledge base of DQMs from scratch. 

7.2.2 Current approaches for acquiring DQMs for EHR DQA 

In the absence of gold standards, many studies report EHR DQA programs that rely on domain experts 

(data managers, application developers, application users, clinicians), mostly in-house, to construct 

DQMs (Genes et al., 2013; Walker et al., 2014; Endler et al., 2015; Rabia et al., 2018; Terry et al., 2019; 

Zhang & Koru, 2020; Garies et al., 2021). However, this activity is usually manual, resource-intensive, 

time-consuming, and limited by the availability of domain experts (Estiri et al., 2019b; Wang et al., 

2019b). Also, while the DQMs created tend to have high confidence locally and may be well understood 

by immediate data consumers, there is the challenge of low coverage, as domain experts are more likely 

to know only a limited set of concepts, given the vastness and continually evolving nature of healthcare 

practice and ambiguous nature of some medical phenomena (Shellum et al., 2017; Farzandipour et al., 

2018; Xia et al., 2018; Ivanisenko et al., 2019). In addition, the process used by domain experts to create 

DQMs is often unsystematic, rarely validated or reported in sufficient detail, thereby affecting its 

credibility and acceptance (see Chapter 3). 

Another approach that has been less reported in the literature to reduce the cost of developing DQMs 

from scratch is crowdsourcing. For example, studies like Huser et al. (2016) and Khare et al. (2017) 

report collating DQM suggestions from members of their respective research communities. Wang et al. 

(2019a) also collated existing DQMs made available by large research networks and other private 

organisations. The crowdsourcing approach often boasts improved coverage of commonly targeted DQ 

dimensions. For instance, Callahan et al. (2017b) report collating over 11,000 DQMs from six data 

sharing networks, of which 49.60%, 17.84%, and 12.98% evaluated atemporal plausibility, value 

conformance, and atemporal completeness DQ dimensions, respectively. However, the literature 

suggests that acquiring DQMs via crowdsourcing has not been adequately studied.  

Recent studies also show the increasing use of data-driven techniques to acquire DQMs from EHR data 

and other relevant resources. For example, descriptive statistical measures like mean, standard 

deviation, Tukey and boxplots, and more complex statistical models have been used to identify data 

boundaries and redundant values for subsequent outlier detection in EHR datasets (Daymont et al., 

2017; Feder, 2018; Álvarez Sánchez et al., 2019; Ouedraogo et al., 2019; Sunderland et al., 2019). Some 
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studies have also explored the feasibility of applying machine learning techniques to model measures 

for DQA. For instance, Estiri et al. (2019a) and Estiri and Murphy (2019) proposed a Hierarchical K-

means Clustering and an Autoencoder model, respectively, for identifying outliers in laboratory results. 

Ling et al. (2013) also explored a Bayesian Network to identify implausible body mass index (BMI) 

values. Other data-driven techniques like data profiling and mining (Djennaoui et al., 2015; Perimal-

Lewis et al., 2016; Hart & Kuo, 2017; Peng et al., 2018), and natural language processing (NLP) (Lai 

et al., 2015; Guo et al., 2018) have also been considered to discover relationships for identifying various 

types of inconsistencies in EHR data. Nonetheless, many of the reported techniques are experimental 

and have not been employed in actual DQA implementation. Also, data-driven techniques tend to focus 

on specific DQ problems, whereas the healthcare domain is complex, and DQ dimensions are usually 

multi-faceted. Thus, using them alone can be insufficient to create sufficient DQMs to guarantee 

satisfactory DQA.  

7.2.3 Objectives 

This chapter describes the hybrid and systematic approach used in HDT to acquire basic DQMs for 

DQA of different datasets with minimal human intervention.  

7.3 Design and implementation 

This study explored a hybrid and systematic approach in designing an automated system for acquiring 

DQMs for DQA in HDT based on the descriptions provided in the conceptual framework described in 

Chapter 4. The proposed approach comprises five main steps that include:  

7.3.1 Step 1: Identifying DQ dimensions and the type of comparisons to evaluate 

Identifying DQ dimensions to focus on was the first consideration in this work, as it impacts DQM 

coverage. Moreover, some DQ dimensions can be theoretically valid but challenging to implement in 

practice and against specific datasets (Ehrlinger et al., 2019; Bian et al., 2020). In selecting DQ 

dimensions, DQMs used in various large-scale implementations (Callahan et al., 2017b) were collected 

and analysed to identify prevalent DQ dimensions that apply to data elements in most EHR datasets, 

feasible to implement and suitable for automation, as well as comparison patterns. The implementations 

explored include Sentinel V3.2, Observational Medical Outcomes Partnership (OMOP) Achilles heel, 

MURDOCK, and the Center for Effectiveness & Safety Research (CESR) DQA programs, amounting 

to 8307 DQMs. Other implementations reported in Callahan et al. (2017b), such as PEDSnet and PHIS, 

were ignored as they provided only summary details or were specific to a particular analytical focus. 

Also, about 30% (n=2514) of analysed DQMs were deemed to require user input to infer causalities, 

such as exploratory analysis and relational conformance, and excluded. The list of selected DQ 
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dimensions ranked according to prevalence is shown in Table 7.1. Kahn et al. (2016) harmonised DQ 

dimensions definitions have been adopted here for consistency.  

7.3.2 Step 2: Identifying applicable data elements 

This step involved identifying data elements to which selected DQ dimensions can be applied. The step 

is vital because some comparison strategies can only be applied to values of a particular type (numeric, 

date, images), characteristic (distributions, free-text) or data level (cell, field, record, table) (Woodall et 

al., 2014; Hart & Kuo, 2017; Lee et al., 2017). In this work, data-driven and symbolic reasoning 

approaches were used to identify applicable data elements where appropriate. For instance, relevant 

data elements for DQMs examining syntactical relationships such as completeness and value 

conformance were determined automatically using statistical techniques to profile the content of EHR 

data provided at runtime. In the same way, applicable data elements for some DQMs examining 

plausibility dimensions were explicitly defined by the selected reference knowledge source. 

7.3.3 Step 3: Identifying appropriate knowledge sources for eliciting DQMs 

Various knowledge sources were considered with a preference for readily available ones in computable 

formats. First, as stated earlier, DQMs reported in previous literature studies were collected and 

examined for potential reuse. In addition to the 11,026 DQMs collected from Callahan et al. (2017b), 

Wang et al. (2019a) also provided 6,357  DQMs collated from various public and internal sources. 

Similarly, target data for assessment (EHR data), which is readily available, was also considered a 

potential source. Another knowledge source explored is publicly available medical ontologies, 

particularly the Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine - Clinical Terms (SNOMED-CT).  

SNOMED-CT is a structured clinical vocabulary used in the healthcare domain to support structured 

representation and interoperability of clinical information and knowledge (Bodenreider et al., 2018). It 

boasts a comprehensive knowledge base that spans over 19 domains, including key clinical domains in 

healthcare practice, such as diagnoses (Clinical Finding and Disorder), clinical procedures, and 

medications (Pharmaceutical and Biologic Product). It is currently distributed as a collection of files 

designed as relational tables and is available for download to member countries of the SNOMED 

International (Oluoch et al., 2015; Metke-Jimenez et al., 2018; International Health Terminology 

Standards Development Organisation, 2021). For this work, the July 2019 release, which has 350,830 

active concepts and 2,942,709 relationships, was downloaded and stored in a PostgresSQL database.  

Lastly, expert knowledge was sourced to translate knowledge artefacts sources into computable forms, 

such as stored functions and to automate the acquisition process. 
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Table 7.1 Identified DQ dimensions for automation ranked according to prevalence in selected large-

scale implementations (N=8307) 

Dimension Comparison strategy Data level Proportion 

Plausibility 

(atemporal) 

Record contains data elements with an unexpected 

relationship (diagnosis and biological sex) 

Record 20.69% 

Value conformance Data element has a value with an unexpected data 

type 

Cell 9.85% 

Completeness Data element is empty Cell 9.63% 

Value conformance Data element has a value with an unexpected 

format, pattern, or character length specified 

Cell 7.02% 

Value conformance Data element has a value not defined in the specified 

value set 

Cell 5.51% 

Plausibility 

(atemporal) 

Data element has a value that is outside the expected 

range when another data element has a given value 

(diagnosis and age range) 

Record  1.53% 

Completeness 

(atemporal) 

Data element is not empty when another data 

element has a given value or vice versa 

Record 1.23% 

Plausibility 

(temporal) 

Record contains data elements with an unexpected 

temporal relationship (illogical order of dates, 

overlapping periods) 

Record, 

Table 

0.79% 

Value conformance Data element value has a typo or unexpected 

character(s) 

Cell 0.31% 

Plausibility 

(uniqueness) 

Group of data elements contain duplicate values Table 0.07% 

Value conformance 

(temporal) 

Data element has a value that does not agree with 

expected temporal properties (future date, outlier 

age) 

Cell 0.06% 

Total   56.69% 
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7.3.4 Step 4: Eliciting DQMs  

A hybrid approach involving multiple techniques was employed to explore the various knowledge 

sources identified, including self-elicitation, document analysis, data profiling and rule mining, NLP, 

and machine learning techniques.  

7.3.4.1 Self-elicitation and document analysis 

Manual document analysis and self-elicitation were used to identify generic DQMs and comparison 

patterns applicable to most EHR datasets based on expert knowledge (author's understanding of EHR 

data and knowledge artefacts). Also, where possible, these DQMs were modelled computationally as 

stored functions so that they could be reused to create DQMs for new datasets and contexts 

automatically. The DQMs and patterns elicited and modelled using this approach include: 

7.3.4.1.1 Illogical order of events (plausibility) 

Here, a set of DQMs (n=30) for identifying the illogical order of events for commonly found domains 

(patient demographic, clinical encounters, conditions, procedures, laboratory investigation, 

observations, and medications) in EHR data were manually abstracted from previous DQMs (see 

Appendix B). These DQMs compare event times, such as date of birth and admission date, to determine 

if the expected sequence of events has been followed.    

7.3.4.1.2 Overlapping periods (plausibility) 

This DQM pattern was identified from the literature, and it involves detecting overlapping encounter 

periods. Here, a plausible patient encounter period is assumed to begin on the admission date specified 

and end on the discharge date. And it is abnormal for patients to have multiple encounter records with 

overlapping periods. In implementing these assumptions, the start and end times of encounters are 

sorted in descending order for each patient and overlaps are determined by identifying records where 

the current start time is less than the previous end time. This DQM was explicitly designed to identify 

overlapping patient encounters and takes patient and encounter identifiers and admission start and end 

times as inputs. Nonetheless, the function can also be applied to other observations with similar 

overlapping assumptions. 

7.3.4.1.3 Ambiguous unit of measurement (plausibility) 

This DQM is based on expert knowledge and identifies observation concepts recorded using more than 

one unit of measure. It assumes that it is abnormal for a given observation concept, such as laboratory 

investigations or a vital sign like blood pressure to be recorded using multiple units of measure. 

Applicable data elements for this DQM can be found in domains such as laboratory investigation, 

medication, and vital signs. 
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7.3.4.2 Profiling and mining EHR data 

Data profiling commonly refers to the generation of metadata describing the structural properties of 

data elements in a given dataset and their relationships with each other. Various techniques have been 

reported in the literature for generating data profiles, depending on the type of information or 

relationship of interest (Abedjan et al., 2015; Lim et al., 2020). For this work, metadata of interest 

include constraints for evaluating data presence, invalid data type, unexpected format, pattern, character 

length, and values outside expected ranges. This work also explored eliciting interesting relationships 

for detecting violations of functional dependencies. 

7.3.4.2.1 Completeness 

Here, DQMs to check if a value is present are automatically generated for data elements specified as 

mandatory or where over half of its records have a value. The generating function leverages data 

element specifications in the data model and the data profile generated from the EHR dataset 

(percentage empty). 

7.3.4.2.2 Conditional Completeness and other functional dependencies (atemporal plausibility)  

The Association Rule Mining (ARM) method was employed to automatically discover rules for 

detecting conditional completeness (data element is only empty when another data element has a given 

value or vice versa) and other functional dependencies from EHR datasets. ARM is one of the many 

methods for identifying associations between data elements and involves identifying frequent co-

occurring patterns that hold for a significant portion of the data using several probabilistic criteria, 

including support and confidence that express the degree of certainty about the rule (Agrawal et al., 

1993; Wu et al., 2008; Sarıyer & Öcal Taşar, 2020).  

For this work, the apriori implementation of ARM was selected for mining DQMs with minimum 

support set to 0.1. Also, only data elements containing relevant categorical values were considered in 

each given dataset. This decision was taken because ARM can be resource-intensive and performs 

poorly when applied against highly dimensional datasets, such as continuous and categorical data with 

many unique items, which is common with EHR data. Relevant data elements were selected using a 

combination of the Gini Index of Diversity and the Chi-square independent test. First, the Gini Index 

of Diversity score is used to identify categorical data elements. The Gini score ranges between 0 and 1, 

and it reflects the degree of diversity of variables in the given data collection and evenness of 

distribution. This work adopted a heuristic Gini score of 0.1 to identify categorical data elements, those 

containing non-unique values associated with several tuples. 

Next, null values in all data elements, including those considered "non-categorical", were substituted 

with "NotPresent". At the same time, non-null values in "non-categorical" data elements were replaced 
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with "Present", making them categorical. Subsequently, Chi-square independent test was used to 

remove redundant data elements, including data elements that are strongly correlated and can be 

substituted for each other. This method focuses on simple rules only, and hence, antecedents (if) and 

consequents (then) were restricted to singleton frequent items. Consequently, interesting relationships 

were determined by identifying antecedents and consequents items, where data elements values suggest 

a mutually exclusive relationship.  

7.3.4.2.3 Invalid data type, values outside expected ranges, future dates (value conformance) 

The expected datatype for data elements was determined using the method described in Section 6.4.2.1. 

Min-max limits for identifying univariate outliers such as patient age was determined using boxplots 

(Tukey, 1977; Sunderland et al., 2019). For data elements of type, datetime, leveraging current system 

time, DQMs are automatically created to check if the date provided is in the future. 

7.3.4.2.4 Invalid format or pattern (value conformance) 

A pattern generator was developed to generate simple regular expressions (regex) for assessing if values 

have a consistent format, pattern, and character length. Given a list of “valid” string values, such as 

values of a data element, the pattern generator creates a string pattern that matches similar values in 

new datasets. It achieves this pattern by grouping character tokens occupying the same position, moving 

from left to right, across all values with the positive character group "[]", and deduplicating repetitive 

units with quantifiers "{}". The generated pattern is expressed as a regular expression, which is readily 

computable in many software environments, including Python and R language. 

7.3.4.2.5 Invalid date expression (value conformance) 

Here, DQMs are automatically created for data elements that have been specified to be of type date or 

datetime to identify invalid datetime expressions. The data type information is elicited from the data 

model specification or from the contents of the data element as described above. The open-source 

Python library, dateutil, is used to validate provided date and time values by parsing individual string 

formats to datetime objects and vice-versa. Ambiguous 2-part and 3-part-integers such as 01/05 and 

01/05/09, which could be parsed into any of day-month-year, month-day-year, year-month-day and 

year-day-month datetime formats are disambiguated using the following assumptions: 

1. Valid dates are 3-part integers separated by delimiters 

2. The last integer in a correct date should be a valid year 

3. Either one of day-month-year, month-day-year should be possible 
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7.3.4.3 Mining knowledge ontologies 

Studies show that ontologies are increasingly being used to represent knowledge in the form of concepts 

and the relationships shared amongst the concepts. Here, some of the readily available ontologies were 

mined to extract relationships and concepts that can be used to support DQA.  

7.3.4.3.1 Lexical databases 

7.3.4.3.1.1 Out of dictionary words (value conformance) 

This DQM detects free-text values containing non-standard English language words and medical terms 

using dictionaries. A data element is deemed free-text type if most of its values are text and not in a 

uniform format. Uniformity is determined by calculating the standard deviation of the length of 

characters and checking if it was greater than 3. The dictionary used as a reference set in this 

implementation is derived from WordNet (Miller, 1995) and UMLS Metathesaurus (Bodenreider, 2004) 

lexical database using NLP techniques (see Section 6.4.2.2.3).  

7.3.4.3.2 Medical ontologies 

One of the comparison strategies identified from reviewing previous DQMs is the use of controlled 

terminologies, such as the International Classification of Diseases Ninth Revision (ICD-9) codebase, to 

detect various plausibility violations, including clinical condition, age, and biological sex mismatches 

(Callahan et al., 2017b; Wang et al., 2019a). The ICD-9 codebase is a widespread clinical terminology 

with a long history of use for encoding diagnoses for administrative and statistical purposes since its 

introduction in 1970. However, the ICD-9 is now obsolete and no longer used in many recent electronic 

health care applications. Given the breadth of SNOMED-CT and its increased use in clinical practice, 

this study explored the feasibility of automatically creating DQMs from the many relationships it 

provides. 

SNOMED-CT organises concepts in a poly-hierarchical structure using attributes that define different 

logical relationships known to be valid between concepts (Rodrigues et al., 2017; Bodenreider et al., 

2018; Wright et al., 2018; Delvaux et al., 2020). These attributes and the modelling patterns for the 

various domains in the terminology are described in detail in the SNOMED-CT Editorial Guide for 

authors (International Health Terminology Standards Development Organisation, 2021). Using this 

guide, this study examined the possibility of identifying relationships that can be used as DQMs for 

DQA, of which three sample knowledge artefacts elicited are discussed here: 

1. relevant value sets for evaluating value conformance 

2. relationships for identifying records where clinical concepts and patient age class are 

inconsistent 

3. relationships for identifying records where clinical concepts and patient gender are inconsistent 
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7.3.4.3.2.1 Allowable values - value sets (value conformance) 

Value sets are typically allowable values for a data element in a data model, often required to evaluate 

value conformance. This study explored creating value sets for common data elements in EHR data, 

leveraging subtype attribute relationships in SNOMED-CT. The process employed involved two main 

steps: identifying concepts in SNOMED-CT that have a similar meaning to selected EHR data elements 

(see Appendix C for the list of value sets and corresponding EHR data elements), enumerating all 

subtype descendants' descriptions (SCTID: 116680003) of the identified concept that is ‘active'. The 

former is achieved by manually examining the SNOMED-CT Editorial Guide and the latter through 

recursive SQL queries. A sample query for "unit of measure" (SCTID Range: 767524001) is shown 

below: 

 

Figure 7.1 Sample database query for extracting "unit of measure" value sets from SNOMED-CT 

7.3.4.3.2.2 Clinical event and age relationship (plausibility) 

To create DQMs for identifying implausible clinical conditions and age relationships, this study 

explored the Occurrence (SCTID: 246454002) attribute, defined for some Clinical Finding concepts 

(conditions) in SNOMED-CT. Typically, the Occurrence attribute denotes the specific period of life 

during which a condition first presents, of which 17 possible periods of life were identified in 

SNOMED-CT. These periods are the descendants of the concept, Periods of life (SCTID: 282032007). 

However, SNOMED-CT does not specify age ranges for these periods. Thus, existing literature was 

reviewed and synthesised for each identified period of life to identify plausible age ranges. Table 7.2 

presents clinical periods identified from SNOMED-CT and the age ranges elicited from the literature. 

Periods of life, such as the fetal and early neonatal periods, were grouped under the neonatal and 

perinatal periods, respectively, for simplicity.  

Identified DQMs (n=12,423) were also compared with ICD9 based DQMs (ICD9-DQMs) (n=127) seen 

in previous implementations, particularly MURDOCK, to see if they correlated. The ICD9-DQMs were 

transformed to SNOMED-CT using UMLS's one-to-one and one-to-many mappings to enable like-for-

WITH RECURSIVE terms AS (  

    SELECT sourceid, destinationid  

    FROM sct2_relationship  

    WHERE typeid = '116680003' AND active = '1' AND destinationid in ('767524001') 

    UNION 

    SELECT r.sourceid, r.destinationid  

    FROM sct2_relationship r  

    INNER JOIN terms s ON s.sourceid = r.destinationid  

    WHERE r.typeid = '116680003' AND r.active = '1' 

    )  

SELECT DISTINCT conceptid AS code, term AS description  

FROM sct2_description  

WHERE active = '1' AND conceptid in (SELECT DISTINCT sourceid FROM terms) 
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like comparison. Of the 62 ICD9-DQMs that mapped successfully, 13 (21%) matched at least one 

condition-to-age DQMs derived from SNOMED. Most ICD9-DQMs (51%) that failed to match are 

associated with pregnancy and childbirth conditions. In addition, the ICD9-DQMs had seven different 

age ranges (periods), of which 3 (0-1, 0-99, and 18-99) correlated with the periods derived from 

SNOMED. The other age ranges include 0-15, 0-21, 21-99 and 34-99. The age ranges for early periods 

of life were coarser compared to the period of life specified in SNOMED. For instance, for the clinical 

condition "Cystic fibrosis with meconium ileus", the ICD9-DQM equivalent specifies a 0-1 year age 

range, whereas SNOMED-CT specifies a perinatal period (age range of 0-7 days).  

Table 7.2 Identified age ranges for detecting implausible clinical conditions and age relationships 

SNOMED 

Code 

Period of life Number of 

conditions 

Age range (years) Reference source 

371578004, 

303114002 

Perinatal period, 

Early neonatal 

period 

229 0 =< age =< 0.019 World Health 

Organization (2006); 

Xu and Fung (2012); 

World Health 

Organization (2015) 

255407002, 

303112003, 

450426006 

Neonatal, Fetal 

period 

1457 0 =< age =< 0.077 World Health 

Organization (2006); 

Xu and Fung (2012) 

303115001 Late neonatal 

period 

2 0.019 < age =< 0.077 World Health 

Organization (2015) 

3658006 Infancy 106 0 < age =< 1 World Health 

Organization (2006); 

Xu and Fung (2012) 

713153009 Toddler 1 1 < age < 4 World Health 

Organization (2006) 

713152004 Early childhood 8 0 =< age =< 6 Cohen Hubal et al. 

(2014) 

255398004 Childhood 258 0 =< age < 18 Xu and Fung (2012) 

263659003 Adolescence 54 12 =< age <18 World Health 

Organization (2006); 

Xu and Fung (2012) 

41847000 Adulthood 133 18 =< age Xu and Fung (2012) 

764868004 Middle age 1 45 =< age <65 National Center for 

Biotechnology 

Information (2004) 
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271872005 Old age 52 65 =< age Xu and Fung (2012) 

255399007 Congenita 8920 0 =< age  

767023003 Period of life 

beginning after 

birth and ending 

before death 

1202 0 =< age  

 

7.3.4.3.2.3 Clinical concepts and biological sex relationship (plausibility) 

In the same way, SNOMED's Clinical Finding and Procedure domains were linked to the Body structure 

domain to identify potential clinical concepts and biological sex DQMs. The Body structure domain 

has a sub-component, Sex structure (SCTID: 57312000), with three children (Female, Male, and 

Indeterminate) that comprise several anatomical structure concepts associated with the respective 

biological sex. On the other hand, Clinical Finding concepts (conditions) have an attribute, Finding site 

(SCTID: 363698007), that specifies the body site affected by a condition. Likewise, Procedure concepts 

have multiple attributes describing the body site acted on or affected by a procedure, including 

Procedure site – direct (SCTID: 405813007) that specifies where the action of the procedure is directly 

aimed at. By linking Clinical Finding and Procedure concepts where the affected body site is a 

descendant of either the Female or Male Sex structure, over 6,000 clinical concepts and biological sex 

DQMs were identified (see Table 7.3). Upon further investigation, it was observed that some Clinical 

findings and Procedure concepts affect multiple body sites (n=644). Nonetheless, only three concepts 

(coital failure, failure of penetration, and coital impairment) affect both female and male sex structures, 

and they were removed. 

Table 7.3 Summary of the clinical concepts and biological sex DQMs derived from SNOMED 

Biological gender SNOMED DQMs 

Clinical Finding Procedures 

Female only 3152 1338 

Male only 1276 662 

Others or both 67583 25883 

Total 72011 27883 
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Furthermore, like with clinical concept and age DQM, identified clinical concepts and biological sex 

DQMs were compared with ICD9-DQMs (n=1719) seen in MURDOCK's implementation to see if they 

correlated. Using UMLS mappings, 1296 of the collected ICD9-DQMs were mapped successfully to 

SNOMED, of which about 40% match clinical concepts and biological sex DQMs derived from 

SNOMED. In particular, there was over 80% match for DQMs examining male sex relationships. The 

summary of the comparison is shown in Table 7.4 below. 

Table 7.4 Correlation of clinical concepts and biological sex DQMs derived from SNOMED and ICD9-

DQMs from previous implementations 

Biological gender ICD9-DQMs (n=1296) 

In SNOMED DQMs (%) Not In SNOMED DQMs (%) 

Female 403 (34.53) 764 (65.47) 

Male 108 (83.72) 21 (16.28) 

Total  511 (39.43) 785 (60.57) 

 

7.3.4.4 Machine learning methods and NLP 

7.3.4.4.1 Clinical concepts and biological sex relationship (plausibility) 

Deploying the several DQMs elicited from SNOMED-CT in the previous sections entails storing them 

in repositories as rules or encapsulating and accessing them via lookups using the SNOMED codes as 

keys. Nonetheless, the former can be challenging to manage and keep updated, given their considerable 

size. The latter is also prone to poor execution times due to repeated lookups, especially for large scale 

implementations. Consequently, this study explored the feasibility of condensing the several 

relationships generated from the medical ontologies (SNOMED-CT) as a computational model to make 

them more efficient to manage, access, and extrapolate to new data. In designing these models, clinical 

concepts (Clinical findings and Procedures) and associated body sites descriptions and synonyms of the 

DQMs derived from SNOMED-CT were used as training samples. The textual descriptions were 

subjected to basic NLP processing (see Section 6.4.2.2.3.1: Basic text pre-processing) and one-hot 

encoding (converting categorical data to numeric format). The Synthetic Minority Over-sampling 

Technique (SMOTE) (Chawla et al., 2002) was also used to balance class distribution, increasing the 

number of minority classes (male, female) through random replication. The resultant dataset, consisting 

of 1,227,812 samples, was then trained with various common machine learning algorithms, including 

Logistic Regression, Decision tree, Naive Bayes, Random Forest, and XGBoost, using Scikit-learn 

implementation (Pedregosa et al., 2011) and default configurations. The generated models' predictive 

performance and generalisability to new terminology were evaluated using 4-fold cross-validation and 
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ICD9-DQMs from MURDOCK's implementation. The evaluation results are presented in Tables 7.5 

and 7.6, where the metrics Precision, Recall and F-measure are denoted by P, R and F1, respectively.  

Table 7.5 Performance of common machine learning algorithms in predicting clinical condition and 

procedure relationship with biological sex 

Algorithm All Female Male 

P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 

Logistic Regression 1.00 0.98 0.99 0.98 1.00 0.99 0.99 1.00 0.99 

Decision tree 1.00 0.91 0.95 0.95 1.00 0.97 0.96 1.00 0.98 

Naïve Bayes 0.99 0.91 0.95 0.96 0.99 0.97 0.95 1.00 0.97 

Random Forest 1.00 0.96 0.98 0.97 1.00 0.99 0.98 1.00 0.99 

XGBoost 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 

Average 1.00 0.95 0.97 0.97 1.00 0.98 0.98 1.00 0.99 

Table 7.6 Generalisability of models to different terminology (ICD9-DQMs) 

Algorithm Female Male 

P R F1 P R F1 

Logistic Regression 0.99 0.43 0.60 0.35 0.90 0.50 

Decision tree 0.99 0.24 0.38 0.61 0.88 0.72 

Naïve Bayes 0.99 0.56 0.71 0.94 0.83 0.88 

Random Forest 0.98 0.25 0.40 0.86 0.84 0.85 

XGBoost 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.10 1.00 0.19 

Average 0.79 0.30 0.42 0.57 0.89 0.63 

 

7.4 Evaluating the automated system  

Table 7.11 presents the various patterns implemented in HDT to automate DQM acquisition for EHR 

DQA. The patterns and the DQMs produced from the medical ontologies have been modelled 

computationally as stored functions, so they can be managed succinctly and accessed in an automated 

fashion, as shown in Figure XXXX.
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Figure 7.2 HDT DQ measurement acquisition system
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7.4.1 Utility and generalisability 

To investigate the utility of the proposed system to create DQMs with minimal human intervention and 

its generalisability to different datasets, the automated system was applied to two well-known datasets, 

MIMIC III v1.4 and Synthea datasets (Johnson et al., 2016a; Walonoski et al., 2017). From the MIMIC 

dataset, 200,000 condition entries associated with 15,935 patients and 20,792 admissions were selected. 

And, from the Synthea Sample 1K April 2020 dump, 8,286 condition entries associated with 1,153 

patients and 7,534 admissions were selected. The datasets comprise 34 and 45 data elements, 

respectively. Detailed descriptions of the structure of these datasets have been discussed in Chapters 5 

and 6. The two datasets were loaded separately on HDT, according to the proposed interoperable 

framework in Chapter 6, using their data model as the CDM of the system, which helped to reduce 

efforts to map source data and CDM in the external interface. Data elements not determined 

probabilistically were defined in the internal interface to enable interoperability between knowledge 

artefacts (stored functions) and the target data. Also, data elements recorded using ICD9 code, such as 

in the DIAGNOSES_ICD table in the MIMIC-III dataset, were converted to SNOMED-CT concepts 

using the UMLS standard crosswalk and only records values with valid one-to-one mappings were 

retained. 

The proposed system generated 132 and 172 DQMs for assessing the quality of three clinical domains 

(patient demographics, admissions, and clinical conditions) in the MIMIC and Synthea datasets. As 

expected, the size and coverage of the DQMs varied across datasets, with Synthea containing more data 

elements and, subsequently, more DQMs than MIMIC. DQMs generated span five DQ dimensions, 

with most focusing on value conformance, as shown in Table 7.7.  

Table 7.7 Summary of DQMs automatically created to evaluate patient demographics, admissions, and 

clinical conditions domains in MIMIC and Synthea datasets 

Dimension MIMIC Synthea 

Atemporal plausibility 8 17 

Completeness 28 42 

Referential conformance 2 2 

Temporal plausibility 6 11 

Value conformance 88 100 

Total 132 172 

 

Some data elements were involved in more DQMs than others, possibly suggesting their importance. 

For instance, the MIMIC-III data element "admissions_admittim" was involved in 12 DQMs. In a few 

cases, some data element concept are not directly evaluated but required to assess other concepts, such 
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as with admission date and birthdate, which are needed to determine outlier age. Also, the size reported 

here does not account for sub-DQMs that have been encapsulated as stored functions for compactness 

and efficiency, like the DQM examining clinical concept and age mismatch. Details of the latter have 

been presented in the earlier sections. 

 

 

Table 7.8 Top 5 data elements involved in generated DQMs MIMIC datasets 

Field Datatype  DQM Count 

admissions_admittime datetime 12 

patients_dob datetime 11 

admissions_dischtime datetime 9 

patients_dod datetime 8 

admissions_deathtime datetime 6 

Table 7.9 Top 5 data elements involved in generated DQMs Synthea datasets 

Field Datatype  DQM Count 

encounter_start datetime 14 

encounter_stop datetime 11 

patient_birthdate datetime 11 

condition_start datetime 9 

encounter_code numeric 8 

 

7.4.2 Validity 

The DQMs generated were manually reviewed by a domain expert (the author) to determine if they 

were suitable for assessing the respective DQ dimensions, of which most were adjudged appropriate. 

Only a few DQMs (n=6) describe associations that do not necessarily imply causation, mutual 

exclusivity, or an anomaly, as shown in Table 7.12. In addition, DQMs automatically produced from 

SNOMED-CT were compared with those reported in previous implementations to determine their 

correlation and coverage. These comparisons have been presented in the earlier sections and show a 

significant correlation, particularly in detecting implausible clinical concepts and biological sex 

relationships. 

7.4.3 Reliability 

The consistency of the automated system was also evaluated by comparing DQMs generated before and 

after deliberately altering the values of a copy of the MIMIC III dataset. The alteration process 
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employed was adapted from Johnson et al. (2017) and entailed shuffling a random set of 25% and 50% 

of the records across individual data elements and the whole dataset, leaving all other data unchanged. 

For each iteration, consistency was determined by calculating the proportion of DQMs returned after 

the alteration found in the initial set of DQMs generated without any data alteration. The degradation 

process results show the effect of poor DQ on the size of generated DQMs. Nevertheless, even after 

injecting many impurities, a large chunk of the generated DQMs did not change, including DQMs 

sourced from EHR data, or where applicable data elements were determined automatically, as shown 

in Table 7.10 below. 

Table 7.10 Consistency of generated DQMs after injecting synthetic impurities 

Impurity 

injection scope 

Number of DQMs returned Consistency 

25% 50% 25% (N) 50% (N) 

Individual data 

elements 

102 102 0.99 (101) 0.97 (99) 

Whole dataset 86 86 0.87 (75) 0.91 (78) 
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Table 7.11 Functions for automating DQM acquisition implemented in HDT 

Function name Measurement type Applicable data elements Acquisition 

method 

Knowledge source Function type 

der_missing_value() Has missing values Data elements specified in the 

data model as mandatory and 

data elements that are not null 

Data profiling, 

statistical analysis 

Data model, EHR data Nondeterministic 

der_conditional_missing() Data element is not empty when 

another data element has a given 

value or vice versa 

Data elements with 

significant information gain 

and correlation 

Data mining 

(associative rule) 

EHR data Nondeterministic 

der_data_type() Data element has a value with an 

unexpected data type 

All Data profiling, 

statistical analysis 

EHR data Nondeterministic 

der_valid_date_expr() Detect datetime values that are 

not valid datetime expressions 

Data elements of type 

datetime 

Expert self-

elicitation 

Heuristics Nondeterministic 

der_match_format() Detect values that do not 

conform to a pattern that 

describes most data element 

values 

Data elements with a 

relatively uniform pattern. 

Uniformity is determined 

using statistical analysis 

Data mining 

(regular expression 

induction) 

EHR data Nondeterministic 

der_outlier_year() Detect datetime values where the 

year part is outside the expected 

range. Determines boundaries 

using the Tukey method 

Data elements of type 

datetime 

Statistical analysis EHR data Nondeterministic 

der_check_spell() Detect text values containing 

words not defined in the 

dictionary. The dictionary is 

derived from public text corpus 

using NLP 

Data elements contain text 

values and are not uniform, as 

specified above. Uniformity 

is determined using statistical 

analysis 

Expert self-

elicitation 

Public lexical 

database 

Nondeterministic 
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Function name Measurement type Applicable data elements Acquisition 

method 

Knowledge source Function type 

der_other_func_dep() Other functional dependencies Data elements with 

significant information gain 

and correlation 

Data mining 

(associative rule) 

EHR data Nondeterministic 

der_outlier_age() Identify records where patient 

age is outside the expected range 

date of birth, date of death, 

admission date 

Statistical analysis EHR data Deterministic 

der_invalid_value() Data element has a value not 

defined in the specified value set 

Data elements that have 

defined value sets. 

Provided value sets: 

admission method, admission 

source, clinical finding, 

clinical specialty, diagnosis 

stage, diagnosis type, 

discharge destination, 

discharge method, 

investigation flag, 

investigation specimen, 

medication form, medication 

method, medication route, 

medication type, tobacco 

status, unit of measure 

Document analysis SNOMED CT Nondeterministic 

der_future_date() Identify future dates Data elements of type 

datetime 

Document analysis Publicly available 

measurement 

Callahan et al. 

(2017b) 

Nondeterministic 

der_duplicate_row() Duplicate records All Document analysis Heuristics Nondeterministic 
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Function name Measurement type Applicable data elements Acquisition 

method 

Knowledge source Function type 

der_clinical_concepts_gender() Identify records where clinical 

concepts and patient gender are 

inconsistent 

gender and (diagnosis, 

procedure, or investigation) 

Document analysis SNOMED-CT, 

publicly available 

measurement 

Callahan et al. 

(2017b) 

Deterministic 

der_clinical_concepts_age() Identify records where clinical 

event and patient age class are 

inconsistent 

date of birth, diagnosis, 

(admission date or diagnosis 

start) 

Document analysis SNOMED CT, 

publicly available age 

classification 

Deterministic 

der_ambiguous_units() Identify records where concepts 

have multiple units of measures 

investigation, investigation 

unit; medication, medication 

unit; observation, observation 

unit 

Expert self-

elicitation 

EHR data Deterministic 

der_date_order() Identify records where events 

have an unexpected sequence 

date of birth, date of death, 

admission date, discharge 

date, diagnosis start, 

diagnosis end, investigation 

order, investigation result, 

medication order, medication 

start, medication end, 

observation date, procedure 

start, procedure end 

Document analysis Publicly available 

measurement 

Callahan et al. 

(2017b) 

Deterministic 

der_period_overlap() Identify records with 

overlapping encounter periods 

encounter identifier, patient 

identifier, admission date, 

discharge date 

Expert self-

elicitation 

Publicly available 

measurement 

Callahan et al. 

(2017b) 

Deterministic 
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Table 7.12 Examples of DQM automatically generated from MIMIC and Synthea datasets and their appropriateness for DQA 

DQ dimensions  DQM expression Suitable Source 

atemporal plausibility (admissions_edouttime [is_empty] == True) AND NOT (admissions_edregtime [is_empty] == True) Yes MIMIC 

atemporal plausibility (admissions_hospital_expire_flag == 1) AND NOT (admissions_deathtime [is_empty] == False) Yes MIMIC 

atemporal plausibility (admissions_edregtime [is_empty] == False) AND NOT (admissions_edouttime [is_empty] == False) Yes MIMIC 

atemporal plausibility ( patients_expire_flag   ==  0  ) AND  NOT ( patients_dod [is_empty]  ==  True  ) Yes MIMIC 

atemporal plausibility ( patients_dod [is_empty]  ==  False  ) AND  NOT ( patients_expire_flag   ==  1  ) Yes MIMIC 

atemporal plausibility ( encounter_reasondescription [is_empty]  ==  True  ) AND  NOT ( encounter_reasoncode [is_empty]  ==  True  ) Yes Synthea 

atemporal plausibility ( patient_prefix [is_empty]  ==  True  ) AND  NOT ( patient_marital [is_empty]  ==  True  ) Yes Synthea 

atemporal plausibility ( patient_prefix [is_empty]  ==  True  ) AND  NOT ( patient_passport [is_empty]  ==  True  ) No Synthea 

atemporal plausibility ( encounter_code   ==  162673000  ) AND  NOT ( encounter_description   ==  General examination of patient 

(procedure)  ) 

Yes Synthea 

atemporal plausibility ( encounter_code   ==  50849002  ) AND  NOT ( encounter_encounterclass   ==  emergency  ) Yes Synthea 

atemporal plausibility ( encounter_code   ==  424441002  ) AND  NOT ( encounter_reasoncode   ==  72892002  ) No Synthea 

atemporal plausibility (encounter_code   == 424441002) AND NOT ( encounter_reasondescription   ==  Normal pregnancy) No Synthea 

atemporal plausibility (encounter_description   == Emergency room admission (procedure) ) AND  NOT ( encounter_code   ==  50849002  

) 

Yes Synthea 

atemporal plausibility ( encounter_description   ==  Prenatal initial visit  ) AND  NOT ( encounter_encounterclass   ==  ambulatory  ) No Synthea 

atemporal plausibility ( encounter_payer_coverage   ==  49.16  ) AND  NOT ( encounter_payer   ==  d47b3510-2895-3b70-9897-

342d681c769d  ) 

No Synthea 

atemporal plausibility (encounter_reasoncode   == 444814009) AND NOT (encounter_reasondescription   == Viral sinusitis (disorder)) Yes Synthea 

atemporal plausibility (encounter_reasondescription   == Normal pregnancy) AND NOT ( encounter_reasoncode   ==  72892002  ) Yes Synthea 

atemporal plausibility ( patient_prefix   ==  Mrs.  ) AND  NOT ( patient_marital   ==  M  ) Yes Synthea 

atemporal plausibility ( patient_prefix   ==  Mrs.  ) AND  NOT ( patient_passport [is_empty]  ==  False  ) No Synthea 
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7.5 Discussion 

Automated DQA requires the logic for assessing target datasets to be explicitly defined and curated in 

machine-readable formats that are executable before commencing DQAs. However, studies note that 

acquiring DQMs sufficient to determine EHR DQ can be problematic in the absence of gold standards 

(Weiskopf et al., 2017; Estiri et al., 2019b; Wang et al., 2019b). This chapter describes a step-by-step 

approach for designing, implementing, and evaluating an automated system for generating basic DQMs 

for DQA of different datasets. It is anticipated that the findings of this study will prove helpful to 

organisations unsure how to approach creating measures or have no dedicated resources (domain 

experts) as it presents a reproducible strategy for developing DQMs with considerable coverage and 

context at reduced costs (time and effort). It also highlights the benefits of a hybrid approach to 

acquiring DQMs, especially given the multi-dimensional nature of DQ. In addition, this study further 

validates the utility of the conceptual framework described in Chapter 4 in operationalising DQA. 

The step-by-step approach implemented here involved selecting 1) DQ dimensions and the type of 

comparisons of interest and 2) applicable data elements, 3) identifying appropriate knowledge sources 

to elicit DQMs from, 4) eliciting DQMs and 5) validating and preparing DQMs for automated use. DQ 

dimensions and the type of comparisons of interest were selected based on their prevalence in large-

scale deployments and their feasibility to be executed systematically across disparate datasets with 

minimal human intervention. The list of selected DQ dimensions of interest ranked according to 

prevalence is shown in Table 7.1, comprising more than half (56.69%) of the total DQMs collected and 

analysed (n=8307). The adopted selection strategy also allowed for systematic prioritisation and 

tracking of development efforts, which could help expand DQA coverage progressively compared with 

the "convenience" approach reported in many studies. The selected DQ dimensions also have a good 

return on investment as their impact is well established in the literature. For instance, missing values 

are widely believed to affect the performance and reliability of computational models and quality 

indicators (Barkhuysen et al., 2014; Dentler et al., 2014; Ward et al., 2015); conformance violations are 

known barriers to EHR data aggregation and exchange (Walker et al., 2014; Yoon et al., 2016), and 

implausible relationships tend to expose patients to harm and undermine efforts to deepen the general 

knowledge of diseases (Zozus et al., 2019; Elliott et al., 2021).  

Similarly, in this implementation, data elements for which DQMs were created for were largely 

determined probabilistically at runtime. Most applicable data elements are not pre-defined or 

hardcoded, enabling the system to develop DQMs that are tailored to the local context of the different 

data structures. However, some DQM patterns involve data elements determined by explicit knowledge 

sources like medical ontologies. And as identified in Chapter 6, this reference knowledge may have 

naming conventions different from the target data. Nonetheless, the internal interface provided in the 
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interoperable framework proposed in Chapter 6 was utilised to enable interoperability between data 

elements defined in knowledge artefacts names and those in respective environments. The benefits of 

this agnostic feature have been illustrated with two well-known datasets with different structures, the 

MIMIC III and Synthea, as shown in Section 7.4. Given the dynamic nature of clinical practice and 

medical knowledge, it is envisaged that this ability could help organisations respond timely to changes 

in evidence and new datasets. 

Furthermore, the implemented system relies on hybrid methods that explore multiple knowledge 

sources selected for their ready availability and ability to enable reproducible assessment, including 

relevant literature, EHR data, and knowledge ontologies. DQMs reported in previous literature studies 

were collected and examined for potential reuse. However, direct reuse was not feasible in this 

implementation despite their considerable size. The collected DQMs were mainly in natural language 

and designed for particular data structures or research goals and were not readily transferable to the 

current setting even after exploring various NLP techniques, further corroborating Rogers et al. (2019) 

findings. Manual document analysis and self-elicitation were used instead to identify generic DQMs, 

and comparison patterns considered applicable to most EHR datasets based on expert knowledge 

(author's understanding). However, this process was non-trivial and elicited DQMs might be liable to 

interpretation errors, further emphasising the importance of formalised and machine interpretable 

DQMs, which have the added advantage of clarity. Formalised knowledge representations are also 

integral for standardising, validating, and reducing the cost of developing DQMs.  

Nevertheless, existing DQMs are a valuable resource for new DQA implementations. As discussed 

earlier, they provide insightful knowledge of the current coverage and focus of DQA, which can help 

organisations plan and track future efforts. Also, with standardised formalisation and interoperable 

framework, existing DQMs can help reduce the efforts in operationalising DQA through reuse and 

sharing of DQMs. Moreover, sharing of DQMs provides some form of community validation which 

could implicitly lead to better transparency and standardisation of DQA practice. Various computable 

formalisation methods for facilitating interoperable DQMs have been explored in the literature, 

including the use of openEHR specifications (Tute et al., 2021), shared metadata repositories (Juárez et 

al., 2019) and database queries (Huser et al., 2016; Kapsner et al., 2019). Other tools, such as the 

Clinical Quality Language (CQL), Arden Syntax and Drools, have also been used to define and manage 

DQMs (Monda et al., 2012; Ranade-Kharkar et al., 2014; Rabia et al., 2018; Rogers et al., 2019). 

However, these methods have mainly been used to enable the reuse of DQMs across datasets with 

similar data models. Users with different data structures must first convert their datasets or DQMs to 

appropriate data models, which can be a daunting task (Huser et al., 2016; Rogers et al., 2019). 

Nonetheless, as demonstrated in Chapter 5, leveraging the rule formalisation presented in that chapter 
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and the interoperable framework proposed in Chapter 6, this activity can be conducted automatically at 

reduced costs to users. 

Moving on, in this implementation, DQMs have also been elicited from target EHR data deemed to be 

of “good quality” via unsupervised algorithms. In particular, data profiling, pattern generators and rule 

mining techniques have been used to elicit contextualised rules for assessing value conformance, 

atemporal completeness and implausible relationships. These data-driven methods offer enormous 

value in automation, computability, and identifying new DQMs, which can improve the operational 

performance of DQAs. It also can be seen as a viable alternative to collecting DQMs from other 

implementations, which are often proprietary or purely academic and not always available for new 

deployments, as DQMs can be created on-demand. Nevertheless, despite the encouraging results from 

preliminary analysis, expert review is still required to confirm that all elicited DQMs are indeed, 

appropriate for DQA. The unsupervised algorithms implemented rely heavily on co-occurring concepts 

and associations, which on their own, do not always indicate the meaning of the relationship or that 

there is a problem. While various techniques have been implemented to identify the most important and 

interesting associations and translate common non-causality associations patterns into a logical 

structure, some associations may still require user inputs to infer causality, identify appropriate 

negations, remove semantic duplicates, and adjust predicted estimates and patterns to match respective 

contexts. Also, some systematic errors may be missed as most anomalies are assumed to be sparse and 

randomly distributed (Estiri et al., 2019b). In addition, the DQ of the data mined could impact the size 

of DQMs generated. Nonetheless, elicited DQMs tend to remain considerably consistent, especially 

those that apply to individual data elements.  

Medical ontologies are another type of knowledge source explored in this implementation. This study 

explored the feasibility of automatically creating DQMs from SNOMED-CT terminology. SNOMED-

CT is a comparative alternative to the publicly available ICD9 codebase, which has been used as a 

reference knowledge source for detecting several implausible violations in large-scale implementations 

(Callahan et al., 2017b; Wang et al., 2019a). Both terminologies are increasingly used in clinical and 

research settings for capturing and exchanging clinical information and have been inspired by the 

reasoning of several human experts and advanced data-driven techniques. However, SNOMED-CT has 

a broader breadth of concepts and is expressed in more refined grains than the ICD9 (Huser et al., 2016; 

Rogers et al., 2019). Its concepts are also organised in a poly-hierarchical structure using several logical 

relationship types that are more clinically intuitive and allow for the meaningful encoding of clinical 

information (Rodrigues et al., 2017; Bodenreider et al., 2018; Wright et al., 2018; Rose et al., 2019; 

Delvaux et al., 2020).  
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Exploring SNOMED-CT’s hierarchical arrangement of concepts via its Editorial Guide for authors 

(International Health Terminology Standards Development Organisation, 2021), this study describes a 

structured approach for deriving a comprehensive set of DQMs for identifying clinical concepts and 

patient age class and biological sex mismatches and value sets for evaluating value conformance. And 

as expected (see Section 7.3.4.3.2), SNOMED-CT extends the coverage of DQMs beyond the existing 

DQMs backed by the ICD9 codebase while still maintaining considerable consistency, particularly 

amongst DQMs examining clinical concepts and male sex relationships. Moreover, there are over 100 

other relationship types in SNOMED-CT, such as investigation specimen, medication attributes, and 

sequence of clinical findings, which have not been investigated in this study but could well be 

repurposed for EHR DQA. Nonetheless, managing DQMs elicited from SNOMED-CT can be 

challenging, given their considerable size. While database scripts have been developed to generate 

DQMs from SNOMED-CT at runtime, SNOMED-CT is updated twice yearly to keep up with medical 

knowledge and technology advances. And, updates can include changes to some SNOMED-CT 

attributes that the current system relies on and could cause problems. Moreover, evaluating if EHR 

records match any of the many DQMs may warrant repeated lookups, leading to poor execution times, 

especially for large scale implementations.  

This study explored the feasibility of translating the many identified DQMs into computational models 

that capture the empirical relationship between concepts in more compact forms using machine learning 

algorithms. For instance, computational models were developed to accept clinical descriptions like 

"chronic orchitis", "cauterisation of Bartholin's gland", and "pneumonia" and predict the appropriate 

biological sex associated with such conditions, such as male, female, and all genders, respectively. 

Preliminary results confirm the potential of machine learning algorithms to extract empirical patterns 

consistent with the many DQMs elicited from SNOMED-CT. Nonetheless, the results also highlight 

the importance of combining multiple ontologies to improve the predictive performance and 

generalisability of machine learning models as no one ontology contains all the possible relationships 

for specified concepts, such as diagnosis and biological sex in this case. Moreover, several non-

terminology public repositories also hold clinical knowledge, which can be repurposed for DQA. For 

instance, in the UK, the NICE website and syndication services provide evidence-based guidance on 

health and social care, extensively used to support patient care delivery (Mitchell, 2020). Some of the 

information, particularly those concerning medicines (British National Formulary), could be employed 

to identify various anomalies in EHR data, including medication-indication mismatch, medication and 

patient demographic mismatch (age and gender), medication-to-medication interactions. However, 

many such resources are only provided in unstructured form, which sometimes lacks the detail and 

specificity required for computational analysis (Chen & Altman, 2015; Salmasian et al., 2015; Yan et 

al., 2016). When expressed in computable formats, they are usually proprietary, such as those provided 

by the British National Formulary. 
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One limitation of this work is that this study could not recruit relevant experts to help validate if new  

DQMs elicited were "all appropriate" for DQA, especially knowing that clinical ontologies may 

sometimes contain errors or misleading combinations (Ben Abacha et al., 2016; Rodrigues et al., 2017). 

While several simulations have been performed using multiple datasets, this study could still benefit 

from further validation. The methods have been described in a stepwise manner, which should enable 

the findings to be easily reproduced. Also, while it is possible that the methods described here may not 

be unique or the most optimal, as several approaches have been proposed in the literature and evaluating 

the performance was beyond the scope of this work, our methods show that it is possible to automate 

DQM acquisition and decrease overall costs using knowledge from multiple sources automated and 

hybrid approaches. 

7.6 Summary 

This chapter describes various automated methods for acquiring and managing measurements for DQA, 

emphasising cost reduction. These methods have been implemented as part of the software (HDT) 

described in Chapter 5. The findings from this study also highlight the strengths and weaknesses of the 

various approaches to acquiring DQMs. This study does not propose that these methods are optimal but 

rather that they are methods which had shown success. Thus, it anticipates that organisations can 

leverage the clear steps provided to create DQMs to assess their datasets' quality. 
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8 Conclusions 

8.1 Study summary 

Information systems such as EHRs play an integral role in healthcare practice, enabling health 

organisations to consistently collect, access, and manage data. These data are used to support clinical 

care ranging from better information exchange to general improvements in clinical practice, efficient 

hospital management, and accelerating the development of medical interventions. However, like other 

information systems, EHRs are prone to DQ problems, such as incomplete records, values outside 

expected ranges and implausible relationships, which can be attributed to several social and technical 

factors, including variations in clinical practice, poor documentation practices, lack of standardisation, 

system design and organisational change. Nevertheless, given their vital role in fostering good quality 

patient care and deepening global knowledge of diseases and treatment, it is imperative for health 

information to be of high quality. The cost of incorrect data is also high, sometimes resulting in harmful 

consequences on patient safety, data consumers’ confidence, decision-making, and reusability.  

A few notable strategies to encourage accurate data capture in health information systems have been 

proposed in the literature. However, compared to the anticipated benefits and importance of health data 

today, they are largely inadequate. Moreover, health data quality is complex and multidimensional. 

Knowledge of errors and where they occur in datasets, essential to improve DQ practice, whether it be 

root cause investigations, documentation training or data cleansing, is often lacking. Hence, this study 

explores whether current efforts for improving health data quality can be made more effective using 

intelligent systems. In particular, this study focuses on identifying problems in health data, which is 

often non-trivial due to the lack of conceptual clarity on how health data can be assessed consistently 

and the absence of gold standards. This study also investigates the data heterogeneity problem, given 

the growing calls for more transparency in health data management as more institutions exchange, 

aggregate, and explore health data.  

To this effect, the adequacy of current approaches for assessing health data quality was examined to 

identify critical components and considerations necessary for facilitating consistent assessments. 

Building on the findings from this systematic review, an extended synthesis of DQ theories, standard 

operating procedures, and implementations was conducted to develop a conceptual framework for 

operationalising health data quality assessment. The proposed framework identifies five high-level 

components necessary for operationalising DQA activities: defining DQA tasks, acquiring and 

managing measurements (decision-making criteria) and other computational resources used to evaluate 

defined DQA tasks, collecting and managing target data, mechanisms for implementing measures, and 

disseminating outcomes. The utility of this framework has been extensively evaluated in this study. 

First, the framework was used as a knowledge template to curate the different approaches to EHR DQA, 
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and preliminary evaluation results indicate sufficient specificity and coverage, which can be seen as a 

bold step towards standardising health data quality assessment.  

Furthermore, this study examined the framework’s ability to guide the development of a robust 

automated tool for DQA, one that attempts to address some of the many problems commonly 

experienced in health data quality assessments identified in this study, including the limited coverage 

and task-dependent nature of DQA, DQ measurements acquisition, enabling consistent DQA across 

disparate settings and providing users with greater control over the DQA process. In implementing this 

tool, the Healthy-Data Toolkit, a novel interoperable method for enabling adaptable data model 

specifications, reuse of knowledge artefacts, and streamlined data integration processes based on a loose 

coupling approach and automated schema matching, was introduced. Also, automated methods for 

acquiring reference knowledge for EHR DQA in the absence of gold standards were introduced. The 

validity and reliability of the prototype tool and supporting methods have been evaluated in this study 

using two well-known health datasets. 

8.2 What this study adds 

Identifying data problems is integral to improving any DQ practice. One cannot reasonably improve 

health information if data problems cannot be sufficiently identified when they occur.  However, in 

many cases, data errors are rarely reported or even recognised. While various programs have been 

proposed and implemented for detecting errors or data correction, many require significant human effort 

and time. They are often unreliable, especially when conducting large-scale and repetitive DQA 

activities. 

Nevertheless, as observed in this study, DQA activities can be made more effective using intelligent 

techniques in areas, such as process automation and knowledge acquisition, with several benefits, 

including reduced human involvement and workload and improved processing times. Intelligent 

techniques also enable workflow efficiency and consistency, which are needed to guarantee 

reproducible DQA with ease and confidence in health data. These benefits possibly explain the growing 

demand for automated tools for EHR DQA, especially in the USA.  

Nonetheless, designing and implementing automated tools for health data quality assessment can be 

challenging and multifaceted, requiring a wide range of functions, which most available DQA tools 

lack. For instance, many of the DQA tools identified in this study are designed for specific use cases 

and are often not easily adaptable to new use cases. They also tend to be limited in coverage, focusing 

on DQ dimensions, which can be considered trivial to implement, such as completeness. Also, despite 

health data being largely heterogeneous, most DQA tools support only one data model. In some cases, 
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these tools are tightly coupled to host institution infrastructure and cannot be used to assess data of a 

different structure or from other sources.  

These limitations highlight the ongoing challenge in health data quality management, the 

multidimensional nature of DQ and the healthcare domain. In addressing them, this study posits that to 

automate DQA, an explicit understanding of necessary components, processes and assumptions that 

contribute to its variability is essential. Consequently, a conceptual framework has been developed to 

help guide DQA program development, mainly automated tools. The conceptual framework was 

developed through inductive reasoning of evidence from real-world implementations. This study 

anticipates that the harmonised understanding of DQA that it provides will be helpful to program 

developers, both across the healthcare domain and other domains, in implementing comprehensive 

DQA programs.  

To address the data heterogeneity problem, which presents several challenges for DQA programs, 

particularly in terms of data integration, interoperability, and scalability, this study introduces an 

interoperable framework that employs loose coupling and dynamic schema matching to enable 

adaptable data model specifications, reuse of knowledge artefacts, and streamlined data integration 

processes. The interoperable framework is of a DMZ structure, separated by internal and external 

interfaces that provide layers of abstraction and flexibility in handling data integration. The former 

provides an extensible port for integrating components required for DQA programs to operate, such as 

clinical knowledge artefacts, enabling scalability, reuse of algorithms, and ultimately decreasing the 

cost of developing DQA programs. The latter seeks to eliminate the need for ETL to be redesigned and 

the several rounds of testing involved every time a new source data is presented. As demonstrated in 

this study, the proposed interoperable framework also reduces the domain knowledge requirement and 

work hours typically involved in assessing disparate datasets.  

Furthermore, automating DQA mechanisms or workflows requires the logic for assessing target datasets 

to be explicitly defined and curated in executable formats. However, acquiring DQ measurements 

sufficient to determine DQ can be problematic in the absence of gold standards. Where DQ 

measurements exist, the approaches used to create them are not always systematic or validated, affecting 

the credibility and acceptance of DQA results. This study introduces a systematic approach for 

acquiring DQ measurements. It also extends the current body of knowledge on health data quality 

assessment by identifying new methods for developing DQ measurements for assessing EHR data.  It 

is anticipated that these generalisable steps will be helpful to organisations unsure how to approach 

creating measures or have no dedicated resources (domain experts) as it presents a reproducible strategy 

for developing DQMs with considerable coverage and context at reduced costs (time and effort).  
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8.3 Study limitations and future research recommendations 

Several limitations and future research recommendations have been described in the individual chapters 

of this thesis.  

Overall, this study holds that the conceptual framework proposed in this study is comprehensive for 

DQA. However, it may not be exhaustive, as it has a task-centric focus, with more emphasis on 

technological related components. Also, the framework is largely based on evidence from health data 

quality assessment. In addition, the framework was validated using a data-driven approach and via real-

world implementation. Therefore, future work would be needed to assess how well this framework 

applies to other non-health domains. Stakeholder engagement will also be required to determine the 

real-world effectiveness of the framework. 

Similarly, several AI techniques have been explored in this study to demonstrate how intelligent 

systems can be applied to enhance current health data quality assessment efforts. However, some of 

these techniques are not new and have been used in other study areas. For instance, word embedding is 

a key component of many modern information retrieval systems. Nonetheless, like many others used in 

this study, the word embedding technique has been applied uniquely to address problems typically 

encountered in health data quality assessment. For instance, a novel lexical chaining algorithm that 

leverages word vectors generated using word embeddings was developed in this study to disambiguate 

collections of short sentences based on their context. In particular, the algorithm was used to segment 

compound words co-joined without delimiters and expand abbreviations in our attempt to match data 

model attributes semantically and subsequently automate data integration.  

Furthermore, some of the new and existing AI techniques implemented in this study have not been 

optimised for performance. This study focused primarily on developing frameworks to enable these 

techniques to be used seamlessly in health data quality assessments. As such, some of the reported AI 

techniques are intended to show base functionality, which was needed to evaluate the utility of the 

proposed frameworks. Although preliminary results indicate good performance, more research is 

needed to identify the most optimal technique for the different tasks specified in the proposed 

frameworks. In addition, this study only focused on some of the most common DQ dimensions in 

healthcare. Future work would be needed to develop methods for acquiring DQ measurements for the 

remaining DQ dimensions using the systematic approach proposed in this study. 

Additionally, it is essential to note that this study did not consider other issues associated with 

introducing intelligent systems in healthcare, such as its impact on people, the healthcare process, and 

other existing technologies. For instance, there are several ongoing conversations on the effect of AI on 

employment. Also, implementing intelligent systems may require a high capital expenditure in design, 
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implementation and maintenance costs. For the latter, HDT, the prototype tool implemented in this 

study, is available as an open-source and can be used by researchers and organisations that do not have 

dedicated teams or resources to develop a new system. While it has been evaluated extensively using 

two well-known datasets in this study, further evaluations involving data beyond the USA, like PHU 

data and actual users, are recommended to assess how well the tool matches individual or organisation's 

DQ requirements and if available interfaces are intuitive and sufficient for targeted users.  

Finally, as stated in Chapter 1, ensuring that data is fit for use involves four main steps: definition, 

measurement, analysis, and improvement activities. This study builds on previous works on 

harmonising DQ definitions and provides a comprehensive guide for DQ measurement and analysis. 

An essential step would be to usefully explore how this guide can be extended to cover DQ improvement 

activities, such as data cleansing.   
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Appendix A – Mapping of existing EHR DQA programs to the proposed framework  

SN Main category Low-level concepts Description Example instances 

1 DQ-Task DQ-Task Intended use case of DQA activity  

2 DQ-Task DQ-Dimension Data error to investigate, quality 

properties determining how well 

data are fit for use, or label for 

grouping measurements 

Completeness (Kelley et al., 2015; Nasir et al., 2016; Estiri et 

al., 2018), conformance(Botts et al., 2014; Walker et al., 2014; 

Silva et al., 2019), plausibility(Daymont et al., 2017; Wang et 

al., 2019a),  consistency (Guo et al., 2018; Rabia et al., 2018; 

Vanbrabant et al., 2019), prescribing error(Zhang et al., 2016; 

Schiff et al., 2017; Chin et al., 2020), timeliness (Ranade-

Kharkar et al., 2014; Dixon et al., 2020), out of range (Monda 

et al., 2012; Vanbrabant et al., 2019), duplicate(Freitas et al., 

2014; Vanbrabant et al., 2019) information entropy(Dixon et 

al., 2020), variability(Estiri & Stephens, 2017), 

uniqueness(Freitas et al., 2014), misspelling (Lai et al., 2015), 

concordance (Muthee et al., 2018) 

3 DQ-Task Data-Element An individual unit of an 

observation 

Medication order(Zhang et al., 2016; Schiff et al., 2017; Chin 

et al., 2020), patient demographics (Daniel et al., 2019; Dixon 

et al., 2020), clinical notes (Lai et al., 2015; Guo et al., 2018), 

growth measurements (Daymont et al., 2017), administrative 
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SN Main category Low-level concepts Description Example instances 

records (Guo et al., 2018), discharge summaries (Rabia et al., 

2018), emergency records (Vanbrabant et al., 2019) 

4 DQ-Task DQ-Metric An aggregate measure for 

assessing defined DQ-Dimensions 

Simple ratio (Monda et al., 2012; Estiri et al., 2018; Daniel et 

al., 2019), count (Walker et al., 2014; Estiri et al., 2019c), 

weighted score (Nasir et al., 2016; Álvarez Sánchez et al., 

2019), data density (Huser et al., 2019), Boolean (Monda et 

al., 2012) 

5 DQ-Task Baseline A threshold for judging the level 

of a DQ-Dimension in a dataset 

for a particular use case 

Greater than 99.9% (Hart & Kuo, 2017), 90th percentile (Huser 

et al., 2019) and 90% (Johnson et al., 2019); user defined 

(Monda et al., 2012; Álvarez Sánchez et al., 2019), previous 

DQ-Metric score (Muthee et al., 2018; Qualls et al., 2018; 

Rabia et al., 2018) 

6 DQ-Task Periodicity The type of execution and 

frequency supported  

On demand (Endler et al., 2015; Huser et al., 2016; 

Vanbrabant et al., 2019), autonomous (Endler et al., 2015; 

Schiff et al., 2017; Chin et al., 2020), scheduled, e.g. every 24 

hours(Endler et al., 2015; Lack et al., 2018), quarter(Estiri et 

al., 2019c),  
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SN Main category Low-level concepts Description Example instances 

 Target-Data Target-Data One or more tuples containing 

observations  

 

7 Target-Data Data-Source The range of sources or datasets 

that the program can be applied to 

healthcare facilities, regional health systems, academic 

medical centres, research networks and data warehouses 

8 Target-Data Data-Integrator The method for consolidating data 

from different sources into a 

single model or view. 

Extract, transform and load (ETL) (Walker et al., 2014; Huser 

et al., 2016; van der Bij et al., 2017; Khare et al., 2019), 

replication and virtualization (Boselli et al., 2014) 

9 Target-Data Data-Model Logical representation of data 

elements, their relationships, and 

constraints that is used to enable 

other components to operate and 

share the same data uniformly 

Observational Medical Outcomes Partnership (OMOP) (Huser 

et al., 2016; Yoon et al., 2016), extended OMOP (Khare et al., 

2019), Clinical Research Document (Walker et al., 2014), 

openEHR (Tute et al., 2021), PCORnet(Qualls et al., 2018), 

Informatics for Integrating Biology & the Bedside (i2b2) 

(Estiri & Murphy, 2019; Kapsner et al., 2019), Digital 

Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM)(Lack et 

al., 2018; Silva et al., 2019), locally defined standards(Endler 

et al., 2015; Nasir et al., 2016; Juárez et al., 2019) 
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SN Main category Low-level concepts Description Example instances 

10 Target-Data Data-Location The physical location of the 

Target-Data 

Users’ repository (Walker et al., 2014; Huser et al., 2016; 

Juárez et al., 2019), central server (van der Bij et al., 2017; 

Khare et al., 2019) 

11 Target-Data Size The amount of data the program 

can support or has been validated 

with. 

Small (0-100k) (Walker et al., 2014; Muthee et al., 2018; 

Rabia et al., 2018), medium (100k to 1M) (Estiri et al., 2018; 

Johnson et al., 2019), large (1M+) (Huser et al., 2016; Yoon et 

al., 2016; Daniel et al., 2019) 

12 Target-Data Data-Transformer Functions for converting 

data from one format, structure 

and value another 

Text annotator (Guo et al., 2018), vocabulary crosswalks 

(Ranade-Kharkar et al., 2014; Yoon et al., 2016; Khare et al., 

2019), manual transcription (Muthee et al., 2018) 

13 DQ-Measurement DQ-Measurement An instrument for measuring DQ-

Dimension 

 

14 DQ-Measurement Data-Level This refers to the data level 

considered in the DQ 

measurement.  

Cell level (Lai et al., 2015; Juárez et al., 2019), field level(Hart 

& Kuo, 2017; Qualls et al., 2018; Álvarez Sánchez et al., 

2019; Kapsner et al., 2019), record level(Nasir et al., 2016; 

Rabia et al., 2018; Vanbrabant et al., 2019), table level(Hart & 

Kuo, 2017; Qualls et al., 2018; Khare et al., 2019) 
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SN Main category Low-level concepts Description Example instances 

15 DQ-Measurement Measurement-Source Method for creating 

measurements and accompanying 

reference items 

Domain experts (Huser et al., 2016; Bierman et al., 2017; 

Estiri et al., 2018; Lack et al., 2018; Johnson et al., 2019; 

Juárez et al., 2019; Kapsner et al., 2019; Khare et al., 2019), 

data consumers(Endler et al., 2015; Estiri & Stephens, 2017), 

crowdsourcing (Huser et al., 2016; Khare et al., 2019; Wang et 

al., 2019a), data standards or dictionaries(Walker et al., 2014; 

Khare et al., 2019; Tute et al., 2021), national guidelines 

(Muthee et al., 2018), terminologies, literature review 

(Bierman et al., 2017; Khare et al., 2019; Dixon et al., 2020), 

statistical analysis (Feder, 2018; Álvarez Sánchez et al., 2019; 

Vanbrabant et al., 2019), data mining (Endler et al., 2015; 

Chin et al., 2020), natural language processing (Lai et al., 

2015; Guo et al., 2018), machine learning (Schiff et al., 2017) 

16 DQ-Measurement Representation Format for representing 

measurements  

Natural text(Huser et al., 2016; Estiri et al., 2018; Lack et al., 

2018; Muthee et al., 2018; Daniel et al., 2019; Dixon et al., 

2020), conditional statements(Freitas et al., 2014; Ranade-

Kharkar et al., 2014; Endler et al., 2015; Johnson et al., 2019; 

Tute et al., 2021), database queries(Monda et al., 2012; Hart & 

Kuo, 2017; Juárez et al., 2019; Kapsner et al., 2019; Tute et 

al., 2021), metadata repository (Hart & Kuo, 2017; Juárez et 

al., 2019; Wang et al., 2019a), programming language 
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SN Main category Low-level concepts Description Example instances 

scripts(Monda et al., 2012; Khare et al., 2019; Vanbrabant et 

al., 2019), Arden Syntax(Monda et al., 2012), flow chart(Chin 

et al., 2020), mathematical and computational models(Nasir et 

al., 2016; Daymont et al., 2017; Schiff et al., 2017; Rabia et 

al., 2018) 

17 DQ-Report DQ-Report The content of reports and type of 

analysis to be created 

Summary metrics (Juárez et al., 2019), metadata containing 

details DQA concepts (Endler et al., 2015; Hart & Kuo, 2017; 

Huser et al., 2019; Johnson et al., 2019), date and time the 

result was obtained (Endler et al., 2015; Hart & Kuo, 2017; 

Khare et al., 2019), severity, warnings or comments  (Botts et 

al., 2014; Huser et al., 2016; Qualls et al., 2018; Silva et al., 

2019), error message to display (Monda et al., 2012; Huser et 

al., 2016; Khare et al., 2019), data profile of source data 

(Huser et al., 2016; Estiri & Stephens, 2017; Estiri et al., 

2018), records returned per dataset or site (Walker et al., 2014; 

Endler et al., 2015), records returned linked to assessment 

metadata(Monda et al., 2012; Hart & Kuo, 2017; Lack et al., 

2018; Álvarez Sánchez et al., 2019; Juárez et al., 2019; 

Kapsner et al., 2019; Vanbrabant et al., 2019), aggregate 

results from multiple assessments or sites(Walker et al., 2014; 

Estiri et al., 2019c; Kapsner et al., 2019), results grouped by 
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SN Main category Low-level concepts Description Example instances 

data element(Huser et al., 2016; Hart & Kuo, 2017; Estiri et 

al., 2019c; Khare et al., 2019; Vanbrabant et al., 2019), 

suggestions on improvements (Botts et al., 2014), information 

to exclude (Juárez et al., 2019) 

18 DQ-Report Dissemination-Method Techniques or tools for 

communicating assessment 

methods  

Alerts (Endler et al., 2015; Schiff et al., 2017; Chin et al., 

2020), store results in a repository (Endler et al., 2015; Hart & 

Kuo, 2017; Estiri et al., 2018; Estiri et al., 2019c; Juárez et al., 

2019; Kapsner et al., 2019), file export (Walker et al., 2014; 

van der Bij et al., 2017; Khare et al., 2019), tables (Monda et 

al., 2012; Huser et al., 2016; Kapsner et al., 2019), charts 

(Freitas et al., 2014; Kelley et al., 2015; Huser et al., 2016; 

Estiri et al., 2018; Álvarez Sánchez et al., 2019; Estiri et al., 

2019c; Johnson et al., 2019), drill downs (Endler et al., 2015), 

longitudinal views (Freitas et al., 2014; Estiri et al., 2019c), 

collaborative workspace, e.g. Github(Khare et al., 2019) 

19 DQ-Mechanism DQ-Mechanism The mechanism for 

operationalising DQA 

components 

Checklist (Bierman et al., 2017), in-person audit (Ward et al., 

2013), desk review (Muthee et al., 2018; Daniel et al., 2019), 

visualisation tool (Estiri & Stephens, 2017; Álvarez Sánchez 

et al., 2019), dedicated tool (Huser et al., 2016; Daymont et 
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SN Main category Low-level concepts Description Example instances 

al., 2017; Estiri et al., 2018; Khare et al., 2019; Vanbrabant et 

al., 2019) 

20 DQ-Mechanism Feature Functions that enable a DQ-

Mechanism to perform 

satisfactorily and meet 

Stakeholder’s requirements 

See Table 4.3 

21 Stakeholder Stakeholder A person responsible for 

operationalising one or more 

aspects of DQA 

Data consumers, knowledge creators, program developers, 

top-level management 
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Appendix B – Illogical order of events rules derived from existing DQMs 

A (takes place before B) B (takes place after A) 

admission_date discharge_date 

admission_date date_death 

admission_date diagnosis_start_date 

admission_date diagnosis_end_date 

admission_date procedure_start_date 

admission_date procedure_end_date 

admission_date investigation_order_date 

admission_date investigation_result_date 

admission_date observation_date 

admission_date vital_date 

admission_date medication_start_date 

admission_date medication_end_date 

admission_date medication_order_date 

date_birth date_death 

date_birth admission_date 

date_birth discharge_date 

diagnosis_end_date discharge_date 

diagnosis_start_date diagnosis_end_date 

diagnosis_start_date discharge_date 

investigation_order_date investigation_result_date 

investigation_order_date discharge_date 

investigation_result_date discharge_date 

medication_order_date medication_end_date 

medication_order_date discharge_date 

medication_start_date medication_end_date 

observation_date discharge_date 

procedure_end_date discharge_date 

procedure_start_date procedure_end_date 

procedure_start_date discharge_date 

vital_date discharge_date 
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Appendix C – Value sets derived from SNOMED-CT 

Value set Applicable data elements SNOMED-CT Concept Range 

admission_method admission_method, 

admision_source 

305056002: Admission procedure 

clinical_finding admission_reason, 

medication_indication, 

diagnosis_name, diagnosis_code, 

procedure_reason, 

procedure_adverse_reactions 

404684003: Clinical finding, 243796009: 

Situation with explicit context 

clinical_specialty discharge_department, 

diagnosis_department, 

procedure_department 

394658006: Clinical specialty  

diagnosis_stage diagnosis_stage 106240007: General clinical stage for disease 

AND/OR neoplasm 

diagnosis_type diagnosis_type 106229004: Qualifier for type of diagnosis 

discharge_method discharge_method 58000006: Discharge procedure 

investigation_flag investigation_flag 260245000: Findings values, 263714004: 

Colours 

investigation_specimen investigation_specimen 123038009: Specimen 

medication_form medication_form 736542009:  Pharmaceutical dose form 

medication_method medication_method 736665006: Dose form administration method 

medication_route medication_route 284009009: Route of administration value 

tobacco_status tobacco_status 365980008: Finding of tobacco use and 

exposure 

unit_of_measure investigation_unit, 

observation_unit, 

medication_quantity_unit 

767524001: Unit of measure 
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Appendix D – Preliminary evaluation of proposed normalised measure for determining 

string similarity 

Set-up:  

To evaluate the proposed measure, this study compared its performance in identifying duplicate records 

in three benchmarks (Cohen et al., 2003) against three-string similarity measures: Jaro, Jaro-Winker (a 

variation of the Jaro measure) and the Mongo Elkan implementation of the Jaro measure. The selected 

datasets have also been used in other related studies (Jimenez et al., 2009) to investigate the Monge 

Elkan algorithm's symmetry and compare the performance of various string similarity measures in 

matching entity names (Cohen et al., 2003; Christen, 2006) that. Details of the datasets and evaluation 

results are presented in the tables below.  

Table D.0.1 Datasets used for the experiment 

Dataset No. records Average token per record 

Business 296 2.83 

Restaurant 112 2.91 

UCD-People 45 3.04 

 

Table D.0.2 Performance (Accuracy) 

Table D.0.3 Performance (Time) 

 

Dataset Accuracy 

Jaro Jaro Winkler Monge Elkan 

(Jaro) 

Normalised measure 

Business 0.86 0.88 0.86 0.87 

Restaurant 0.96 0.96 0.80 0.90 

UCD-People 0.29 0.24 0.87 0.93 

Average 0.70 0.69 0.84 0.90 

Dataset Time 

Jaro Jaro Winkler Monge Elkan 

(Jaro) 

Normalised measure 

Business 28.19 28.19 35.67 45.00 

Restaurant 4.44 3.80 4.06 4.88 

UCD-People 0.77 0.74 0.97 1.14 

Average 11.13 10.91 13.57 17.01 
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Appendix E – Preliminary evaluation of proposed word segmentation algorithm based 

on lexical chaining and word embedding 

Set-up: 

Evaluating the proposed word segmentation algorithm involved concatenating data attributes from 

OMOP version 5.3.1 with no delimiters and attempting to separate the words back to their original form.  

The result was also compared with WordSegment, a well-known Python library for word segmentation 

based on a trillion-word corpus.  

Table E.0.1 Datasets used for the experiment  

Dataset No. records Average token per record 

OMOP 5.3.1 (data attributes) 112 2.84 

 

Table E.0.2 Performance (Accuracy and Time) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Algorithm Accuracy Time 

Proposed word segmentation 0.84 7.42 

WordSegment 0.92 1.73 
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Appendix F – Word segmentation algorithm 

 

 

# Break compound words into single words using dictionary lookup and word embedding 

def word_segmentation(compound_text): 

    def get_valid_words(text): 

        return [w for w in dictionary if (w in text)]  

 

    def segment(text, prefix): 

        if text == "": 

            return prefix 

 

        for word in sel_dict: 

            if text.startswith(word): 

if len(word) != len(text): 

                    res = text[len(word):] 

                    sub = segment(res, [word] + prefix) 

                    if sub: 

                        sc = lexical_chain_similarity(sub) 

                        if sc > max_score[0]: 

                            max_score[0] = sc 

                            value[0] = sub + max_score    

 

        if text: 

            sub = [text] + prefix 

            sub.reverse() 

            return sub 

        return value 

 

    value = [''] 

    max_score = [0] 

    # reduce the search to only possible words in the text 

    sel_dict = get_valid_words(compound_text)   

    sel_dict.sort(reverse=True) 

    if compound_text: 

        segment(compound_text, []) 

    return value 
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Appendix G – MIMIC III v1.4 schema 

Table Field Data type Required Remark 

admissions admission_location varchar TRUE  

admissions admission_type varchar TRUE  

admissions admittime timestamp TRUE  

admissions deathtime timestamp FALSE  

admissions diagnosis varchar FALSE  

admissions discharge_location varchar TRUE  

admissions dischtime timestamp TRUE  

admissions edouttime timestamp FALSE  

admissions edregtime timestamp FALSE  

admissions ethnicity varchar TRUE  

admissions hadm_id int4 TRUE  

admissions has_chartevents_data int2 TRUE  

admissions hospital_expire_flag int2 FALSE  

admissions insurance varchar TRUE  

admissions language varchar FALSE  

admissions marital_status varchar FALSE  

admissions religion varchar FALSE  

admissions row_id int4 TRUE Dropped (see Section 5.4.3.4) 

admissions subject_id int4 TRUE  

d_icd_diagnoses icd9_code varchar TRUE Dropped (see Section 5.4.3.4) 

d_icd_diagnoses long_title varchar TRUE Replaced with SNOMED 

equivalent code (see Section 

5.4.3.4) 

d_icd_diagnoses row_id int4 TRUE Dropped (see Section 5.4.3.4) 

d_icd_diagnoses short_title varchar TRUE Dropped (see Section 5.4.3.4) 

diagnoses_icd hadm_id int4 TRUE  

diagnoses_icd icd9_code varchar FALSE Replaced with SNOMED 

equivalent code (see Section 

5.4.3.4) 

diagnoses_icd row_id int4 TRUE Dropped (see Section 5.4.3.4) 

diagnoses_icd seq_num int4 FALSE  

diagnoses_icd subject_id int4 TRUE  

patients dob timestamp TRUE  

patients dod timestamp FALSE  

patients dod_hosp timestamp FALSE  

patients dod_ssn timestamp FALSE  

patients expire_flag int4 TRUE  

patients gender varchar TRUE  

patients row_id int4 TRUE Dropped (see Section 5.4.3.4) 

patients subject_id int4 TRUE  
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Appendix H – Synthea schema 

Table Column Data type Required 

Conditions Start Date (YYYY-MM-DD) TRUE 

Conditions Stop Date (YYYY-MM-DD) FALSE 

Conditions Patient UUID TRUE 

Conditions Encounter UUID TRUE 

Conditions Code String TRUE 

Conditions Description String TRUE 

Encounters Id UUID TRUE 

Encounters Start iso8601 UTC Date (yyyy-MM-dd'T'HH:mm'Z') TRUE 

Encounters Stop iso8601 UTC Date (yyyy-MM-dd'T'HH:mm'Z') FALSE 

Encounters Patient UUID TRUE 

Encounters Organization UUID TRUE 

Encounters Provider UUID TRUE 

Encounters Payer UUID TRUE 

Encounters EncounterClass String TRUE 

Encounters Code String TRUE 

Encounters Description String TRUE 

Encounters Base_Encounter_Cost Numeric TRUE 

Encounters Total_Claim_Cost Numeric TRUE 

Encounters Payer_Coverage Numeric TRUE 

Encounters ReasonCode String FALSE 

Encounters ReasonDescription String FALSE 

Patients Id UUID TRUE 

Patients BirthDate Date (YYYY-MM-DD) TRUE 

Patients DeathDate Date (YYYY-MM-DD) FALSE 

Patients SSN String TRUE 

Patients Drivers String FALSE 

Patients Passport String FALSE 

Patients Prefix String FALSE 

Patients First String TRUE 

Patients Last String TRUE 

Patients Suffix String FALSE 

Patients Maiden String FALSE 

Patients Marital String FALSE 

Patients Race String TRUE 

Patients Ethnicity String TRUE 

Patients Gender String TRUE 

Patients BirthPlace String TRUE 

Patients Address String TRUE 

Patients City String TRUE 

Patients State String TRUE 

Patients County String FALSE 

Patients Zip String FALSE 

Patients Lat Numeric FALSE 
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Patients Lon Numeric FALSE 

Patients Healthcare_Expenses Numeric TRUE 

Patients Healthcare_Coverage Numeric TRUE 
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Appendix I – OMOP CDM (v5.3) mapping to MIMIC III Zhang et al. (2021) 

clinical_domain omop_table omop_field mimic_table mimic_field 

diagnoses condition_occurrence condition_concept_id - - 

diagnoses condition_occurrence condition_end_date - - 

diagnoses condition_occurrence condition_end_datetime - - 

diagnoses condition_occurrence condition_occurrence_id diagnoses_icd row_id 

diagnoses condition_occurrence condition_source_concept_id diagnoses_icd snomed_code 

diagnoses condition_occurrence condition_source_value diagnoses_icd snomed_fsn 

diagnoses condition_occurrence condition_start_date - - 

diagnoses condition_occurrence condition_start_datetime - - 

diagnoses condition_occurrence person_id diagnoses_icd subject_id 

diagnoses condition_occurrence visit_occurrence_id diagnoses_icd hadm_id 

patients person birth_datetime patients dob 

patients person day_of_birth - - 

patients person ethnicity_concept_id - - 

patients person ethnicity_source_value admissions ethnicity 

patients person gender_concept_id - - 

patients person gender_source_value patients gender 

patients person month_of_birth - - 

patients person person_id patients subject_id 

patients person person_source_value - - 

patients person race_concept_id - - 

patients person race_source_value - - 

patients person year_of_birth - - 

encounters visit_occurrence admitted_from_source_value admissions admission_location 

encounters visit_occurrence discharge_to_source_value admissions discharge_location 

encounters visit_occurrence person_id admissions subject_id 

encounters visit_occurrence preceding_visit_occurrence_id - - 

encounters visit_occurrence visit_concept_id - - 

encounters visit_occurrence visit_end_date - - 

encounters visit_occurrence visit_end_datetime admissions dischtime 

admissions visit_occurrence visit_occurrence_id admissions hadm_id 

encounters visit_occurrence visit_source_value admissions admission_type 

encounters visit_occurrence visit_start_date - - 

encounters visit_occurrence visit_start_datetime admissions admittime 
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Appendix J – MIMIC III data profile 

Table Field Datatype IsUnique IsEmpty Count ValueCount Values(Top) Pattern Min/Max 

admissions admission_location text FALSE 0.00% 138378 8 EMERGENCY 

ROOM ADMIT 

(72705) 

[A-Z\*]{2}[A-Z ]{3}[A-

Z][A-Z ]{4}[A-Z][A-Z ][A-

Z/][A-Z /][A-Z ][A-Z/][A-

Z][A-Z]{0,1}[A-

Z/]{0,1}[A-Z ]{0,1}[A-Z 

]{0,2}[A-Z\*]{0,2}[A-

Z]{0,1} 

  

admissions admission_type text FALSE 0.00% 138378 4 EMERGENCY 

(109557) 

[A-Z]{6}[A-Z]{0,2}[A-

Z]{0,1} 

  

admissions admittime datetime FALSE 0.00% 138378 20754 2110-09-15 

21:05:00 (33) 

[0-9]{4}\-[0-9]{2}\-[0-

9]{2} [0-9]{2}:[0-9]{2}:[0-

9]{2} 

[2100-06-14 

04:55:00] / 

[2209-02-09 

12:00:00] 

admissions deathtime datetime FALSE 86.30% 138378 2145 2118-11-02 

09:50:00 (29) 

[0-9]{4}\-[0-9]{2}\-[0-

9]{2} [0-9]{2}:[0-9]{2}:[0-

9]{2} 

[2100-12-09 

05:43:00] / 

[2208-02-05 

11:45:00] 
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admissions diagnosis text, 

numeric 

FALSE 0.00% 138378 6738 NEWBORN 

(8950) 

Free-text   

admissions discharge_location text FALSE 0.00% 138378 16 HOME HEALTH 

CARE (33022) 

Free-text   

admissions dischtime datetime FALSE 0.00% 138378 20747 2110-10-23 

13:20:00 (33) 

[0-9]{4}\-[0-9]{2}\-[0-

9]{2} [0-9]{2}:[0-9]{2}:[0-

9]{2} 

[2100-06-27 

12:00:00] / 

[2209-02-14 

21:55:00] 

admissions edouttime datetime FALSE 42.60% 138378 9947 2110-09-16 

02:30:00 (33) 

[0-9]{4}\-[0-9]{2}\-[0-

9]{2} [0-9]{2}:[0-9]{2}:[0-

9]{2} 

[2100-06-14 

05:22:00] / 

[2208-05-27 

04:01:00] 

admissions edregtime datetime FALSE 42.60% 138378 9946 2110-09-15 

17:14:00 (33) 

[0-9]{4}\-[0-9]{2}\-[0-

9]{2} [0-9]{2}:[0-9]{2}:[0-

9]{2} 

[2100-06-14 

03:15:00] / 

[2208-05-27 

00:40:00] 

admissions ethnicity text FALSE 0.00% 138378 38 WHITE (96435) Free-text   

admissions hadm_id numeric FALSE 0.00% 138378 20792 184896 (33) [0-9]{6} [100006] / 

[199986] 
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admissions has_chartevents_data numeric FALSE 0.00% 138378 2 1 (134826) [0-9] [0] / [1] 

admissions hospital_expire_flag numeric FALSE 0.00% 138378 2 0 (119371) [0-9] [0] / [1] 

admissions insurance text FALSE 0.00% 138378 5 Medicare (79654) [A-Z][a-z]{3}[a-z ][a-zA-

Z][a-z][a-z]{0,1}[a-z]{0,2} 

  

admissions language text FALSE 63.00% 138378 45 ENGL (40922) [\*A-Z][A-Z ][A-Z]{2}   

admissions marital_status text FALSE 10.50% 138378 6 MARRIED 

(62444) 

[A-Z]{6}[A-Z]{0,1}[A-Z 

]{0,1}[A-Z\(]{0,1}[A-

Z]{0,7}\){0,1} 

  

admissions religion text FALSE 1.10% 138378 19 CATHOLIC 

(51529) 

Free-text   

admissions subject_id numeric FALSE 0.00% 138378 15935 109 (360) [0-9][0-9]{0,2}[0-9]{0,2} [10] / [9999] 

diagnoses_icd seq_num numeric FALSE 0.00% 138378 39 2.0 (14714) [0-9][\.0-9][0-9\.][0-9]{0,1} [1.0] / [9.0] 

diagnoses_icd snomed_code numeric FALSE 0.00% 138378 2963 59621000 (6663) [0-9]{6}[0-9]{0,4}[0-

9]{0,7} 

[1003755004] 

/ [998008] 
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diagnoses_icd snomed_fsn text FALSE 0.00% 138378 2963 Essential 

hypertension 

(disorder) (6663) 

Free-text   

diagnoses_icd subject_id numeric FALSE 0.00% 138378 15935 109 (360) [0-9][0-9]{0,2}[0-9]{0,2} [10] / [9999] 

patients dob datetime FALSE 0.00% 138378 14042 2117-08-07 (360) [0-9]{4}\-[0-9]{2}\-[0-

9]{2} 

[1800-07-18] 

/ [2201-07-

24] 

patients dod datetime FALSE 43.10% 138378 5852 2142-08-30 (360) [0-9]{4}\-[0-9]{2}\-[0-

9]{2} 

[2100-10-06] 

/ [2210-12-

03] 

patients dod_hosp datetime FALSE 62.40% 138378 3532 2142-08-30 (360) [0-9]{4}\-[0-9]{2}\-[0-

9]{2} 

[2100-10-06] 

/ [2208-12-

21] 

patients dod_ssn datetime FALSE 48.40% 138378 5412 2142-08-30 (360) [0-9]{4}\-[0-9]{2}\-[0-

9]{2} 

[2100-10-06] 

/ [2210-12-

03] 

patients expire_flag numeric FALSE 0.00% 138378 2 1 (78704) [0-9] [0] / [1] 

patients gender text FALSE 0.00% 138378 2 M (77324) [A-Z]   
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patients subject_id numeric FALSE 0.00% 138378 15935 109 (360) [0-9][0-9]{0,2}[0-9]{0,2} [10] / [9999] 
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Appendix K – Synthea data profile 

Table Field Datatype IsUnique IsEmpty Count ValueCount Values(Top) Pattern Min/Max 

patient county text FALSE 0.00% 8286 14 

Middlesex County 

(1712) 

[A-Z][a-z]{4}[a-z 

][a-zA-Z][a-z ][a-

zA-Z ][a-z A-

Z][a-zA-Z ][a-zA-

Z][a-z]{0,3}[a-

z]{0,2}   

patient zip numeric FALSE 45.80% 8286 217 01940 (78) [0-9]{5} [01001] / [02861] 

encounter id text FALSE 0.00% 8286 7534 

0a43a34c-ac24-

411c-8082-

05ee4df82216 (5) 

[0-9a-z]{8}\-[0-

9a-z]{4}\-[0-9][0-

9a-z]{3}\-[0-9a-

z]{4}\-[0-9a-

z]{12}   

encounter start datetime FALSE 0.00% 8286 7389 

2010-07-

10T02:11:30Z (6) 

[0-9]{4}\-[0-

9]{2}\-[0-

9]{2}[A-Z][0-

9]{2}:[0-9]{2}:[0-

9]{2}[A-Z] 

[1911-09-

14T11:52:44Z] / 

[2020-01-

20T14:29:48Z] 

encounter stop datetime FALSE 0.00% 8286 7502 

1969-06-

06T02:07:08Z (5) 

[0-9]{4}\-[0-

9]{2}\-[0-

9]{2}[A-Z][0-

9]{2}:[0-9]{2}:[0-

9]{2}[A-Z] 

[1911-09-

14T12:07:44Z] / 

[2020-01-

20T15:37:48Z] 

encounter patient text FALSE 0.00% 8286 1153 

60463bfe-4258-

48fe-b19b-

c1261e178ef1 (30) 

[0-9a-z]{8}\-[0-

9a-z]{4}\-[0-9][0-

9a-z]{3}\-[0-9a-

z]{4}\-[0-9a-

z]{12}   
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encounter provider text FALSE 0.00% 8286 721 

d692e283-0833-

3201-8e55-

4f868a9c0736 (356) 

[0-9a-z]{8}\-[0-

9a-z]{4}\-[0-9][0-

9a-z]{3}\-[a-z0-

9][0-9a-z]{3}\-[0-

9a-z]{12}   

encounter payer text FALSE 0.00% 8286 10 

b1c428d6-4f07-

31e0-90f0-

68ffa6ff8c76 (1390) 

[0-9a-z]{6}[a-z0-

9][0-9a-z]\-[0-9a-

z]{4}\-[0-9][0-9a-

z][a-z0-9][0-9a-

z]\-[0-9a-z]{4}\-

[a-z0-9][0-9a-

z][a-z0-9]{2}[0-

9a-z]{2}[a-z0-

9]{2}[0-9a-z][a-

z0-9][0-9a-z][a-

z0-9]   

encounter encounterclass text FALSE 0.00% 8286 6 ambulatory (4552) 

[a-z]{8}[a-

z]{0,1}[a-z]{0,1}   

encounter code numeric FALSE 0.00% 8286 26 185345009 (3328) 

[0-9]{8}[0-

9]{0,1} 

[162673000] / 

[86013001] 

encounter description text FALSE 0.00% 8286 32 

Encounter for 

symptom (3323) Free-text   

encounter base_encounter_cost numeric FALSE 0.00% 8286 2 129.16 (8041) 

[0-9]{2}[0-

9\.][\.0-9][0-9][0-

9]{0,1} [129.16] / [77.49] 

encounter total_claim_cost numeric FALSE 0.00% 8286 2 129.16 (8041) 

[0-9]{2}[0-

9\.][\.0-9][0-9][0-

9]{0,1} [129.16] / [77.49] 

encounter payer_coverage numeric FALSE 0.00% 8286 15 69.16 (1923) 

[0-9][0-9\.]{3}[0-

9]{0,1}[0-9]{0,1} [0.00] / [89.16] 
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encounter reasoncode numeric FALSE 38.10% 8286 55 444814009 (1227) 

[0-9](HL7 

International)[0-

9]{0,2}[0-9]{0,6} 

[10509002] / 

[95417003] 

encounter reasondescription text FALSE 38.10% 8286 55 

Viral sinusitis 

(disorder) (1227) Free-text   

condition start datetime FALSE 0.00% 8286 5283 2018-08-06 (7) 

[0-9]{4}\-[0-

9]{2}\-[0-9]{2} 

[1911-09-14] / [2020-

01-20] 

condition stop datetime FALSE 46.00% 8286 2847 2011-06-16 (7) 

[0-9]{4}\-[0-

9]{2}\-[0-9]{2} 

[1911-11-21] / [2020-

01-22] 

condition patient text FALSE 0.00% 8286 1153 

60463bfe-4258-

48fe-b19b-

c1261e178ef1 (30) 

[0-9a-z]{8}\-[0-

9a-z]{4}\-[0-9][0-

9a-z]{3}\-[0-9a-

z]{4}\-[0-9a-

z]{12}   

condition encounter text FALSE 0.00% 8286 7534 

0a43a34c-ac24-

411c-8082-

05ee4df82216 (5) 

[0-9a-z]{8}\-[0-

9a-z]{4}\-[0-9][0-

9a-z]{3}\-[0-9a-

z]{4}\-[0-9a-

z]{12}   

condition code numeric FALSE 0.00% 8286 137 444814009 (1207) 

[0-9](HL7 

International)[0-

9]{0,2}[0-9]{0,6} 

[10509002] / 

[97331000119101] 

condition description text FALSE 0.00% 8286 137 

Viral sinusitis 

(disorder) (1207) Free-text   

patient id text FALSE 0.00% 8286 1153 

60463bfe-4258-

48fe-b19b-

c1261e178ef1 (30) 

[0-9a-z]{8}\-[0-

9a-z]{4}\-[0-9][0-

9a-z]{3}\-[0-9a-

z]{4}\-[0-9a-

z]{12}   
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patient birthdate datetime FALSE 0.00% 8286 963 1909-09-17 (144) 

[0-9]{4}\-[0-

9]{2}\-[0-9]{2} 

[1909-09-17] / [2019-

10-02] 

patient deathdate datetime FALSE 80.70% 8286 172 2016-03-28 (30) 

[0-9]{4}\-[0-

9]{2}\-[0-9]{2} 

[1912-08-09] / [2019-

12-25] 

patient ssn text FALSE 0.00% 8286 1150 999-40-3338 (30) 

[0-9]{3}\-[0-

9]{2}\-[0-9]{4}   

patient drivers text FALSE 9.40% 8286 958 S99990368 (30) [A-Z][0-9]{8}   

patient passport text FALSE 12.70% 8286 904 X84900996X (30) 

[A-Z][0-9]{5}[0-

9A-Z][0-9A-

Z]{0,1}[0-9A-

Z]{0,1}[A-

Z]{0,1}   

patient prefix text FALSE 10.80% 8286 3 Mr. (3291) 

[A-Z][a-z][\.a-

z]\.{0,1}   

patient first text FALSE 0.00% 8286 970 Reginald96 (32) 

[A-Z][a-z][a-z0-

9]{2}[a-z0-9 ][a-

z0-9 A-Z]{0,1}[a-

z0-9A-Z ]{0,1}[a-

z0-9A-Z]{0,1}[a-

z0-9]{0,2}[0-9a-

z]{0,3}[0-9]{0,2}   

patient last text FALSE 0.00% 8286 497 Connelly992 (65) 

[A-Za-z][a-z\'][a-

zA-Z ][a-zA-Z0-

9][a-z0-9][a-z0-

9]{0,3}[0-9a-

z]{0,1}[0-9a-

z]{0,4}[0-9]{0,3}   

patient suffix text FALSE 98.40% 8286 3 JD (62) 

[A-Z][A-Za-z][A-

Z]{0,1}   
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patient maiden text FALSE 65.40% 8286 233 Bernier607 (45) 

[A-Z][a-z\'][a-zA-

Z][a-z0-9]{3}[a-

z0-9]{0,1}[0-9a-

z]{0,1}[0-9a-

z]{0,1}[0-9a-

z]{0,4}[0-9]{0,3}   

patient marital text FALSE 20.50% 8286 2 M (5248) [A-Z]   

patient race text FALSE 0.00% 8286 5 white (6769) [a-z]{5}[a-z]{0,1}   

patient ethnicity text FALSE 0.00% 8286 2 nonhispanic (7466) [a-z]{8}[a-z]{0,3}   

patient gender text FALSE 0.00% 8286 2 F (4530) [A-Z]   

patient birthplace text FALSE 0.00% 8286 307 

Boston  

Massachusetts  US 

(639) Free-text   

patient address text FALSE 0.00% 8286 1153 

1032 Ankunding 

Mill (30) Free-text   

patient city text FALSE 0.00% 8286 242 Boston (740) 

[A-Z][a-z]{2}[a-z 

][a-z A-Z]{0,1}[a-

zA-Z ]{0,1}[a-zA-

Z]{0,1}[a-

z]{0,4}[a-z]{0,7}   

patient state text FALSE 0.00% 8286 1 

Massachusetts 

(8286) [A-Z][a-z]{12}   

patient lat numeric FALSE 0.00% 8286 1153 

41.89841590870566 

(30) 

[0-9]{2}\.[0-

9]{11}[0-

9]{0,2}[0-9]{0,2} 

[41.25262012040643] 

/ 

[42.88949152976776] 

patient lon numeric FALSE 0.00% 8286 1153 

-

70.90404055289771 

(30) 

\-[0-9]{2}\.[0-

9]{11}[0-

9]{0,2}[0-9]{0,1} 

[-

69.93835828278614] 

/ [-

73.43076765974337] 
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patient healthcare_expenses numeric FALSE 0.00% 8286 1153 

2580254.800000001 

(30) 

[0-9]{4}[0-

9\.]{2}[0-

9\.]{0,2}[0-

9]{0,2}[0-9]{0,8} 

[1001779.43] / 

[998369.65] 

patient healthcare_coverage numeric FALSE 0.00% 8286 1071 0.0 (134) 

[0-9][0-9\.]{2}[0-

9\.]{0,3}[0-

9\.]{0,2}[0-

9]{0,9}[0-9]{0,1} [0.0] / [9999.8] 
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Appendix L – Formalised DQ measurements automatically generated for MIMIC III dataset 

DQ measurement: Field(s) Measurement type Dimension Formalised expression 

invalid_value: 

admissions_diagnosis 

Contains values not in 

defined value set 

Atemporal 

plausibility 

( admissions_diagnosis   not_in  admissions_diagnosis 

[valueset_desc] ) AND ( admissions_diagnosis [is_empty]  ==  

False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_value: 

diagnoses_icd_snomed_code 

Contains values not in 

defined value set 

Atemporal 

plausibility 

( diagnoses_icd_snomed_code   not_in  

diagnoses_icd_snomed_code [valueset_code] ) AND ( 

diagnoses_icd_snomed_code [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_value: 

diagnoses_icd_snomed_fsn 

Contains values not in 

defined value set 

Atemporal 

plausibility 

( diagnoses_icd_snomed_fsn   not_in  diagnoses_icd_snomed_fsn 

[valueset_desc] ) AND ( diagnoses_icd_snomed_fsn [is_empty]  

==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

implausible_age: 

diagnoses_icd_snomed_code, 

patients_dob, 

admissions_admittime 

Age mismatch Atemporal 

plausibility 

( ( ( diagnoses_icd_snomed_code [occurrence_periods]  not_subset  

'patients_dob; admissions_admittime' [age_to_clinic_period] ) 

AND ( diagnoses_icd_snomed_code [is_empty]  ==  False 

[text_to_bool] ) ) AND ( patients_dob [is_empty]  ==  False 

[text_to_bool] ) ) AND ( admissions_admittime [is_empty]  ==  

False [text_to_bool] ) 

implausible_gender: 

diagnoses_icd_snomed_code 

Rule to identify implausible 

diagnoses_icd_snomed_code 

and gender mismatch 

Atemporal 

plausibility 

( ( patients_gender [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) AND ( 

diagnoses_icd_snomed_code [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

) AND ( patients_gender   not_in  diagnoses_icd_snomed_code 

[plausible_genders_sct] ) 
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invalid_datatype: 

admissions_hadm_id 

Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( admissions_hadm_id [data_type]  !=  numeric  ) AND ( 

admissions_hadm_id [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_format: 

admissions_hadm_id 

Contain values of invalid 

formats 

Value 

conformance 

( admissions_hadm_id   not_match  [0-9]{6}  ) AND ( 

admissions_hadm_id [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: 

admissions_hadm_id 

Has missing values Completeness admissions_hadm_id [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

invalid_datatype: 

admissions_subject_id 

Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( admissions_subject_id [data_type]  !=  numeric  ) AND ( 

admissions_subject_id [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_format: 

admissions_subject_id 

Contain values of invalid 

formats 

Value 

conformance 

( admissions_subject_id   not_match  [0-9][0-9]{0,2}[0-9]{0,2}  ) 

AND ( admissions_subject_id [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] 

) 

missing_value: 

admissions_subject_id 

Has missing values Completeness admissions_subject_id [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

invalid_datatype: 

admissions_admittime 

Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( admissions_admittime [data_type]  !=  datetime  ) AND ( 

admissions_admittime [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

future_date: 

admissions_admittime 

Future date Value 

conformance 

( admissions_admittime [text_to_date]  >  today [text_to_date] ) 

AND ( admissions_admittime [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] 

) 

invalid_format: 

admissions_admittime 

Contain values of invalid 

formats 

Value 

conformance 

( admissions_admittime   not_match  [0-9]{4}\-[0-9]{2}\-[0-9]{2} 

[0-9]{2}:[0-9]{2}:[0-9]{2}  ) AND ( admissions_admittime 

[is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 
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missing_value: 

admissions_admittime 

Has missing values Completeness admissions_admittime [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

outlier_year: 

admissions_admittime 

Year out of estimated 

plausible range 

Value 

conformance 

( admissions_admittime [text_to_date_year]  not_between  

1900...2022 [text_to_interval] ) AND ( admissions_admittime 

[is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_date_expr: 

admissions_admittime 

Invalid date expression Value 

conformance 

( admissions_admittime [is_valid_date]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

AND ( admissions_admittime [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] 

) 

invalid_datatype: 

admissions_dischtime 

Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( admissions_dischtime [data_type]  !=  datetime  ) AND ( 

admissions_dischtime [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

future_date: 

admissions_dischtime 

Future date Value 

conformance 

( admissions_dischtime [text_to_date]  >  today [text_to_date] ) 

AND ( admissions_dischtime [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] 

) 

invalid_format: 

admissions_dischtime 

Contain values of invalid 

formats 

Value 

conformance 

( admissions_dischtime   not_match  [0-9]{4}\-[0-9]{2}\-[0-9]{2} 

[0-9]{2}:[0-9]{2}:[0-9]{2}  ) AND ( admissions_dischtime 

[is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: 

admissions_dischtime 

Has missing values Completeness admissions_dischtime [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

outlier_year: 

admissions_dischtime 

Year out of estimated 

plausible range 

Value 

conformance 

( admissions_dischtime [text_to_date_year]  not_between  

1900...2022 [text_to_interval] ) AND ( admissions_dischtime 

[is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 
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invalid_date_expr: 

admissions_dischtime 

Invalid date expression Value 

conformance 

( admissions_dischtime [is_valid_date]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

AND ( admissions_dischtime [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] 

) 

invalid_datatype: 

admissions_deathtime 

Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( admissions_deathtime [data_type]  !=  datetime  ) AND ( 

admissions_deathtime [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

future_date: 

admissions_deathtime 

Future date Value 

conformance 

( admissions_deathtime [text_to_date]  >  today [text_to_date] ) 

AND ( admissions_deathtime [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] 

) 

outlier_year: 

admissions_deathtime 

Year out of estimated 

plausible range 

Value 

conformance 

( admissions_deathtime [text_to_date_year]  not_between  

1900...2022 [text_to_interval] ) AND ( admissions_deathtime 

[is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_date_expr: 

admissions_deathtime 

Invalid date expression Value 

conformance 

( admissions_deathtime [is_valid_date]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

AND ( admissions_deathtime [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] 

) 

invalid_datatype: 

admissions_admission_type 

Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( admissions_admission_type [data_type]  !=  text  ) AND ( 

admissions_admission_type [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_format: 

admissions_admission_type 

Contain values of invalid 

formats 

Value 

conformance 

( admissions_admission_type   not_match  [A-Z]{6}[A-Z]{0,2}[A-

Z]{0,1}  ) AND ( admissions_admission_type [is_empty]  ==  

False [text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: 

admissions_admission_type 

Has missing values Completeness admissions_admission_type [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 
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invalid_datatype: 

admissions_admission_location 

Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( admissions_admission_location [data_type]  !=  text  ) AND ( 

admissions_admission_location [is_empty]  ==  False 

[text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: 

admissions_admission_location 

Has missing values Completeness admissions_admission_location [is_empty]  ==  True 

[text_to_bool] 

out_of_dictionary: 

admissions_discharge_location 

Contain words not allowed Value 

conformance 

( admissions_discharge_location [has_out_of_dict]  ==  True 

[text_to_bool] ) AND ( admissions_discharge_location [is_empty]  

==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_datatype: 

admissions_discharge_location 

Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( admissions_discharge_location [data_type]  !=  text  ) AND ( 

admissions_discharge_location [is_empty]  ==  False 

[text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: 

admissions_discharge_location 

Has missing values Completeness admissions_discharge_location [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

invalid_datatype: 

admissions_insurance 

Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( admissions_insurance [data_type]  !=  text  ) AND ( 

admissions_insurance [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_format: 

admissions_insurance 

Contain values of invalid 

formats 

Value 

conformance 

( admissions_insurance   not_match  [A-Z][a-z]{3}[a-z ][a-zA-

Z][a-z][a-z]{0,1}[a-z]{0,2}  ) AND ( admissions_insurance 

[is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: 

admissions_insurance 

Has missing values Completeness admissions_insurance [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

invalid_datatype: 

admissions_language 

Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( admissions_language [data_type]  !=  text  ) AND ( 

admissions_language [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 
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invalid_format: 

admissions_language 

Contain values of invalid 

formats 

Value 

conformance 

( admissions_language   not_match  [\*A-Z]{0,1}[A-Z ]{0,1}[A-

Z]{0,2}  ) AND ( admissions_language [is_empty]  ==  False 

[text_to_bool] ) 

out_of_dictionary: 

admissions_religion 

Contain words not allowed Value 

conformance 

( admissions_religion [has_out_of_dict]  ==  True [text_to_bool] ) 

AND ( admissions_religion [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_datatype: 

admissions_religion 

Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( admissions_religion [data_type]  !=  text  ) AND ( 

admissions_religion [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: 

admissions_religion 

Has missing values Completeness admissions_religion [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

invalid_datatype: 

admissions_marital_status 

Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( admissions_marital_status [data_type]  !=  text  ) AND ( 

admissions_marital_status [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: 

admissions_marital_status 

Has missing values Completeness admissions_marital_status [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

out_of_dictionary: 

admissions_ethnicity 

Contain words not allowed Value 

conformance 

( admissions_ethnicity [has_out_of_dict]  ==  True [text_to_bool] ) 

AND ( admissions_ethnicity [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_datatype: 

admissions_ethnicity 

Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( admissions_ethnicity [data_type]  !=  text  ) AND ( 

admissions_ethnicity [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: 

admissions_ethnicity 

Has missing values Completeness admissions_ethnicity [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

invalid_datatype: 

admissions_edregtime 

Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( admissions_edregtime [data_type]  !=  datetime  ) AND ( 

admissions_edregtime [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 
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future_date: 

admissions_edregtime 

Future date Value 

conformance 

( admissions_edregtime [text_to_date]  >  today [text_to_date] ) 

AND ( admissions_edregtime [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] 

) 

missing_value: 

admissions_edregtime 

Has missing values Completeness admissions_edregtime [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

outlier_year: 

admissions_edregtime 

Year out of estimated 

plausible range 

Value 

conformance 

( admissions_edregtime [text_to_date_year]  not_between  

1900...2022 [text_to_interval] ) AND ( admissions_edregtime 

[is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_date_expr: 

admissions_edregtime 

Invalid date expression Value 

conformance 

( admissions_edregtime [is_valid_date]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

AND ( admissions_edregtime [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] 

) 

invalid_datatype: 

admissions_edouttime 

Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( admissions_edouttime [data_type]  !=  datetime  ) AND ( 

admissions_edouttime [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

future_date: 

admissions_edouttime 

Future date Value 

conformance 

( admissions_edouttime [text_to_date]  >  today [text_to_date] ) 

AND ( admissions_edouttime [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] 

) 

missing_value: 

admissions_edouttime 

Has missing values Completeness admissions_edouttime [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

outlier_year: 

admissions_edouttime 

Year out of estimated 

plausible range 

Value 

conformance 

( admissions_edouttime [text_to_date_year]  not_between  

1900...2022 [text_to_interval] ) AND ( admissions_edouttime 

[is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 
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invalid_date_expr: 

admissions_edouttime 

Invalid date expression Value 

conformance 

( admissions_edouttime [is_valid_date]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

AND ( admissions_edouttime [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] 

) 

out_of_dictionary: 

admissions_diagnosis 

Contain words not allowed Value 

conformance 

( admissions_diagnosis [has_out_of_dict]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

) AND ( admissions_diagnosis [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] 

) 

invalid_datatype: 

admissions_diagnosis 

Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( admissions_diagnosis [data_type]  !=  text  ) AND ( 

admissions_diagnosis [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: 

admissions_diagnosis 

Has missing values Completeness admissions_diagnosis [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

invalid_datatype: 

admissions_hospital_expire_flag 

Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( admissions_hospital_expire_flag [data_type]  !=  numeric  ) AND 

( admissions_hospital_expire_flag [is_empty]  ==  False 

[text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_format: 

admissions_hospital_expire_flag 

Contain values of invalid 

formats 

Value 

conformance 

( admissions_hospital_expire_flag   not_match  [0-9]  ) AND ( 

admissions_hospital_expire_flag [is_empty]  ==  False 

[text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: 

admissions_hospital_expire_flag 

Has missing values Completeness admissions_hospital_expire_flag [is_empty]  ==  True 

[text_to_bool] 

invalid_datatype: 

admissions_has_chartevents_data 

Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( admissions_has_chartevents_data [data_type]  !=  numeric  ) 

AND ( admissions_has_chartevents_data [is_empty]  ==  False 

[text_to_bool] ) 
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invalid_format: 

admissions_has_chartevents_data 

Contain values of invalid 

formats 

Value 

conformance 

( admissions_has_chartevents_data   not_match  [0-9]  ) AND ( 

admissions_has_chartevents_data [is_empty]  ==  False 

[text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: 

admissions_has_chartevents_data 

Has missing values Completeness admissions_has_chartevents_data [is_empty]  ==  True 

[text_to_bool] 

invalid_datatype: 

diagnoses_icd_subject_id 

Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( diagnoses_icd_subject_id [data_type]  !=  numeric  ) AND ( 

diagnoses_icd_subject_id [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_format: 

diagnoses_icd_subject_id 

Contain values of invalid 

formats 

Value 

conformance 

( diagnoses_icd_subject_id   not_match  [0-9][0-9]{0,2}[0-9]{0,2}  

) AND ( diagnoses_icd_subject_id [is_empty]  ==  False 

[text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: 

diagnoses_icd_subject_id 

Has missing values Completeness diagnoses_icd_subject_id [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

invalid_datatype: 

diagnoses_icd_seq_num 

Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( diagnoses_icd_seq_num [data_type]  !=  numeric  ) AND ( 

diagnoses_icd_seq_num [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_format: 

diagnoses_icd_seq_num 

Contain values of invalid 

formats 

Value 

conformance 

( diagnoses_icd_seq_num   not_match  [0-9][\.0-9][0-9\.][0-9]{0,1}  

) AND ( diagnoses_icd_seq_num [is_empty]  ==  False 

[text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: 

diagnoses_icd_seq_num 

Has missing values Completeness diagnoses_icd_seq_num [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

invalid_datatype: 

patients_subject_id 

Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( patients_subject_id [data_type]  !=  numeric  ) AND ( 

patients_subject_id [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 
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invalid_format: 

patients_subject_id 

Contain values of invalid 

formats 

Value 

conformance 

( patients_subject_id   not_match  [0-9][0-9]{0,2}[0-9]{0,2}  ) 

AND ( patients_subject_id [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: 

patients_subject_id 

Has missing values Completeness patients_subject_id [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

invalid_datatype: 

patients_gender 

Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( patients_gender [data_type]  !=  text  ) AND ( patients_gender 

[is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_format: patients_gender Contain values of invalid 

formats 

Value 

conformance 

( patients_gender   not_match  [A-Z]  ) AND ( patients_gender 

[is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: patients_gender Has missing values Completeness patients_gender [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

invalid_datatype: patients_dob Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( patients_dob [data_type]  !=  datetime  ) AND ( patients_dob 

[is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

future_date: patients_dob Future date Value 

conformance 

( patients_dob [text_to_date]  >  today [text_to_date] ) AND ( 

patients_dob [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_format: patients_dob Contain values of invalid 

formats 

Value 

conformance 

( patients_dob   not_match  [0-9]{4}\-[0-9]{2}\-[0-9]{2}  ) AND ( 

patients_dob [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: patients_dob Has missing values Completeness patients_dob [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

outlier_year: patients_dob Year out of estimated 

plausible range 

Value 

conformance 

( patients_dob [text_to_date_year]  not_between  1972...2022 

[text_to_interval] ) AND ( patients_dob [is_empty]  ==  False 

[text_to_bool] ) 
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invalid_date_expr: patients_dob Invalid date expression Value 

conformance 

( patients_dob [is_valid_date]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) AND ( 

patients_dob [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_datatype: patients_dod Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( patients_dod [data_type]  !=  datetime  ) AND ( patients_dod 

[is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

future_date: patients_dod Future date Value 

conformance 

( patients_dod [text_to_date]  >  today [text_to_date] ) AND ( 

patients_dod [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: patients_dod Has missing values Completeness patients_dod [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

outlier_year: patients_dod Year out of estimated 

plausible range 

Value 

conformance 

( patients_dod [text_to_date_year]  not_between  1900...2022 

[text_to_interval] ) AND ( patients_dod [is_empty]  ==  False 

[text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_date_expr: patients_dod Invalid date expression Value 

conformance 

( patients_dod [is_valid_date]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) AND ( 

patients_dod [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_datatype: 

patients_dod_hosp 

Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( patients_dod_hosp [data_type]  !=  datetime  ) AND ( 

patients_dod_hosp [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

future_date: patients_dod_hosp Future date Value 

conformance 

( patients_dod_hosp [text_to_date]  >  today [text_to_date] ) AND 

( patients_dod_hosp [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

outlier_year: patients_dod_hosp Year out of estimated 

plausible range 

Value 

conformance 

( patients_dod_hosp [text_to_date_year]  not_between  1900...2022 

[text_to_interval] ) AND ( patients_dod_hosp [is_empty]  ==  

False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_date_expr: 

patients_dod_hosp 

Invalid date expression Value 

conformance 

( patients_dod_hosp [is_valid_date]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

AND ( patients_dod_hosp [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 
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invalid_datatype: 

patients_dod_ssn 

Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( patients_dod_ssn [data_type]  !=  datetime  ) AND ( 

patients_dod_ssn [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

future_date: patients_dod_ssn Future date Value 

conformance 

( patients_dod_ssn [text_to_date]  >  today [text_to_date] ) AND ( 

patients_dod_ssn [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: patients_dod_ssn Has missing values Completeness patients_dod_ssn [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

outlier_year: patients_dod_ssn Year out of estimated 

plausible range 

Value 

conformance 

( patients_dod_ssn [text_to_date_year]  not_between  1900...2022 

[text_to_interval] ) AND ( patients_dod_ssn [is_empty]  ==  False 

[text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_date_expr: 

patients_dod_ssn 

Invalid date expression Value 

conformance 

( patients_dod_ssn [is_valid_date]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) AND 

( patients_dod_ssn [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_datatype: 

patients_expire_flag 

Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( patients_expire_flag [data_type]  !=  numeric  ) AND ( 

patients_expire_flag [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_format: 

patients_expire_flag 

Contain values of invalid 

formats 

Value 

conformance 

( patients_expire_flag   not_match  [0-9]  ) AND ( 

patients_expire_flag [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: 

patients_expire_flag 

Has missing values Completeness patients_expire_flag [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

invalid_datatype: 

diagnoses_icd_snomed_code 

Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( diagnoses_icd_snomed_code [data_type]  !=  numeric  ) AND ( 

diagnoses_icd_snomed_code [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_format: 

diagnoses_icd_snomed_code 

Contain values of invalid 

formats 

Value 

conformance 

( diagnoses_icd_snomed_code   not_match  [0-9]{6}[0-9]{0,4}[0-

9]{0,5}  ) AND ( diagnoses_icd_snomed_code [is_empty]  ==  

False [text_to_bool] ) 
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missing_value: 

diagnoses_icd_snomed_code 

Has missing values Completeness diagnoses_icd_snomed_code [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

out_of_dictionary: 

diagnoses_icd_snomed_fsn 

Contain words not allowed Value 

conformance 

( diagnoses_icd_snomed_fsn [has_out_of_dict]  ==  True 

[text_to_bool] ) AND ( diagnoses_icd_snomed_fsn [is_empty]  ==  

False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_datatype: 

diagnoses_icd_snomed_fsn 

Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( diagnoses_icd_snomed_fsn [data_type]  !=  text  ) AND ( 

diagnoses_icd_snomed_fsn [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: 

diagnoses_icd_snomed_fsn 

Has missing values Completeness diagnoses_icd_snomed_fsn [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

duplicate_rows: mimic_data Records are duplicated 

across the table 

Referential 

conformance 

'admissions_hadm_id; admissions_subject_id; 

admissions_admittime; admissions_dischtime; 

admissions_deathtime; admissions_admission_type; 

admissions_admission_location; admissions_discharge_location; 

admissions_insurance; admissions_language; admissions_religion; 

admissions_marital_status; admissions_ethnicity; 

admissions_edregtime; admissions_edouttime; 

admissions_diagnosis; admissions_hospital_expire_flag; 

admissions_has_chartevents_data; diagnoses_icd_subject_id; 

diagnoses_icd_seq_num; patients_subject_id; patients_gender; 

patients_dob; patients_dod; patients_dod_hosp; patients_dod_ssn; 

patients_expire_flag; diagnoses_icd_snomed_code; 

diagnoses_icd_snomed_fsn' [has_duplicate_rows]  ==  True 

[text_to_bool] 
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conditional_missing [1]: 

admissions_deathtime, 

admissions_hospital_expire_flag 

Conditional missing Atemporal 

plausibility 

( admissions_deathtime [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] ) AND  

NOT ( admissions_hospital_expire_flag   ==  0  ) 

conditional_missing [2]: 

admissions_deathtime, 

admissions_hospital_expire_flag 

Conditional missing Atemporal 

plausibility 

( admissions_deathtime [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

AND  NOT ( admissions_hospital_expire_flag   ==  1  ) 

conditional_missing [3]: 

admissions_edregtime, 

admissions_edouttime 

Conditional missing Atemporal 

plausibility 

( admissions_edregtime [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] ) AND  

NOT ( admissions_edouttime [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] ) 

conditional_missing [4]: 

admissions_edregtime, 

admissions_edouttime 

Conditional missing Atemporal 

plausibility 

( admissions_edregtime [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

AND  NOT ( admissions_edouttime [is_empty]  ==  False 

[text_to_bool] ) 

conditional_missing [5]: 

patients_dod, 

patients_expire_flag 

Conditional missing Atemporal 

plausibility 

( patients_dod [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] ) AND  NOT ( 

patients_expire_flag   ==  0  ) 

conditional_missing [6]: 

patients_dod, 

patients_expire_flag 

Conditional missing Atemporal 

plausibility 

( patients_dod [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) AND  NOT ( 

patients_expire_flag   ==  1  ) 
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Appendix M – Formalised DQ measurements automatically generated for Synthea dataset 

DQ measurement: Field(s) Measurement type Dimension Formalised expression 

implausible_age: condition_code, 

patient_birthdate, encounter_start 

Age mismatch Atemporal 

plausibility 

( ( ( condition_code [occurrence_periods]  not_subset  'patient_birthdate; 

encounter_start' [age_to_clinic_period] ) AND ( condition_code 

[is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) ) AND ( patient_birthdate 

[is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) ) AND ( encounter_start 

[is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

implausible_gender: 

condition_code 

Rule to identify 

implausible 

condition_code and 

gender mismatch 

Atemporal 

plausibility 

( ( patient_gender [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) AND ( 

condition_code [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) ) AND ( 

patient_gender   not_in  condition_code [plausible_genders_sct] ) 

invalid_datatype: encounter_id Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( encounter_id [data_type]  !=  text  ) AND ( encounter_id [is_empty]  

==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_format: encounter_id Contain values of invalid 

formats 

Value 

conformance 

( encounter_id   not_match  [0-9a-z]{8}\-[0-9a-z]{4}\-[0-9][0-9a-z]{3}\-

[0-9a-z]{4}\-[0-9a-z]{12}  ) AND ( encounter_id [is_empty]  ==  False 

[text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: encounter_id Has missing values Completeness encounter_id [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

invalid_datatype: encounter_start Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( encounter_start [data_type]  !=  datetime  ) AND ( encounter_start 

[is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

future_date: encounter_start Future date Value 

conformance 

( encounter_start [text_to_date]  >  today [text_to_date] ) AND ( 

encounter_start [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 
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invalid_format: encounter_start Contain values of invalid 

formats 

Value 

conformance 

( encounter_start   not_match  [0-9]{4}\-[0-9]{2}\-[0-9]{2}[A-Z][0-

9]{2}:[0-9]{2}:[0-9]{2}[A-Z]  ) AND ( encounter_start [is_empty]  ==  

False [text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: encounter_start Has missing values Completeness encounter_start [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

outlier_year: encounter_start Year out of estimated 

plausible range 

Value 

conformance 

( encounter_start [text_to_date_year]  not_between  1962...2022 

[text_to_interval] ) AND ( encounter_start [is_empty]  ==  False 

[text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_date_expr: 

encounter_start 

Invalid date expression Value 

conformance 

( encounter_start [is_valid_date]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) AND ( 

encounter_start [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_datatype: encounter_stop Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( encounter_stop [data_type]  !=  datetime  ) AND ( encounter_stop 

[is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

future_date: encounter_stop Future date Value 

conformance 

( encounter_stop [text_to_date]  >  today [text_to_date] ) AND ( 

encounter_stop [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_format: encounter_stop Contain values of invalid 

formats 

Value 

conformance 

( encounter_stop   not_match  [0-9]{4}\-[0-9]{2}\-[0-9]{2}[A-Z][0-

9]{2}:[0-9]{2}:[0-9]{2}[A-Z]  ) AND ( encounter_stop [is_empty]  ==  

False [text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: encounter_stop Has missing values Completeness encounter_stop [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

outlier_year: encounter_stop Year out of estimated 

plausible range 

Value 

conformance 

( encounter_stop [text_to_date_year]  not_between  1962...2022 

[text_to_interval] ) AND ( encounter_stop [is_empty]  ==  False 

[text_to_bool] ) 
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invalid_date_expr: 

encounter_stop 

Invalid date expression Value 

conformance 

( encounter_stop [is_valid_date]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) AND ( 

encounter_stop [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_datatype: 

encounter_patient 

Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( encounter_patient [data_type]  !=  text  ) AND ( encounter_patient 

[is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_format: encounter_patient Contain values of invalid 

formats 

Value 

conformance 

( encounter_patient   not_match  [0-9a-z]{8}\-[0-9a-z]{4}\-[0-9][0-9a-

z]{3}\-[0-9a-z]{4}\-[0-9a-z]{12}  ) AND ( encounter_patient [is_empty]  

==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: encounter_patient Has missing values Completeness encounter_patient [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

invalid_datatype: 

encounter_provider 

Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( encounter_provider [data_type]  !=  text  ) AND ( encounter_provider 

[is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_format: 

encounter_provider 

Contain values of invalid 

formats 

Value 

conformance 

( encounter_provider   not_match  [0-9a-z]{8}\-[0-9a-z]{4}\-[0-9][0-9a-

z]{3}\-[a-z0-9][0-9a-z]{3}\-[0-9a-z]{12}  ) AND ( encounter_provider 

[is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: 

encounter_provider 

Has missing values Completeness encounter_provider [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

invalid_datatype: 

encounter_payer 

Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( encounter_payer [data_type]  !=  text  ) AND ( encounter_payer 

[is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_format: encounter_payer Contain values of invalid 

formats 

Value 

conformance 

( encounter_payer   not_match  [0-9a-z]{6}[a-z0-9][0-9a-z]\-[0-9a-

z]{4}\-[0-9][0-9a-z][a-z0-9][0-9a-z]\-[0-9a-z]{4}\-[a-z0-9][0-9a-z][a-z0-

9]{2}[0-9a-z]{2}[a-z0-9]{2}[0-9a-z][a-z0-9][0-9a-z][a-z0-9]  ) AND ( 

encounter_payer [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 
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missing_value: encounter_payer Has missing values Completeness encounter_payer [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

invalid_datatype: 

encounter_encounterclass 

Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( encounter_encounterclass [data_type]  !=  text  ) AND ( 

encounter_encounterclass [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_format: 

encounter_encounterclass 

Contain values of invalid 

formats 

Value 

conformance 

( encounter_encounterclass   not_match  [a-z]{8}[a-z]{0,1}[a-z]{0,1}  ) 

AND ( encounter_encounterclass [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: 

encounter_encounterclass 

Has missing values Completeness encounter_encounterclass [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

invalid_datatype: encounter_code Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( encounter_code [data_type]  !=  numeric  ) AND ( encounter_code 

[is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_format: encounter_code Contain values of invalid 

formats 

Value 

conformance 

( encounter_code   not_match  [0-9]{8}[0-9]{0,1}  ) AND ( 

encounter_code [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: encounter_code Has missing values Completeness encounter_code [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

out_of_dictionary: 

encounter_description 

Contain words not 

allowed 

Value 

conformance 

( encounter_description [has_out_of_dict]  ==  True [text_to_bool] ) 

AND ( encounter_description [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_datatype: 

encounter_description 

Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( encounter_description [data_type]  !=  text  ) AND ( 

encounter_description [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: 

encounter_description 

Has missing values Completeness encounter_description [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

invalid_datatype: 

encounter_base_encounter_cost 

Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( encounter_base_encounter_cost [data_type]  !=  numeric  ) AND ( 

encounter_base_encounter_cost [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 
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invalid_format: 

encounter_base_encounter_cost 

Contain values of invalid 

formats 

Value 

conformance 

( encounter_base_encounter_cost   not_match  [0-9]{2}[0-9\.][\.0-9][0-

9][0-9]{0,1}  ) AND ( encounter_base_encounter_cost [is_empty]  ==  

False [text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: 

encounter_base_encounter_cost 

Has missing values Completeness encounter_base_encounter_cost [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

invalid_datatype: 

encounter_total_claim_cost 

Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( encounter_total_claim_cost [data_type]  !=  numeric  ) AND ( 

encounter_total_claim_cost [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_format: 

encounter_total_claim_cost 

Contain values of invalid 

formats 

Value 

conformance 

( encounter_total_claim_cost   not_match  [0-9]{2}[0-9\.][\.0-9][0-9][0-

9]{0,1}  ) AND ( encounter_total_claim_cost [is_empty]  ==  False 

[text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: 

encounter_total_claim_cost 

Has missing values Completeness encounter_total_claim_cost [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

invalid_datatype: 

encounter_payer_coverage 

Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( encounter_payer_coverage [data_type]  !=  numeric  ) AND ( 

encounter_payer_coverage [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_format: 

encounter_payer_coverage 

Contain values of invalid 

formats 

Value 

conformance 

( encounter_payer_coverage   not_match  [0-9][0-9\.]{3}[0-9]{0,1}[0-

9]{0,1}  ) AND ( encounter_payer_coverage [is_empty]  ==  False 

[text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: 

encounter_payer_coverage 

Has missing values Completeness encounter_payer_coverage [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

invalid_datatype: 

encounter_reasoncode 

Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( encounter_reasoncode [data_type]  !=  numeric  ) AND ( 

encounter_reasoncode [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 
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missing_value: 

encounter_reasoncode 

Has missing values Completeness encounter_reasoncode [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

out_of_dictionary: 

encounter_reasondescription 

Contain words not 

allowed 

Value 

conformance 

( encounter_reasondescription [has_out_of_dict]  ==  True 

[text_to_bool] ) AND ( encounter_reasondescription [is_empty]  ==  

False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_datatype: 

encounter_reasondescription 

Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( encounter_reasondescription [data_type]  !=  text  ) AND ( 

encounter_reasondescription [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: 

encounter_reasondescription 

Has missing values Completeness encounter_reasondescription [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

invalid_datatype: condition_start Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( condition_start [data_type]  !=  datetime  ) AND ( condition_start 

[is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

future_date: condition_start Future date Value 

conformance 

( condition_start [text_to_date]  >  today [text_to_date] ) AND ( 

condition_start [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_format: condition_start Contain values of invalid 

formats 

Value 

conformance 

( condition_start   not_match  [0-9]{4}\-[0-9]{2}\-[0-9]{2}  ) AND ( 

condition_start [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: condition_start Has missing values Completeness condition_start [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

outlier_year: condition_start Year out of estimated 

plausible range 

Value 

conformance 

( condition_start [text_to_date_year]  not_between  1962...2022 

[text_to_interval] ) AND ( condition_start [is_empty]  ==  False 

[text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_date_expr: 

condition_start 

Invalid date expression Value 

conformance 

( condition_start [is_valid_date]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) AND ( 

condition_start [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 
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invalid_datatype: condition_stop Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( condition_stop [data_type]  !=  datetime  ) AND ( condition_stop 

[is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

future_date: condition_stop Future date Value 

conformance 

( condition_stop [text_to_date]  >  today [text_to_date] ) AND ( 

condition_stop [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: condition_stop Has missing values Completeness condition_stop [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

outlier_year: condition_stop Year out of estimated 

plausible range 

Value 

conformance 

( condition_stop [text_to_date_year]  not_between  1900...2022 

[text_to_interval] ) AND ( condition_stop [is_empty]  ==  False 

[text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_date_expr: 

condition_stop 

Invalid date expression Value 

conformance 

( condition_stop [is_valid_date]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) AND ( 

condition_stop [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_datatype: 

condition_patient 

Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( condition_patient [data_type]  !=  text  ) AND ( condition_patient 

[is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_format: condition_patient Contain values of invalid 

formats 

Value 

conformance 

( condition_patient   not_match  [0-9a-z]{8}\-[0-9a-z]{4}\-[0-9][0-9a-

z]{3}\-[0-9a-z]{4}\-[0-9a-z]{12}  ) AND ( condition_patient [is_empty]  

==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: condition_patient Has missing values Completeness condition_patient [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

invalid_datatype: 

condition_encounter 

Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( condition_encounter [data_type]  !=  text  ) AND ( 

condition_encounter [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_format: 

condition_encounter 

Contain values of invalid 

formats 

Value 

conformance 

( condition_encounter   not_match  [0-9a-z]{8}\-[0-9a-z]{4}\-[0-9][0-9a-

z]{3}\-[0-9a-z]{4}\-[0-9a-z]{12}  ) AND ( condition_encounter 

[is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 
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missing_value: 

condition_encounter 

Has missing values Completeness condition_encounter [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

invalid_datatype: condition_code Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( condition_code [data_type]  !=  numeric  ) AND ( condition_code 

[is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_format: condition_code Contain values of invalid 

formats 

Value 

conformance 

( condition_code   not_match  [0-9](HL7 International)[0-9]{0,2}[0-

9]{0,6}  ) AND ( condition_code [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: condition_code Has missing values Completeness condition_code [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

out_of_dictionary: 

condition_description 

Contain words not 

allowed 

Value 

conformance 

( condition_description [has_out_of_dict]  ==  True [text_to_bool] ) 

AND ( condition_description [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_datatype: 

condition_description 

Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( condition_description [data_type]  !=  text  ) AND ( 

condition_description [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: 

condition_description 

Has missing values Completeness condition_description [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

invalid_datatype: patient_id Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( patient_id [data_type]  !=  text  ) AND ( patient_id [is_empty]  ==  

False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_format: patient_id Contain values of invalid 

formats 

Value 

conformance 

( patient_id   not_match  [0-9a-z]{8}\-[0-9a-z]{4}\-[0-9][0-9a-z]{3}\-[0-

9a-z]{4}\-[0-9a-z]{12}  ) AND ( patient_id [is_empty]  ==  False 

[text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: patient_id Has missing values Completeness patient_id [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 
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invalid_datatype: 

patient_birthdate 

Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( patient_birthdate [data_type]  !=  datetime  ) AND ( patient_birthdate 

[is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

future_date: patient_birthdate Future date Value 

conformance 

( patient_birthdate [text_to_date]  >  today [text_to_date] ) AND ( 

patient_birthdate [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_format: patient_birthdate Contain values of invalid 

formats 

Value 

conformance 

( patient_birthdate   not_match  [0-9]{4}\-[0-9]{2}\-[0-9]{2}  ) AND ( 

patient_birthdate [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: patient_birthdate Has missing values Completeness patient_birthdate [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

outlier_year: patient_birthdate Year out of estimated 

plausible range 

Value 

conformance 

( patient_birthdate [text_to_date_year]  not_between  1900...2022 

[text_to_interval] ) AND ( patient_birthdate [is_empty]  ==  False 

[text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_date_expr: 

patient_birthdate 

Invalid date expression Value 

conformance 

( patient_birthdate [is_valid_date]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) AND ( 

patient_birthdate [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_datatype: 

patient_deathdate 

Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( patient_deathdate [data_type]  !=  datetime  ) AND ( patient_deathdate 

[is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

future_date: patient_deathdate Future date Value 

conformance 

( patient_deathdate [text_to_date]  >  today [text_to_date] ) AND ( 

patient_deathdate [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

outlier_year: patient_deathdate Year out of estimated 

plausible range 

Value 

conformance 

( patient_deathdate [text_to_date_year]  not_between  1900...2022 

[text_to_interval] ) AND ( patient_deathdate [is_empty]  ==  False 

[text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_date_expr: 

patient_deathdate 

Invalid date expression Value 

conformance 

( patient_deathdate [is_valid_date]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) AND ( 

patient_deathdate [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 
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invalid_datatype: patient_ssn Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( patient_ssn [data_type]  !=  text  ) AND ( patient_ssn [is_empty]  ==  

False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_format: patient_ssn Contain values of invalid 

formats 

Value 

conformance 

( patient_ssn   not_match  [0-9]{3}\-[0-9]{2}\-[0-9]{4}  ) AND ( 

patient_ssn [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: patient_ssn Has missing values Completeness patient_ssn [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

invalid_datatype: patient_drivers Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( patient_drivers [data_type]  !=  text  ) AND ( patient_drivers 

[is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: patient_drivers Has missing values Completeness patient_drivers [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

out_of_dictionary: 

patient_passport 

Contain words not 

allowed 

Value 

conformance 

( patient_passport [has_out_of_dict]  ==  True [text_to_bool] ) AND ( 

patient_passport [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_datatype: 

patient_passport 

Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( patient_passport [data_type]  !=  text  ) AND ( patient_passport 

[is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: patient_passport Has missing values Completeness patient_passport [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

invalid_datatype: patient_prefix Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( patient_prefix [data_type]  !=  text  ) AND ( patient_prefix [is_empty]  

==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_format: patient_prefix Contain values of invalid 

formats 

Value 

conformance 

( patient_prefix   not_match  [A-Z]{0,1}[a-z]{0,1}[\.a-z]{0,1}\.{0,1}  ) 

AND ( patient_prefix [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: patient_prefix Has missing values Completeness patient_prefix [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 
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invalid_datatype: patient_first Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( patient_first [data_type]  !=  text  ) AND ( patient_first [is_empty]  ==  

False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_format: patient_first Contain values of invalid 

formats 

Value 

conformance 

( patient_first   not_match  [A-Z][a-z][a-z0-9]{2}[a-z0-9 ][a-z0-9 A-

Z]{0,1}[a-z0-9A-Z ]{0,1}[a-z0-9A-Z]{0,1}[a-z0-9]{0,2}[0-9a-

z]{0,3}[0-9]{0,2}  ) AND ( patient_first [is_empty]  ==  False 

[text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: patient_first Has missing values Completeness patient_first [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

invalid_datatype: patient_last Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( patient_last [data_type]  !=  text  ) AND ( patient_last [is_empty]  ==  

False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_format: patient_last Contain values of invalid 

formats 

Value 

conformance 

( patient_last   not_match  [A-Z][a-z\'][a-zA-Z][a-zA-Z0-9][a-z0-9][a-

z0-9]{0,4}[0-9a-z]{0,4}[0-9]{0,3}  ) AND ( patient_last [is_empty]  ==  

False [text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: patient_last Has missing values Completeness patient_last [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

invalid_datatype: patient_suffix Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( patient_suffix [data_type]  !=  text  ) AND ( patient_suffix [is_empty]  

==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_format: patient_suffix Contain values of invalid 

formats 

Value 

conformance 

( patient_suffix   not_match  [A-Z]{0,1}[A-Za-z]{0,1}[A-Z]{0,1}  ) 

AND ( patient_suffix [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

out_of_dictionary: 

patient_maiden 

Contain words not 

allowed 

Value 

conformance 

( patient_maiden [has_out_of_dict]  ==  True [text_to_bool] ) AND ( 

patient_maiden [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_datatype: patient_maiden Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( patient_maiden [data_type]  !=  text  ) AND ( patient_maiden 

[is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 
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invalid_datatype: patient_marital Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( patient_marital [data_type]  !=  text  ) AND ( patient_marital 

[is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_format: patient_marital Contain values of invalid 

formats 

Value 

conformance 

( patient_marital   not_match  [A-Z]{0,1}  ) AND ( patient_marital 

[is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: patient_marital Has missing values Completeness patient_marital [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

invalid_datatype: patient_race Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( patient_race [data_type]  !=  text  ) AND ( patient_race [is_empty]  ==  

False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_format: patient_race Contain values of invalid 

formats 

Value 

conformance 

( patient_race   not_match  [a-z]{5}[a-z]{0,1}  ) AND ( patient_race 

[is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: patient_race Has missing values Completeness patient_race [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

invalid_datatype: 

patient_ethnicity 

Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( patient_ethnicity [data_type]  !=  text  ) AND ( patient_ethnicity 

[is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_format: patient_ethnicity Contain values of invalid 

formats 

Value 

conformance 

( patient_ethnicity   not_match  [a-z]{8}[a-z]{0,3}  ) AND ( 

patient_ethnicity [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: patient_ethnicity Has missing values Completeness patient_ethnicity [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

invalid_datatype: patient_gender Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( patient_gender [data_type]  !=  text  ) AND ( patient_gender 

[is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_format: patient_gender Contain values of invalid 

formats 

Value 

conformance 

( patient_gender   not_match  [A-Z]  ) AND ( patient_gender [is_empty]  

==  False [text_to_bool] ) 
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missing_value: patient_gender Has missing values Completeness patient_gender [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

out_of_dictionary: 

patient_birthplace 

Contain words not 

allowed 

Value 

conformance 

( patient_birthplace [has_out_of_dict]  ==  True [text_to_bool] ) AND ( 

patient_birthplace [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_datatype: 

patient_birthplace 

Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( patient_birthplace [data_type]  !=  text  ) AND ( patient_birthplace 

[is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: patient_birthplace Has missing values Completeness patient_birthplace [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

out_of_dictionary: 

patient_address 

Contain words not 

allowed 

Value 

conformance 

( patient_address [has_out_of_dict]  ==  True [text_to_bool] ) AND ( 

patient_address [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_datatype: patient_address Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( patient_address [data_type]  !=  text  ) AND ( patient_address 

[is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: patient_address Has missing values Completeness patient_address [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

invalid_datatype: patient_city Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( patient_city [data_type]  !=  text  ) AND ( patient_city [is_empty]  ==  

False [text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: patient_city Has missing values Completeness patient_city [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

invalid_datatype: patient_state Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( patient_state [data_type]  !=  text  ) AND ( patient_state [is_empty]  ==  

False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_format: patient_state Contain values of invalid 

formats 

Value 

conformance 

( patient_state   not_match  [A-Z][a-z]{12}  ) AND ( patient_state 

[is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: patient_state Has missing values Completeness patient_state [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 
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invalid_datatype: patient_county Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( patient_county [data_type]  !=  text  ) AND ( patient_county 

[is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_format: patient_county Contain values of invalid 

formats 

Value 

conformance 

( patient_county   not_match  [A-Z][a-z]{4}[a-z ][a-zA-Z][a-z ][a-zA-Z 

][a-z A-Z][a-zA-Z ][a-zA-Z][a-z]{0,3}[a-z]{0,2}  ) AND ( 

patient_county [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: patient_county Has missing values Completeness patient_county [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

invalid_datatype: patient_zip Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( patient_zip [data_type]  !=  numeric  ) AND ( patient_zip [is_empty]  

==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: patient_zip Has missing values Completeness patient_zip [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

invalid_datatype: patient_lat Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( patient_lat [data_type]  !=  numeric  ) AND ( patient_lat [is_empty]  ==  

False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_format: patient_lat Contain values of invalid 

formats 

Value 

conformance 

( patient_lat   not_match  [0-9]{2}\.[0-9]{11}[0-9]{0,2}[0-9]{0,2}  ) 

AND ( patient_lat [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: patient_lat Has missing values Completeness patient_lat [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

invalid_datatype: patient_lon Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( patient_lon [data_type]  !=  numeric  ) AND ( patient_lon [is_empty]  

==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

invalid_format: patient_lon Contain values of invalid 

formats 

Value 

conformance 

( patient_lon   not_match  \-[0-9]{2}\.[0-9]{11}[0-9]{0,2}[0-9]{0,1}  ) 

AND ( patient_lon [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: patient_lon Has missing values Completeness patient_lon [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 
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invalid_datatype: 

patient_healthcare_expenses 

Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( patient_healthcare_expenses [data_type]  !=  numeric  ) AND ( 

patient_healthcare_expenses [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: 

patient_healthcare_expenses 

Has missing values Completeness patient_healthcare_expenses [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

invalid_datatype: 

patient_healthcare_coverage 

Invalid datatype Value 

conformance 

( patient_healthcare_coverage [data_type]  !=  numeric  ) AND ( 

patient_healthcare_coverage [is_empty]  ==  False [text_to_bool] ) 

missing_value: 

patient_healthcare_coverage 

Has missing values Completeness patient_healthcare_coverage [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

duplicate_rows: synthea_data Records are duplicated 

across the table 

Referential 

conformance 

'encounter_id; encounter_start; encounter_stop; encounter_patient; 

encounter_provider; encounter_payer; encounter_encounterclass; 

encounter_code; encounter_description; 

encounter_base_encounter_cost; encounter_total_claim_cost; 

encounter_payer_coverage; encounter_reasoncode; 

encounter_reasondescription; condition_start; condition_stop; 

condition_patient; condition_encounter; condition_code; 

condition_description; patient_id; patient_birthdate; patient_deathdate; 

patient_ssn; patient_drivers; patient_passport; patient_prefix; 

patient_first; patient_last; patient_suffix; patient_maiden; 

patient_marital; patient_race; patient_ethnicity; patient_gender; 

patient_birthplace; patient_address; patient_city; patient_state; 

patient_county; patient_zip; patient_lat; patient_lon; 

patient_healthcare_expenses; patient_healthcare_coverage' 

[has_duplicate_rows]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 
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implausible_relationship [1]: 

encounter_description, 

encounter_code 

Implausible relationship Atemporal 

plausibility 

( encounter_description   ==  General examination of patient (procedure)  

) AND  NOT ( encounter_code   ==  162673000  ) 

implausible_relationship [2]: 

encounter_code, 

encounter_encounterclass 

Implausible relationship Atemporal 

plausibility 

( encounter_code   ==  162673000  ) AND  NOT ( 

encounter_encounterclass   ==  wellness  ) 

conditional_missing [3]: 

encounter_code, 

encounter_reasoncode 

Conditional missing Atemporal 

plausibility 

( encounter_code   ==  162673000  ) AND  NOT ( 

encounter_reasoncode [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] ) 

conditional_missing [4]: 

encounter_code, 

encounter_reasondescription 

Conditional missing Atemporal 

plausibility 

( encounter_code   ==  162673000  ) AND  NOT ( 

encounter_reasondescription [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] ) 

implausible_relationship [5]: 

encounter_description, 

encounter_code 

Implausible relationship Atemporal 

plausibility 

( encounter_description   ==  Encounter for symptom  ) AND  NOT ( 

encounter_code   ==  185345009  ) 

implausible_relationship [6]: 

encounter_description, 

encounter_code 

Implausible relationship Atemporal 

plausibility 

( encounter_description   ==  Prenatal initial visit  ) AND  NOT ( 

encounter_code   ==  424441002  ) 

implausible_relationship [7]: 

encounter_code, 

encounter_encounterclass 

Implausible relationship Atemporal 

plausibility 

( encounter_code   ==  424441002  ) AND  NOT ( 

encounter_encounterclass   ==  ambulatory  ) 
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implausible_relationship [8]: 

encounter_code, 

encounter_reasoncode 

Implausible relationship Atemporal 

plausibility 

( encounter_code   ==  424441002  ) AND  NOT ( 

encounter_reasoncode   ==  72892002  ) 

implausible_relationship [9]: 

encounter_code, 

encounter_reasondescription 

Implausible relationship Atemporal 

plausibility 

( encounter_code   ==  424441002  ) AND  NOT ( 

encounter_reasondescription   ==  Normal pregnancy  ) 

implausible_relationship [10]: 

encounter_description, 

encounter_code 

Implausible relationship Atemporal 

plausibility 

( encounter_description   ==  Emergency room admission (procedure)  ) 

AND  NOT ( encounter_code   ==  50849002  ) 

implausible_relationship [11]: 

encounter_code, 

encounter_encounterclass 

Implausible relationship Atemporal 

plausibility 

( encounter_code   ==  50849002  ) AND  NOT ( 

encounter_encounterclass   ==  emergency  ) 

implausible_relationship [12]: 

encounter_description, 

encounter_encounterclass 

Implausible relationship Atemporal 

plausibility 

( encounter_description   ==  Emergency room admission (procedure)  ) 

AND  NOT ( encounter_encounterclass   ==  emergency  ) 

implausible_relationship [13]: 

encounter_description, 

encounter_encounterclass 

Implausible relationship Atemporal 

plausibility 

( encounter_description   ==  General examination of patient (procedure)  

) AND  NOT ( encounter_encounterclass   ==  wellness  ) 

implausible_relationship [14]: 

encounter_description, 

encounter_encounterclass 

Implausible relationship Atemporal 

plausibility 

( encounter_description   ==  Prenatal initial visit  ) AND  NOT ( 

encounter_encounterclass   ==  ambulatory  ) 
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implausible_relationship [15]: 

encounter_payer_coverage, 

encounter_payer 

Implausible relationship Atemporal 

plausibility 

( encounter_payer_coverage   ==  64.16  ) AND  NOT ( encounter_payer   

==  4d71f845-a6a9-3c39-b242-14d25ef86a8d  ) 

implausible_relationship [16]: 

encounter_payer_coverage, 

encounter_payer 

Implausible relationship Atemporal 

plausibility 

( encounter_payer_coverage   ==  59.16  ) AND  NOT ( encounter_payer   

==  5059a55e-5d6e-34d1-b6cb-d83d16e57bcf  ) 

implausible_relationship [17]: 

encounter_payer_coverage, 

encounter_payer 

Implausible relationship Atemporal 

plausibility 

( encounter_payer_coverage   ==  54.16  ) AND  NOT ( encounter_payer   

==  6e2f1a2d-27bd-3701-8d08-dae202c58632  ) 

implausible_relationship [18]: 

encounter_payer_coverage, 

encounter_payer 

Implausible relationship Atemporal 

plausibility 

( encounter_payer_coverage   ==  89.16  ) AND  NOT ( encounter_payer   

==  7caa7254-5050-3b5e-9eae-bd5ea30e809c  ) 

implausible_relationship [19]: 

encounter_payer_coverage, 

encounter_payer 

Implausible relationship Atemporal 

plausibility 

( encounter_payer_coverage   ==  49.16  ) AND  NOT ( encounter_payer   

==  d47b3510-2895-3b70-9897-342d681c769d  ) 

implausible_relationship [20]: 

encounter_reasoncode, 

encounter_reasondescription 

Implausible relationship Atemporal 

plausibility 

( encounter_reasoncode   ==  10509002  ) AND  NOT ( 

encounter_reasondescription   ==  Acute bronchitis (disorder)  ) 

implausible_relationship [21]: 

encounter_reasondescription, 

encounter_reasoncode 

Implausible relationship Atemporal 

plausibility 

( encounter_reasondescription   ==  Acute viral pharyngitis (disorder)  ) 

AND  NOT ( encounter_reasoncode   ==  195662009  ) 
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implausible_relationship [22]: 

encounter_reasondescription, 

encounter_reasoncode 

Implausible relationship Atemporal 

plausibility 

( encounter_reasondescription   ==  Viral sinusitis (disorder)  ) AND  

NOT ( encounter_reasoncode   ==  444814009  ) 

implausible_relationship [23]: 

encounter_reasondescription, 

encounter_reasoncode 

Implausible relationship Atemporal 

plausibility 

( encounter_reasondescription   ==  Normal pregnancy  ) AND  NOT ( 

encounter_reasoncode   ==  72892002  ) 

conditional_missing [24]: 

encounter_reasondescription, 

encounter_reasoncode 

Conditional missing Atemporal 

plausibility 

( encounter_reasondescription [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] ) 

AND  NOT ( encounter_reasoncode [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] 

) 

conditional_missing [25]: 

patient_prefix, patient_marital 

Conditional missing Atemporal 

plausibility 

( patient_prefix [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] ) AND  NOT ( 

patient_marital [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] ) 

implausible_relationship [26]: 

patient_prefix, patient_marital 

Implausible relationship Atemporal 

plausibility 

( patient_prefix   ==  Mrs.  ) AND  NOT ( patient_marital   ==  M  ) 

conditional_missing [27]: 

patient_prefix, patient_passport 

Conditional missing Atemporal 

plausibility 

( patient_prefix [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] ) AND  NOT ( 

patient_passport [is_empty]  ==  True [text_to_bool] ) 

conditional_missing [28]: 

patient_prefix, patient_passport 

Conditional missing Atemporal 

plausibility 

( patient_prefix   ==  Mrs.  ) AND  NOT ( patient_passport [is_empty]  

==  False [text_to_bool] ) 
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Appendix N – Ethics review checklist 
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Appendix O – MIMIC data ethics application and approval 

1. Evidence of training completion 
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2. Ethics application 
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3. Ethics application approval 

 


